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INDOOR-SURVEYS, RADON POTENTIAL MAPS AND THEIR IMPACTS 

ON RADON AWARENESS IN CALIFORNIA 

Ronald K. Churchill, Ph.D. 

Senior Engineering Geologist 

California Geological Survey
1
, California Department of Conservation

Ron.Churchill@conservation.ca.gov 

Abstract 

California radon surveys conducted between 1979 and 1990 found only small percentages of 

residences having indoor-radon concentrations exceeding 4 pCi/L. They established the 

perspective that indoor-radon is not a significant health issue in California, limiting interest in 

radon among many government agencies and citizens. Recent radon potential maps by the 

California Geological Survey show that higher radon potential areas, not detected by the early 

surveys, do exist within some California counties.  Availability of these maps on the web has 

facilitated their use by consultants in Phase 1 environment assessments, in real estate disclosure 

and by the public; increasing the visibility of radon as an environmental health issue in 

California.  One county recently began requiring radon map review during preparation of 

geotechnical reports for construction projects.  This has resulted in consideration of radon at 

several sites and a commitment to radon resistant construction at a new fire station.   

Introduction 

The first goal of this paper is to discuss the origins and accuracy/inaccuracy of the pervasive 

perspective that California does not have significant radon problems.  The second goal is to 

summarize how the California Geological Survey (CGS) and the California Department of 

Public Health (CDPH) have been working cooperatively to show that California does have local 

radon exposure issues by identifying and documenting the state’s relatively small but 

significantly anomalous radon areas.   The final goal of this paper is to show how CGS radon 

maps increasingly are being used, especially by consultants required to address the radon 

exposure issue when preparing Phase 1 environmental reports for construction projects.  A new 

interactive radon map on the CGS website makes it quick and easy for anyone to obtain radon 

potential information for an address or named geographic location (e.g., XYZ School) within a 

completed CGS radon potential map area.  

The current CDPH-CGS cooperative work to produce radon potential maps began in 2003. 

Churchill (2012a) describes the map development process and provides details about the 

associated CDPH radon surveys.  Briefly, CGS radon potential maps are developed using a 

geologic approach similar in part to those advocated by Carlisle and Azzouz (1993) and 

organizations such as the British Geological Survey (Appleton, 2013).  CGS develops its maps 

using indoor-radon data from CDPH surveys, uranium geochemical data, soil permeability data 

(1) California Geological Survey (CGS) radon activities are funded through an interagency agreement, by a portion

of the California Department of Public Health (CDPH) State Indoor Radon Grant from U.S. EPA and CGS

matching funds.
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and geologic maps at 1:100,000 scale or larger.  To date CDPH has completed 20 radon-

screening surveys and CGS has completed 10 radon potential maps.  CGS radon maps are 

advisory, not regulatory. Currently CGS has one radon map in review and one in progress as 

shown in Figure 1.  Approximately 15 million Californians reside in areas with completed CGS 

radon potential maps. 

Figure (1):  Status of CGS radon mapping as of July 2016 

Historical Origins of California’s Radon Perspective 

California Radon Research and Media Reports—1979 to the mid-1990s 

Since the 1990s, the dominant perspective among its citizens and health officials is that indoor 

radon is not a significant problem in California.  A number of factors contributed to the 

development of this perspective including the type of radon surveys and their small numbers of 

samples, radon perspectives by state public health officials and radon researchers, and 

disagreements between radon experts reported by the media.  Between 1979 and 1988, the 

California Department of Health Services (DHS) and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL), 

along with other organizations, conducted a number of small, local radon surveys in California 

(see Figure 2).  These surveys found either no homes or relatively few homes exceeding the U.S. 
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Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recommended action level of 4 picoCuries per liter 

(pCi/L) radon (Kizer, 1989).  At the same time, radon surveys of homes in the Midwest and 

Northeast were finding much higher percentages of homes exceeding 4 pCi/L.  Most of these 

surveys occurred subsequent to the discovery of the 1984 Watras home in Pennsylvania, which 

dramatically increased national concern about indoor radon as a health issue in the United States 

(Brookins, 1990, p.7; Monmonier, 1997).   

Figure (2):  General locations of 1979 to 1988 California radon surveys 

Surveys:  BA = 1979 Bay Area survey by LBL, 29 homes; LBL = 1985 

Alameda County and San Joaquin Valley survey by LBL, 55 homes total; 

LADHS 1986-87 survey by Los Angeles County Department of Health 

Services, 73 homes; LAT = Los Angeles Times Newspaper survey, 436 

homes; SAC = 1988 survey, 100 homes by a local TV station (reference:  

Kizer, 1989)  

Results from radon surveys in 17 states during 1987 and 1988 showed a significant percentage of 

homes exceeding 4 pCi/L, indicating that the indoor-radon problem in U.S. homes was far more 

widespread than previously thought.  These survey results led to an EPA and Office of the 

Surgeon General advisory, issued on September 12, 1988, urging virtually every homeowner in 

the United States to test their house for radon (Stammer, 1988a).  California was not one of the 
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17 states surveyed.  DHS officials and LBL researchers immediately criticized the EPA call for 

testing all homes.  As reported in the Los Angeles Times newspaper, DHS issued a statement 

that it could not endorse the EPA position for California.  The Times quotes a DHS spokesman 

as saying “The state is not prepared to suggest that every homeowner have his home tested for 

radon…The state does encourage homeowners to learn as much as they can about radon, and we 

hope to assist with the publication of a booklet which is scheduled to come out in the next six 

months.”  The Times article noted that with this advisory the EPA was departing from its 

previous policy of suggesting radon testing only when homeowners believe they have a radon 

problem or live in a known radon “hot spot” area (Stammer, 1988a).  DHS policy and LBL 

recommendations through the 1980s and 1990s remained consistent with the earlier EPA policy.  

Additionally, both DHS and LBL continued to insist that radon surveys needed to use yearlong 

measurements to be valid.   

On September 14, 1988, a number of California newspapers reported the State Health Director’s 

response to the EPA advisory.  The Santa Cruz Sentinel Newspaper (Santa Cruz Sentinel, 1988) 

reported the Director as stating, “While we certainly agree with EPA that radon is a significant 

potential health problem, we do not believe at this time that every home in California should be 

tested for radon.” The Director referenced the year-long-survey of 440 homes throughout 

California currently underway by the DHS and California Air Resources Board.  He said he 

believed it would show radon is far less prevalent in California homes than in northeastern states 

with high-uranium soils, and pointed out that much of California enjoys a mild climate, its 

houses are well ventilated and built over crawlspaces rather than basements; all things making 

California homes less threatened by radon.   

On October 2, 1988, the Los Angeles Times Newspaper reported the results of its yearlong radon 

survey of 436 Times employee homes in Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino and 

Ventura Counties (Stammer, 1988b).  The Times conducted the survey with technical assistance 

from the California DHS and others (Kizer, 1989).  At this point, the Times study was the largest 

radon study in California.  It found 1.2 percent of homes tested had indoor-radon concentrations 

above 4 pCi/L and most of these homes were in southern Ventura County.   The highest radon 

concentration measured was 21.1 pCi/L.  This finding prompted DHS to undertake a 

comprehensive yearlong study in 1989 of homes in eastern Ventura County and the southern San 

Fernando Valley portion of Los Angeles County.  DHS reported the results of the study in 

September 1991 (Liu et al., 1991b).   The study used alpha-track detectors exposed for one year 

from 862 residences to evaluate the radon potentials for 49 Zip Code areas in western Los 

Angeles and eastern Ventura counties.  The measurements ranged from 0.1 to 15.9 pCi/L with a 

median of 1.2 pCi/L.  Liu et al. (1991b) classified the Zip Code areas in high, medium, and low 

radon potential groups using radon data and geographic contiguity.  Statistical analysis indicated 

that the average radon levels for the three Zip Code areas were significantly different from each 

other.  The study-estimated percentages of homes exceeding 4 pCi/L radon are 14% for the high, 

8% for the medium and 1% for the low region.   The high radon potential region contains seven 

Zip Code areas, the medium 10 Zip Code areas and the low 32 Zip Code areas. 

In March 1990 DHS published its survey of 310 (earlier reported as 440 by state officials) 

randomly selected homes statewide (Liu et al., 1990; Liu et al., 1991a; and Kizer et al., 1990).  
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This is the first radon survey to cover the entire state of California.  Overall study conclusions 

were as quoted below: 

 The annual geometric mean radon concentration in California is 0.85 pCi/L and a

geometric standard deviation of 1.91.

 The approximate fractions of California population regularly exposed to residential radon

concentrations greater than 4 pCi/L and 8 pCi/L is 0.8% and 0.03%, respectively.

Currently (in 1990) there are approximately 11 million housing units in California so the

expected number exceeding 4 pCi/L is 88,000, with lower and upper 95% confidence

limits of 66,000 and 121,000 respectively.

 Indoor radon concentrations are found to be associated with geographic location,

ventilation, type and age of residences and type of substructure.  The Sierra Nevada

foothills and Ventura County had higher concentrations than other areas of California.
2

The Sierra area, with approximately 220,000 residences, has the highest number of

expected residences exceeding 4 pCi/L, approximately 54,000.  The coastal area has the

lowest expected number of residences exceeding 4 pCi/L, under less than 1,000 out of

over 2,000,000.

 Residences whose windows/doors are rarely opened by occupants, structures with a full

concrete slab, single-family houses, and new residences were found in general to have

higher radon concentrations.

The authors included the following important qualifications to their conclusions, quoted in full 

here:  

“The fact that only a small percentage of California residences are expected to 

have annual average concentrations over 4 pCi/L does not imply that there is no 

radon problem in this state.  Actually, the findings of elevated radon 

concentrations in the areas of the Sierra Foothills and Ventura/Los Angeles 

Counties indicate that there are some problem areas, which need further 

investigation.  Finding these areas of elevated indoor radon was possibly 

fortuitous given the limited scope of the sampling (which was due in turn to the 

funding limitations), the geologic and climatic diversity of California, and the 

large variations in population density.  In general, a survey of this size using a 

simple population-based sampling scheme would not have been expected to 

identify even a moderately-sized region of elevated indoor radon unless it also 

had a sufficiently high population to increase the probability of extensively 

sampling it.” 

The study recommended that a detailed study be undertaken to identify other areas with elevated 

indoor concentrations throughout the state.  In addition, the authors recommended detailed 

studies to determine the extent of the problem area in any areas identified then or in the future as 

having elevated radon concentrations.  Such a study was already underway in the Ventura 

County-Los Angeles County area.  Except for follow-up work to confirm the Santa Barbara hot-

2
 A simplified map showing the geographic subdivisions the authors used for California is available in Liu 

et al. (1991a). 
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spot discovery described below, the Ventura–Los Angeles study previously described was the 

only detailed radon study conducted by DHS in the 1990s. 

The Liu et al. (1990) study became the principle source of California indoor-radon information 

for state environmental and health agencies.  More than any other study, it seems to have 

influenced these groups’ radon views and policy.  A Los Angeles Times article (Stammer, 1990) 

about the DHS study reported it confirmed earlier studies’ findings that radon is present only in 

low levels in most California homes, and backed up the results of the Times’ survey completed 

in October 1988.  That article did note study findings that 10 to 15% of dwellings in the Ventura 

County region may surpass the EPA radon guideline.  However, it concluded that the study 

findings bolstered California’s contention that the EPA and U.S surgeon general overreacted in 

1988 in urging that virtually every dwelling in the country be tested for radon.  An LBL 

spokesperson was reported as saying that researchers have long believed that radon levels are 

fairly low in California, except in so-called hot spots (Stammer, 1990).  The DHS study found 

such hot spots in the Sierra counties of Fresno, Mono, Tulare and Inyo; the radon annual 

geometric mean  in those areas being 1.28 pCi/L compared to the statewide  annual geometric 

mean of 0.85 pCi/L.  The LBL spokesperson noted that in general most people shouldn’t be 

concerned about radon in California but they should start to do something when any particular 

area has higher-than-average concentrations (Stammer, 1990). 

In June and again in October 1990, Los Angeles County health officials and leaders of the 

American Lung Association (ALA) urged county homeowners to test their dwellings for radon, 

claiming that 50 to 100 county lives a year could be saved (Feldman, 1990; Lichtblau and 

Stammer, 1990).  This recommendation was made after county review of radon data from 

various studies over the previous three years showed 2.2% of 1,860 homes tested exceed 4 pCi/L 

radon.  In October, hoping to combat public apathy over radon, an “easily solvable problem,” the 

county health officials released an estimate that 4.4% (75,000) Los Angeles county homes 

exceed 4 pCi/L radon.  County health experts and the ALA noted that radon is a potent 

carcinogen and precautions should be taken because they are relatively inexpensive compared to 

the potential health risks (as little as $14 to test a home).  In the June article, county toxics 

epidemiology program chief, Dr. Paul Papanek, Jr. is quoted as stating “Certainly if you look at 

the cost of things that we all do for safety—installing smoke detectors and putting seat belts on 

our families, this is at least as cost effective as that.”  An LBL researcher said Papanek’s 

suggestion for home testing in Los Angeles County appeared to be “an ill focused effort.”   

“Recommending that everyone worry about radon is causing people who shouldn’t be concerned 

about it to worry about it.”  “Most of the houses (with problems) are clustered…we need a 

focused effort finding places with high numbers.”  Radon experts immediately challenged the 

credibility of the county’s radon study on the basis that it lacked consistency by mixing short- 

and long-term results from a wide range of sources.  The October Times’ article included results 

of the recently concluded EPA and DHS study involving a survey of 1,885 California homes 

(part of the EPA State Residential Radon Survey, SRRS).  The SRRS study estimated 1% of Los 

Angeles County households had dangerous levels of radon and 0.6% for all of southern 

California households.  For California overall, the SRRS study estimated that 2.4% of homes 

may have excessive radon levels, third from the bottom of radon levels among the 34 SRRS 

project states.   
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Although the SRRS survey involved many more homes than the Liu et al. (1990) study, it 

utilized short-term radon screening measurements.  Consequently, its estimates and conclusions 

carried less weight with DHS officials and LBL researchers than the Liu et al. (1990) study.  

DHS continued to use 0.8% from the Liu et al. 1990 study as the statewide rate for homes with 

radon levels exceeding 4 pCi/L radon.   

On February 4, 1991, the Santa Barbara News-Press ran an article titled “Radon may lurk in 

2,000 homes, tests find” (Burns, 1991).  The article reports the results of a radon survey of 80 

Santa Barbara (city) area homes by Ed Keller, a University of California Santa Barbara geologist 

and professor of environmental studies.  Keller found radon “hot-spots” within Santa Barbara 

and in surrounding areas.  The high radon homes were associated with the Rincon shale, an 

organic rich mudstone with naturally elevated background uranium levels.  Simultaneously, Don 

Carlisle, professor emeritus at the University of California Los Angeles Department of Earth and 

Space Sciences, was reaching  conclusions similar to Keller.  Carlisle also tested 80 homes and 

found 75% of measurements in one anomalous radon area exceeded 4 pCi/L.  The highest 

measurement for a home in the county reported by Carlisle was 58.4 pCi/L, with other high 

measurements ranging from 25.9 pCi/L to 41.6 pCi/L.  Keller and Carlisle urged all homes on or 

near the Rincon shale be tested for radon.  Keller drew a radon “hazard area” around the shale 

and, using air photos, counted 7,100 buildings within it.  He estimated that about 25%, or 1,800 

buildings, would likely exceed 4 pCi/L.   

DHS followed up on the University of California studies and its results were reported in an April 

18, 1991 article by the Los Angeles Times titled:  “High Levels of Radon Found in Residences : 

Health : Santa Barbara discovery is the first time widespread amounts of the radioactive gas have 

been detected in a California neighborhood” (Corwin, 1991).  The article reports that the state 

Health Director said that isolated cases of high radon levels have been found in some 

neighborhoods in the state, but that this is the first time a “hot spot” has been found in California.  

More than half of the 140 homes tested by DHS in the Santa Barbara area exceeded EPA 

guidelines.  Thirty showed radon levels five times higher than the guidelines.  The article quoted 

Santa Barbara County Health Care Services deputy director as saying the people shouldn’t panic.  

“They’d have to live in a house for decades and decades with very high levels for it to have the 

potential to do damage.”  She also said that Santa Barbara residents living in areas with high 

radon levels do not have higher rates of cancer, according to county Cancer Registry statistics. 

The DHS Director still recommended all residents in southern Santa Barbara County and 

northern Ventura County test their homes for radon.  He is quoted as saying “some people feel 

the EPA has overreacted…but we’re taking a conservative approach.”  “Instead of quibbling 

about it, we’d rather be safe and go with the EPA standards.”  While there is some disagreement 

about exposure levels, there is no dispute that radon can cause lung cancer. 

Although not part of the Santa Barbara News-Press article, one should note that neither the Liu et 

al. (1990) study of 310 randomly selected homes nor the DHS statewide study of 1,885 randomly 

selected homes (SRRS) identified the high radon area at Santa Barbara.  In 1993, Carlisle and a 

graduate student published a paper on their Santa Barbara and Ventura counties radon work in 

the scientific journal Indoor Air (Carlisle and Azzouz, 1993).  In this paper, they criticize using 

random surveys for identifying anomalous radon areas.  The authors state, “Simple random 

sampling aims ideally to avoid bias by making every house equally selectable and, as a 
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consequence, obliterating differences among sub-populations which may, or may not exist within 

the whole.” Consequently, sub-populations or measurements representing anomalous radon areas 

such as at Santa Barbara may not be recognized as such.  Alternatively, Carlisle and Azzouz 

advocate exploring for abnormally radon–prone areas using a geological approach similar to that 

used for mineral deposit exploration.  In the mineral industry, exploration based upon geological 

models of occurrence is far more likely to find anomalous occurrences than random sampling.  

The Santa Barbara-Rincon Shale hot spot was found by a deliberate geologic exploration 

approach, not by random surveys.  Hobbs and Maeda (1996) also concluded that the Santa 

Barbara hot spot was not found in the Liu et al. (1990) survey because, “…random sampling is 

ill-suited for the evaluation of small subpopulations.”  The Carlisle and Azzouz, and Hobbs and 

Maeda statements about random survey shortcomings are consistent with the caution by Liu et 

al. (1990) quoted above.   However, DHS continued to use a random survey approach for 

subsequent radon studies in the late 1990s. 

EPA and LBL Radon Potential Maps and the California Radon Perspective 

In 1993, the EPA released its Map of Radon Zones for the United States.  This was the first 

radon potential map that covered the entire nation and an important step in raising radon 

awareness with the public, government and health organizations.  Figure 3 shows the California 

portion of the EPA Map.  The map shows radon potentials as zone classifications based on 

ranges of estimated average county indoor-radon levels.  The average county indoor-radon 

ranges are:  Zone 1, > 4 pCi/L; Zone 2, 2 to 4 pCi/L; and Zone 3, < 2 pCi/L.  The EPA map 

shows Santa Barbara and Ventura counties as the only Zone 1 counties in California.  Of the 

remaining 56 California counties, 29 are Zone 2 and 27 are Zone 3.  The EPA radon potential 

map did not change the perspective that radon is not a significant problem in California, except 

for Santa Barbara and Ventura counties.  Of interest is that the original draft of the California 

portion of the EPA map showed Santa Barbara and Ventura counties as Zone 2 counties.  After it 

was pointed out that the draft map showed no indication of the state’s only official radon “hot-

spot” known at that time, the EPA decided to change Santa Barbara and Ventura counties to 

Zone 1 counties on the final map.  A negative consequence of that change is that both counties 

are shown as Zone 1 counties in their entirety, even though the “hot-spot” area represents only 

slightly more than 2% of the combined two-county land area.  Unfortunately, by using average 

indoor-radon levels to represent county radon potentials, the EPA map also reinforced the 

California perspective in unanticipated ways.  First, many of those trying to use the map do not 

have a feel for the significance of different average indoor radon levels with regard to risk.  A 1 

pCi/L average compared to a 3 pCi/L average, or a 3 pCi/L average to a 4 pCi/L average doesn’t 

imply much difference in risk to the average person because the numbers are close to each other 

and small.  More problematic is that some individuals do not recognize the Zones are averages.  

They interpret the Zone definitions to mean that no homes in Zone 2 or Zone 3 counties 

exceeded 4 pCi/L, and all homes in Zone 1 counties exceed 4 pCi/L.  The author recently found a 

statement online justifying not testing homes in an EPA Zone 3 California county because the 

Zone has “predicted indoor radon levels of less than 2 pCi/L” and that is less than the level EPA 

considers hazardous.  

Several years after EPA released its map, LBL released two radon potential maps for the U.S. 

developed as part of their High Radon Project (LBNL, 2016a).  Fewer people are aware of these 
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maps than the EPA radon map.  One High Radon Project map shows radon potential by 

estimated county geometric mean radon level.  The other map shows county radon potentials by 

the estimated ratio of homes exceeding 4 pCi/L.  Figure 4 shows the California portion of the 

High Radon Project > 4 pCi/L ratio map.  The LBL High Radon Project used a Bayesian 

statistical approach to arrive at these estimates.  LBL used the same short-term SRRS indoor-

radon database as the EPA used for its map but modified the data mathematically to simulate 

yearlong measurements.  High Radon Project researchers assumed a lognormal distribution for 

all county indoor-radon populations when calculating their estimates.   

Figure (3):  1993 U.S. EPA Radon Zone 

classifications for California counties 
Figure (4):  LBL High Radon Project > 4 

pCi/L home ratios for California counties 

(data from http://energy.lbl.gov/ie/high-

radon/ctypred.htm, retrieved 2016-8-1) ) 

The LBL High Radon Project maps show very low radon potentials for California counties, 

further reinforcing the prevailing California radon perspective (LBNL, 2016b).  The > 4 pCi/L 

ratio map shows 33 California counties having an “estimated 0 percent homes above 4 pCi/L.”  

The author has been unable to find High Radon Project documentation describing exactly what 

this statement means.  It could be interpreted literally as meaning 0% of homes in a county were 

expected to exceed 4 pCi/L.  It seems likely that much of the public may have interpreted it this 

way.  Alternatively, the LBL researchers may have intended for this category to represent 0.5% 

or less of homes in a county were expected to exceed 4 pCi/L.  If so, indicating this clearly on 

their map would have helped prevent any potential misinterpretations by map users.  Homes 

have been measured exceeding 4 pCi/L in a number of these 33 counties.  One of the High 
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Radon Project Map “zero” counties is Los Angeles.  Results of the Liu et al. (1991b) study using 

yearlong radon measurements are strong evidence against a “zero” > 4 pCi/L home ratio for Los 

Angeles County.  The results also show it is likely Los Angeles County’s >4 pCi/L ratio exceeds 

0.5%.  The Liu et al. (1991b) study did not list population estimates for Zip Code areas in their 

study but U.S. Census Bureau 2010 population estimates are available for their Zip Code areas 

(U.S. Census Bureau, 2016a).  Using these population estimates, over 365,000 people reside in 

the Liu et al. (1991b) high and moderate Zip Code areas in Los Angeles County (see Figure 5).  

Based on the Liu et al. (1991b) estimates of 14% and 8% > 4 pCi/L homes for their high and 

moderate potential Zip Codes and the 2010 census data, at least 38,900 individuals likely reside 

in homes with > 4 pCi/L in these Zip Code areas.  This population estimate does not include the 

population for Zip Code 91301 (25,488), because it is partially in Ventura County.  Another 

454,000 people reside in Liu et al. (1991b) low potential Zip Code areas in Los Angeles County.  

Using their 1% estimate of > 4 pCi/L homes for low potential Zip Code areas, an additional 

4,540 individuals would be residing in homes exceeding 4 pCi/L in these Zip Codes. While 

43,440 persons in > 4 pCi/L residences is a small percentage of Los Angeles County’s 9.8 

million population, it is significantly more than most people would assume for a county with an 

“estimated 0 percent homes above 4 pCi/L.”.  Additionally, there are more people living in > 4 

pCi/L homes in anomalous radon areas in other parts of southern Los Angeles County.  

Examples of such areas are the Palos Verdes area (Churchill, 2012b) and the moderate radon 

potential areas, shown on the CGS radon potential map for southern Los Angeles County (see 

Figure 6 and Churchill, 2005).  The northern half of Los Angeles County may contain anomalous 

radon areas as well but a radon map has not been completed at this time.  The Liu et al. (1991b) 

study area population only represents about 3.7% of the Los Angeles County population.  The 

estimated 43,440 persons in >4 pCi/L homes in this area represents 0.44% of the county 

population.  Given these percentages and the known existence of other anomalous radon areas, it 

is very likely that the county ratio of >4 pCi/L residences for all of Los Angeles County exceeds 

0.5%. 

Note the similarity between the high and moderate radon potential Zip Code areas in Figure 5, 

developed from yearlong home measurements, and the CGS high and moderate radon potential 

areas in Figure 6 developed using short-term radon screening tests grouped by geologic unit.  

While high and moderate zones from the two maps do not match exactly, they clearly point to 

the same southwestern portion of Los Angeles County as having anomalous radon potential.  The 

Liu et al. (1991b) study did not cover other parts of the county.  The single countywide radon 

potential designations used by the EPA and LBL maps provide no indication that such radon 

potential variability exists in Los Angeles County.  Although yearlong radon tests are best for 

assessing annual radon exposures, the anomalous radon areas in California can be identified 

using a geologic approach and either short-term screening tests or yearlong tests.  Ultimately, the 

Liu et al. (1991b) study results for Los Angeles County raise serious questions about the 

accuracy and usefulness of the High Radon Project map radon potential predictions for Los 

Angeles and other California counties.   
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Figure (5):  Liu et al. (1991b) high, moderate and low radon 

potential Zip Code areas in Los Angeles County, California 

Figure (6):  Southern Los Angeles County high, moderate, low 

and unknown radon potential areas (Churchill, 2005 and 

Churchill, 2012b).  The different potential area colors relate to 

the different reports. 
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The limitations and shortcomings of both the EPA Radon Map and the High Radon Project > 4 

pCi/L ratio map just discussed have significant consequences for California.  Especially 

problematic is the inability of both maps to indicate the small but significant anomalous radon 

areas present in a number of California counties.  Because of this inability, both maps have 

reinforced the perspective that radon is not a significant issue in California. Both the EPA and 

LBL radon maps are based on 1,885 randomly selected indoor radon-screening measurements 

for California.  To put this number of measurements into perspective it is interesting to consider 

the radon potential map for England and Wales completed in 2007 by the Health Protection 

Agency (HPA) and the British Geological Survey (BGS).  The combined land area and 

population for England and Wales are about 59,500 square miles (154,000 square kilometers) 

and 56.6 million people (ONS, 2016).  The land area and population for California are about 

156,000 square miles (404,000 square kilometers) and 39.1 million people (U.S. Census Bureau, 

2016b).  The HPA and BGS used approximately 460,000 long-term radon test results in 

developing the England and Wales radon potential map (Miles et al., 2007).  EPA and the LBL 

High Radon Project used 1,885 short-term radon measurements in developing their radon 

potential maps.  California probably does not need 460,000 radon measurements to identify and 

characterize its anomalous radon areas.  However, the EPA and LBL High Radon Project radon 

potential maps’ shortcomings and accuracy issues for California relate in part to their 

development from too few radon measurements. 

Summary Comments on Historical Origins of California’s Radon Perspective 

By 1994, the perception that radon is not a significant problem in California, with the possible 

exception of the Santa Barbara area, was the established dominant perspective with the public, 

among many public health and government officials, and in the private sector (e.g., real estate 

agents).  Information provided above shows three factors within California influenced this 

perspective.  First, there were widespread media reports about radon survey results mostly 

finding few or no homes exceeding 4 pCi/L in California compared to other states.  While the 

media reported the survey results correctly, these surveys were limited in their ability to identify 

anomalous radon areas.  They missed the Santa Barbara-Rincon shale hot spot and radon 

anomalous areas later identified by CDPH-CGS radon surveys and mapping.  Second, the media 

reports about radon regularly contained statements by DHS officials and LBL researchers that 

radon is not a significant problem in California as it is in other states, constantly reinforcing that 

perspective.  Third, DHS and LBL strongly criticized EPA and other agencies that called for 

radon testing of every home in California or in a county. These public criticisms and debates 

between different groups of experts were likely confusing and possibly frustrated a public trying 

to understand what they should do regarding radon.  As papers on risk communication point out 

(e.g., Hintenlang, 1995; and Johnson, 1995), such “debates” provide a reason for the public to 

believe that radon risks are being overstated and to put off any definitive action, such as home 

testing.  The EPA Map of Radon Zones and the LBL High Radon Project maps provided ways 

for individuals to obtain basic information about radon risk at a location of interest quickly.  

However, the information the maps provide is very general.  Given the state’s geologic 

complexity, the average county radon level, or overall county ratio of > 4 pCi/L homes, may not 

be representative of any particular location of interest within a California county.  It is incorrect 

to assume that no > 4 pCi/L homes occur in a High Radon Map “estimated zero percent homes 
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above 4 pCi/L” California county.  Based on CGS and other work, some of these counties likely 

have hundreds to thousands of > 4 pCi/L homes.  Ultimately, the EPA Map of Radon Zones and 

the LBL High Radon Project maps reinforced the public perspective that California does not 

have a significant radon problem. 

 After 1995, interest in the indoor-radon issue declined in California and radon news items are 

much less common in media as illustrated in Figure 7.  This may have been inevitable and only 

partially for the reasons just discussed.  According to Hintenlang’s review of public risk 

perception regarding radon (Hintenlang, 1995), the public considers 12 issues in developing its 

views on risk associated with environmental agents.  Hintenlang found that not even one of the 

issues indicates radon is a high-risk problem and most permit the public to view radon as a low 

risk problem.  Additionally, the risk of radon exposure does not seem real to a majority of the 

public because they do not know of a single person who has died from lung cancer due to radon 

exposure (Johnson, 1995).   

Figure (7):  Radon articles in the online Los Angeles Times 

digital archives—1985 to 2010 

The California radon perspective is correct in that, compared to states like Iowa, California is at 

the other end of the indoor-radon exposure spectrum.  Unfortunately, continued downplaying of 

the radon issue in California and declining public interest over time seems to have changed the 

perception from “radon is not a significant problem in California” to “California does not have 

radon problems.”  The latter perception is not correct.  Lost in that perspective are the Liu et al. 

(1990) cautions that the surveys like theirs employed in California could miss significant 

anomalous radon areas.  That happened with the Santa Barbara-Rincon shale radon hot spot.   

A more accurate perspective is that California does not have large radon problem areas like some 

states, but does have a number of small but significant anomalous radon areas.  What makes 
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these small anomalous radon areas significant is that hundreds to tens of thousands of individuals 

are likely exposed to > 4 pCi/L radon levels in residences in some of these anomalous areas.  

CGS and CDPH Mapping and Survey Activities to Identify Anomalous Radon Areas in 

California 

As mentioned in the introduction, CGS has completed 10 radon potential maps, and two more 

maps are nearing completion.  Completed radon potential maps are available for eight coastal 

counties, the Lake Tahoe Area, and the Palos Verdes area (see Figure 1).  CGS has identified one 

or more high radon potential areas in all but one of its completed radon study areas.  It identified 

only moderate, low and unknown radon potential areas in Orange County.  For CGS maps 

completed so far, high radon areas are typically small.  High radon potential areas total from as 

little as 1.3% to almost 18% of county land areas for counties mapped so far.  The estimated 

populations within high radon potential areas commonly range from about 4,000 to 40,000.  An 

exception is the combined high radon areas in southern Los Angeles County, which may contain 

over 400,000 residents.  Information from completed CGS maps suggests a high likelihood that 

future CDPH-CGS radon surveys and mapping will identify additional anomalous radon areas in 

California.  

An important part of the CGS mapping approach is indoor-radon data from homes on individual 

geologic units known or suspected of having high radon potentials.  The CDPH Radon Program 

obtains these data through indoor-radon surveys for areas prior to their mapping by CGS.  Since 

2004, CDPH has conducted indoor-radon surveys of all or parts of 20 counties.  The surveys use 

address lists of homeowner occupied homes to solicit survey participation.  CGS develops 

address lists using digital geologic maps and GIS software to try to ensure generation of 

sufficient data for suspected anomalous radon geologic units for their statistical characterization 

and comparison.  After these geologic units are covered, the remaining goal is to obtain some 

data for as many other geologic units as possible in the survey areas.  

Increasing Radon Awareness in California 

Since 2003, the CGS and CDPH cooperative effort has provided new indoor-radon data and 

detailed radon potential maps that will, it is hoped, help reform the California radon perspective. 

Detailed information about the CGS maps is available in Churchill (2012a).   Figure 8 shows the 

number of radon measurements per year in the CDPH radon database.  Radon testing 

laboratories voluntarily provide these measurements to the CDPH Radon Program.  Also shown 

are radon measurements for CDPH radon surveys each year.  Note the increase in measurements 

per year starting about 2004 to 2006. 

Two things likely influenced the increase in measurements shown in Figure 8 after 2003.  First is 

the start of the CDPH-CGS radon surveys in 2004.  The surveys increase radon awareness where 

they are conducted in several ways.  A letter soliciting survey participation is sent to selected 

homeowner occupied addresses in survey areas.  The letter also provides a little information 

about radon and how to obtain additional information.  For surveys conducted this past winter, 

CDPH sent 26,262 solicitation letters to residents in Santa Clara County, 15,080 to Fresno 

County and 9,890 to Madera County. CDPH and county environmental health departments often 
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do press releases at the beginning of surveys and post survey and radon information on their 

websites and social media sites, such as Facebook. These actions also increase public radon 

awareness.  In December 2015, the Fresno Bee newspaper printed an article based on the CDPH 

press release about the 2015-2016 radon surveys in Santa Clara, Fresno and Madera Counties 

(Fresno Bee, 2015).  The Fresno Bee daily circulation is over 150,000.  Santa Clara County 

posted information about the 2015-2016 CDPH survey on its county website and on its county 

Facebook page.  While Figure 8 shows CDPH surveys directly contributed to the increase in 

radon measurements per year, the increase is greater than survey measurements alone. 

Secondly, increased web presence may have influenced the increase of radon measurements after 

2003 as shown in Figure 8.  About 2003 the CDPH Radon Program web site became more 

prominent and CGS added a radon webpage to its website 

(http://www.conservation.ca.gov/cgs/minerals/hazardous_minerals/radon).  The CGS radon 

webpage initially contained general information about radon and links to the CDPH Radon 

website, EPA and other radon information websites.  In 2005, CGS began posting PDF copies of 

its radon potential maps and accompanying reports for free viewing and downloading.  Currently 

10 radon maps and accompanying reports are available for viewing and downloading on the CGS 

radon webpage (see map examples Figures 9 and 10).  Although data are not available for some 

years, Figure 11 shows a significant increase in CGS radon webpage utilization between 2004 

and 2014.  Internet searches using the key words radon and the county or study area name for a 

completed CGS radon potential map (e.g., radon San Mateo or radon Lake Tahoe) will typically 

have links to the related CGS maps and reports at or near the top of the query response list.   

The CGS radon potential maps are at 1:100,000-scale (1 inch = 1.58 miles or 1 cm = 1 km), 

which allows individuals to find the location of their home or a point of interest and the radon 

potential for the immediate area.  Some county websites have either links to reports and maps on 

the CGS radon webpage or have a version of the county’s CGS radon map on their website.  The 

CDPH Radon Program website has links to CGS radon maps and reports.  CGS typically 

receives several requests each year for the digital map files of the radon potential layers for 

completed counties or study areas.  These requests are usually from environmental consulting 

companies or disclosure companies, and CGS has provided copies of these digital files at no 

charge. 
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Figure (8):  Radon measurements voluntarily provided to CDPH by 

radon testing laboratories and CDPH-CGS radon survey 

measurements by year 

The CDPH-Radon Program has maintained an online radon Zip Code database for a number of 

years and it can be useful in parts of California where CGS has not completed a radon potential 

map.  The database indicates those Zip Code areas that have many measurements and ones that 

have few or no measurements.  It also indicates those Zip Code areas that have many 

measurements exceeding 4 pCi/L and ones that have few or no such measurements.  While these 

Zip Code data are not suitable for detailed statistical analysis, they may prompt some to do radon 

testing or additional radon research in Zip Code areas with more measurements exceeding 4 

pCi/L.   
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Figure (9):  An example of a CGS radon potential map, shown here much reduced in size 

(Churchill, 2009). 
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Figure (10):  A portion of the Orange County radon potential map showing the typical level of 

detail for CGS radon maps.  Moderate radon potential is orange, low radon potential is green and 

unknown radon potential is gray (Churchill, 2015). 

Figure (11):  CGS radon website pageviews by year. 
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Most Californians do not know that a radon component in Phase 1 environmental reviews for 

California construction projects has become more common in recent years.  CGS issued Note 48 

in 2013 (CGS, 2013).  This is a checklist of items and topics that consulting engineering 

geologists must address in their reports related to construction projects for California public 

schools, hospitals, and essential services buildings such as fire stations as required under 

California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 24, California Building Code (CBC 2913).  The 

permitting agency in California for public schools is the Division of the State Architect (DSA).  

Hospitals and skilled nursing facilities are under the jurisdiction of the Office of Statewide 

Health Planning and Development (OSHPD).  CGS serves as an official advisor under contract 

with these two state agencies and uses Note 48 to review consultants’ reports for completeness.  

Note 48 requires review of seismology and earthquake ground motion, liquefaction and seismic 

settlement, slope stability and other geologic hazards or adverse site conditions.  Note 48 item 

31-E lists “Radon-222 gas” as a review item, noting that it is not a statewide issue but may be

pertinent to a particular site.  If so, the consultant should communicate the relevant radon

information to the building design team.  During the last year, CGS staff engineering geologists

reviewed 440 school projects and 30 hospital projects.  Ten school projects in the last six months

addressed the radon issue in their engineering geology and seismology reports (Jennifer

Thornburg, CGS, oral communication).  Of these ten projects, two used CGS radon potential

maps in their review.  One project site is located in a CGS mapped high radon potential area and

the consultant recommended the architect/engineer for the project consider radon in the design of

the proposed building improvements.  The other project site is located in a CGS mapped low

radon potential area and the consultant made no radon recommendation.  For the remaining

eight, seven project sites are not in areas with CGS radon maps.  For these, consultants used the

EPA radon map for radon information at six sites and one consultant referenced bedrock geology

and CDPH radon Zip Code data for their site.  One site has a CGS radon map showing low radon

potential at the site, but the consultant instead referenced nearby CDPH 2010 radon testing

(probably the 2010 CDPH radon Zip Code database) to conclude the site has low radon potential.

San Luis Obispo County updated its guidelines for engineering geology reports in October 2013 

(Papurello, 2013).  It added Item 25, “Radon and other hazardous gasses.”  The San Luis Obispo 

guidelines indicate that radon evaluation is only appropriate in the county where radon is an 

issue.  The guidelines provide guidance on how to determine if radon is an issue at a particular 

location in the county.  The guidelines also require review of the CGS SP 208, Radon potential 

in San Luis Obispo County, California, report and maps when addressing radon potential in 

engineering geology reports for sites in the county.  The guidelines include the URL for SP 208.  

The guideline requirement for radon has recently led to radon being considered as an issue at 

sites for a new California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (Cal Fire) firehouse, and at 

two school sites in San Luis Obispo County.  Cal Fire has made a commitment for radon 

resistant new construction (RRNC) at the firehouse (Donald Lindsay, CGS, oral 

communication). 

CGS Note 48 and the San Luis Obispo County guidelines for engineering geology reports are 

requiring engineering geology consultants to become more familiar with the radon issue and with 

available radon information resources, including CGS radon potential maps.  Eventually, this 
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knowledge may lead consultants to consider radon as an issue at sites other than schools, 

hospitals, skilled nursing facilities and essential services buildings. 

As of July 14, 2016, an online interactive radon map became available on the CGS Radon 

webpage.  The interactive radon map displays radon potential information for those counties and 

areas where CGS has completed a radon potential map.  This interactive map makes it easy and 

quick to identify locations of interest and obtain radon potential information for these sites.  It 

also facilitates accessing radon maps and report PDF files, and retrieving digital GIS radon 

potential layers and related GIS metadata for counties and areas with CGS radon maps.   

Locations of interest may be selected manually, using the cursor, or an address or location key 

words may be typed into the search box and the location will be identified on the map.  Placing 

the cursor on the location symbol and clicking the left mouse button will cause a pop-up box to 

appear.  In addition to radon information at the site, the pop-up box also contains links to the  

related CGS radon map, report and related GIS files.   

The interactive radon map only provides information within areas of California with a completed 

CGS radon potential map.  The areas colored dark red, red, orange, green or gray, representing 

very high, high, moderate, low and unknown radon potentials in Figure 12 are areas with 

completed CGS radon maps.  Figure 13 is a screen view showing the location of a site obtained 

by entering a school name in the query box in the upper right of the screen; for this example, 

Palos Verdes High School was used.  Figure 14 shows the pop-up box with radon information 

for the Palos Verdes High School site. 

Although the proportion of California with completed CGS radon potential maps appears small 

in Figure 12 (also see Figure 1), over 15 million people reside in these areas.  Using the 

interactive radon map, residents and other stakeholders interested in radon now can quickly and 

easily retrieve radon potential information, access related radon map and report PDF files, and 

download related digital GIS files for CGS radon potential maps for any location in California 

within a completed CGS radon map.  As new radon potential maps are completed, CGS will add 

the radon potential areas from these maps to the interactive radon map.   

Summary and Conclusions 

The perspective that radon is not a significant problem in California developed in the 1980s and 

early 1990s.  Several things within California contributed to this perspective.  One was the media 

reports about a number of small random radon surveys finding few or no homes with > 4 pCi/L 

radon levels.  A second contributor was the repeated statements by state health officials and LBL 

researchers that California does not have a significant radon problem like other states.  Media 

reports of strong disagreements between California public health officials and LBL radon 

researchers on one side and county health officials and the EPA officials on the other side of the 

issue to test all homes for radon also likely influenced the perspective.  They may have 

contributed to public apathy about radon in California.  However, that apathy may have occurred  
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Figure (12):  A screen view of the Department of Conservation, CGS 

interactive radon potential map.   Radon potential information is available 

within any of the dark red, red, orange, green or gray colored areas. 

Figure (13):  This computer screen view shows the location of a 

particular site of interest.  In this example, “Palos Verdes High School” 

was entered in the search box in the upper right of the computer screen. 
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Figure (14):  Computer screen view showing the interactive map pop-up box with radon 

information for the Palos Verdes High School location.
3

anyway given the nature of radon risk and the inability of many persons to see that risk as 

personally significant.  The EPA and the LBL High Radon Project maps further reinforced the 

California radon perspective by their inability to show the significant but sub-county sized 

anomalous radon areas that are typical in California.  The focus of the joint effort by the CDPH 

Radon Program and CGS since 2003 is to document and publicize the presence of these 

anomalous radon areas in California.  Focused radon surveys and development of detailed 

geologic based radon potential maps are accomplishing this.  Interestingly, during the 1980s and 

1990s DHS officials and LBL radon researchers repeatedly stated that elevated radon homes in 

California cluster in small areas.  They repeatedly called for detailed radon studies to identify 

these clusters.  Only one such study, Liu et al. (1991b) for eastern Ventura County and western 

Los Angeles County, was completed.  Funding difficulties may have prevented other detailed 

(3) In 2003, a student conducting a science fair research project discovered radon levels in some classrooms up to

almost 50 pCi/L at Palos Verdes High School (Duval et.al., 2004; Fukumoto et al., 2003).  Soon after this discovery,

a radon remediation project successfully lowered classroom radon levels to near outdoor ambient radon levels.
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studies during this period.  The detailed radon studies that DHS and LBL called for are similar to 

what the CDPH Radon Program and CGS joint effort has been doing since 2003. 

The new online CGS interactive radon map greatly simplifies obtaining radon potential 

information for any location in California within completed CGS radon potential map area.  As 

the public, government agencies, consultants, real estate agents, and other stakeholders discover 

the interactive map, and consider the radon information they obtain, it is hoped a more accurate 

California radon perspective will emerge.  That perspective is that radon is not as widespread a 

problem in California as it is in many other states, but California does have a number of 

relatively small anomalous radon areas.  These areas may pose a significant health concern for 

those residing within their boundaries.   

Knowledge gained from CDPH surveys and CGS mapping so far strongly suggests that 

additional anomalous radon areas remain to be discovered in California. Only after 

documentation of these areas can local residents, state and local public health officials and other 

stakeholders consider appropriate strategies and take steps to minimize their public health 

consequences.   
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Abstract 

As industrial hygienists who measure many contaminants (including radon) in varying 

environments, we typically measured and/or surveyed the environment, then prepared a 

corrective action plan.  As the owner’s independent authority, we often manage the bid process 

and post-mitigation verification.  However, when mitigating radon in schools, information about 

radon levels is insufficient for mitigation contractors to estimate effort required for mitigation.  

Contractors refused to provide bids due to uncertainty about sub-slab conditions.  Also, 

mitigation in schools often occurs during the summer break when the robust post-mitigation test 

data needed to prove a low radon levels (and to certify the contractor preformed their job, thus 

allowing payment) is not available.  In response, two major adjustments were made; (1) We 

conduct diagnostic sub-slab testing, which provides information needed to characterize various 

sub-slab conditions and estimate costs, and is particularly important when school renovations 

have occurred, and (2) We now specify sub-slab pressure as the primary deliverable to allow 

summer-time payment to the contractor.  Follow-up comprehensive radon testing is conducted 

during the heating season to validate the system design and installation.  We are currently using 

this process in approximately ten schools with results and experiences to be documented in this 

paper. 

Introduction 

Industrial hygienists (IH) often serve as third-party troubleshooters, project managers, and 

occupant advocates for various indoor air quality issues.  The troubleshooting process for 

determining the root cause of any hazardous environment can be compared to peeling layers of 

an onion.  When the IH does the job perfectly, they peel the cheapest layers first as quickly as 

possible, measure the effect and repeat as needed.  In the case of school facilities the 

mitigation/abatement/remediation contractor and IH, whether dealing with radon, asbestos, mold, 

VOCs, etc.,  often encounter a situation where budgets and timing are not within their control, 

and are accompanied by intangible factors that affect the decision-making process. 

The school used a radon screening test method that applied representative sampling (a common 

tool in industrial hygiene, internal auditing, quality control, and lead paint assessments, to name 

a few applications besides radon) to identify problem schools.  It is important to note that radon 

screening test methods are designed to identify a problematic structure (HUD, 2103; HUD, 2016; 

Neri, 2014).   Screening tests do not address the same hypothesis as radon testing designed to 

diagnose and repair the structure.     

Past attempts to competitively bid Active Soil Depressurization (ASD) systems in large 

commercial/institutional settings were met with resistance from potential radon contractors due 

to the unknown sub-slab conditions.  Attempts to separate the slab diagnostics from the remedial 

work and to bid the two tasks separately were met with firm distrust by the contractors of each 
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other’s work.  However, contractors were willing to work with data that was provided by an 

independent third party. 

For this group of schools, the timeframe and budget were limited, and occupant awareness was 

high, dictating an expedited, streamlined approach.  Below is a timeline of the radon mitigation 

process: 

Figure (1):  Radon mitigation project timeline 
1
 

A summertime completion schedule does not support robust post-mitigation radon data as 

required and described in Section 11 of the applicable AARST standard (AARST, 2015).  For 

this project a performance-based specification is written that defines success in terms of 

measurable system performance criteria, separate from variable radon measurements. AARST 

and ASTM installation standards define the contractor means and methods.  The project 

specification defined the ASD scope of work and the bid documents required a line-item detail 

cost sheet for change orders, if required.  This enabled the contractor to be paid upon completion 

of work performed, while supporting a competitive bid environment in case additional work was 

deemed necessary after radon testing during the heating season.  The project is not complete until 

comprehensive, heating season radon tests that are conducted in accordance with ANSI/AARST 

RMS-MALB 2014 standard can confirm success (AARST, 2015). 

(2) The paragraph numbers in Figure (1) refer to paragraphs in the radon specification. 
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Methods 

Diagnostic Slab Testing for Bid Purposes 

Based on input from local mitigation contractors and research, we made arrangements to perform 

testing to define sub-slab conditions in parts of the facility where ASD appeared be the 

mitigation system of choice.  Slab diagnostic test results would later dictate whether alternative 

mitigation methods should be employed initially.  It cannot be over-emphasized that the sub-slab 

diagnostic testing was designed to support the bid process and was not sufficient to design the 

system.  Slab diagnostic testing (SDT) in several schools indicated that ASD would not be the 

preferred first method due to conditions observed, supporting decisions regarding the scope of 

work during the scope definition phase of the project. 

Traditionally, project engineering documents and specifications should be sufficient to define the 

scope of work, identify the installation standards, and define acceptable performance by the 

contractor.  Engineering costs should be a fraction of total project costs to maximize the 

leveraging of costs for direct materials and direct project labor.   

 

Figure (2):  Engineering costs versus information 

Figure (2) shows the concept of “analysis paralysis” or over-engineering.  Figure (2) could also 

apply to the concept of not allowing perfect to be the enemy of good 
2
.  The limited timeframe 

and limited radon testing demanded a do-no-harm approach to provide relief to the schools as 

soon as possible, while meeting requirements for minimal disruption, lowest cost, and value.  

Very briefly, the contents of the SDT report consisted of the following deliverables: 

 Description of measurement and observation protocols 

 Conducting pressure field extension (PFE) measurements, visual description/images of 

sub-slab matrix (Figure (3)),and various test parameters (Figure (4)) 

 Providing any available documentation and applicable drawings 

 Providing structure history and recent radon test results   

 

 (2)    Voltaire: “The best is the enemy of the good.” Confucius: "Better a diamond with a flaw than a pebble 

without."  Shakespeare: “Striving to better, oft we mar what's well.” 
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Figure (3):  Image of sub-slab matrix 

 
 

TABLE 1: PRESSURE FIELD EXTENSION (PFE) TEST RESULTS 

Test 
# 

Suction 
Point ID 

Reference 
Pressure 
(“H2O) 

Suction 
Volume 
(CFM) 

Test 
Point 

ID 

Test Point 
Pressure 
(“H2O) 

Additional Comments 

1 A 2.7 130 1 0.019 RM 146 

2 B 4.2 150 
1 0.063 RM 146 

2 0.024 RM 147 

3 A 2.8 140 3 0.007 RM 154 

4 C 1.2 150 4 0.009 GYM 

5 D 0.75 160 5 ND 1 RM 127 1 

6 D 0.70 160 6 0.13 RM 125 

7 E 1.9 150 7 0.047 CAFETERIA 

8 C 1.06 140 4 0.01 GYM 

9 C 2.5 2 190 
4 0.017 GYM 

8 0.01 GYM (FAR END) 

10 8 0.67 140 
6 0.12 RM 125 

5 0.04 RM 127 1 

11 D 0.67 140 

6 0.13 RM 125 

5 0.04 RM 127 1 

9 0.018 RM 129 

12 D 0.67 140 10 0.009 “STORAGE” RM 

NOTE 1: Follow-up measurements showed communication after probing test point hole 
with 12inch bit, which apparently penetrated the vapor barrier under the slab.  This 
section was thicker at approximately 8+ inches. 
NOTE 2: Dual vacuum cleaners are used to provide more volume.  

Figure (4):  Example PFE table of results 

The specification used foundation, HVAC, and floor plan drawings, accompanied by client-

provided radon test results to define slab segments and zones for SDT purposes.  The results of 

SDT work, in combination with considerable study of facility drawings and structure history, 

were used to define slab segments for the contractor.  For the purposes of quoting the work, 

defined slab segments were “warranted” by the owner to be continuous.  If a defined slab 

segment was found to be more segmented than described in the specification, the line-item list in 

the bid documents enabled a structured change order.  

For example, one such slab segment was further segmented due to water table issues that 

invalidated the SDT testing results.  This discrepancy was discovered during the contractor’s 
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Pre-Start Building Investigation three months after SDT testing.  A review of weather history 

revealed a nearly three-fold difference in rainfall in the month prior to SDT when compared to 

the month prior to construction.  SDT testing had indicated excellent communication across the 

slab, which deteriorated with summer rainfall.  That particular slab segment is isolated from the 

structure’s perimeter on all four sides, making perimeter drain management impractical.  

Available foundation drawings did not show a boundary between the slab segments.   

Of thirty-six specification-defined segments in the nine schools mitigated, two segments were 

determined to be further segmented during the contractor’s Pre-Start Building Investigation. 

 

Figure (5):  Example of specification-defined slab segments 

 

While one of the more complicated segment drawings, Figure (5) is a good example of a school 

with four major renovation/additions in its history, which was not unusual.  SDT indicated 

potential karst activity in one of the segments.  Later follow-up SDT testing and sampling with a 

radon grab sampler did not repeat the initial unusual readings or indicate unusual sub-slab 

conditions, but yielded more typical PFE test results.  Consequently, that slab portion was 

deemed a separate segment to allow more focused ventilation, if indicated by follow-up radon 

monitoring.  

SDT results in several other schools indicated heavy clay without a gravel sub-slab matrix, 

implying an environment difficult to predict relative pressure required for success, particularly 

when recalling the previous failed PFE measurement event.  While clay resistivity to flow has 

been measured (Moorman, 2008), water table issues can make the sub-slab environment 

particularly unpredictable for a large slab segment versus residential-sized slabs.  For example, 

two schools had evidence of severe water table issues, making consistent sub-slab 

depressurization unreliable without major disruptive work, including sub-slab water management 

and slab work.  When available radon test results were studied and the HVAC systems were 

evaluated, an alternate radon reduction method of room pressurization was implemented in 
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selected portions of the buildings in lieu of a difficult ASD project.  The HVAC systems were 

slightly reconfigured to alter relative pressure, affecting room boundary exchange rates 

(Burkhart, 2002; Park, et. al., 2016).  These schools had dedicated outside air delivery systems 

(with energy recovery enthalpy wheels and pre-conditioning coils) that are separate from 

localized temperature management HVAC systems.  Air exchange rates could be increased to 

complement room pressurization with dilution (Akbari, et. al., 2012; Brodhead, 2009). 

It is important to note that comprehensive radon testing, which is required to verify occupant 

safety, can also be a valuable tool to further refine the mitigation method. (Moorman, 2015)  In 

one school, 14 electret tests were used over a 12 hour test period to successfully identify suspect 

point sources in a basement. 

Upon completion of the SDT evaluations, specifications were written for each school, bid 

documents were prepared, and contractor walk-throughs were conducted.  Great feedback was 

received, respected, and incorporated into bid documents from contractors who participated in 

the walk-throughs.  (Side note:  One lesson learned from over 35 years of overseeing projects as 

an engineering manager is that the specification always gets better with feedback from the 

contractor participants.) 

Results 

Performance-Based Specification 

While ultimately reduced radon levels are the requirement, presenting radon measurements made 

during the summer months to “prove a negative” is an unreasonable expectation.  Peer-reviewed 

studies have attempted to estimate and extrapolate “off-season” measurements into usable data 

and seasonal correction factors (SCF) or quantify seasonal variations with limited success 

(Denman, 2006; Miles, et.al., 2012; Krewski, et.al., 2005).  To cite an example, one chart from  

 

Figure (6):  SCFs from 4 houses in Brixworth, Northamptonshire, with NRPB SCF (Denman, 

2006) 
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such a study is shown in Figure (6), although the same study carefully describes caveats 

regarding the application of seasonal correction factors (Denman, 2006).  

Our firm has measured up to ten-fold differences in summer short term tests and winter short 

term tests.  Obviously, there are many influences at work during any given test period, but the 

facts remain.  We are trying to measure a varying contaminant in a varying environment with 

equipment that has measurement tolerances specified as high as 25%.  The consistent use of two 

significant digits in our measurements can lead to complacency regarding the accuracy and 

precision of the radon measurement.  However, such measurements have been beneficial when 

used in a relative sense as part of a diagnostic process where single digit precision measurement 

variations between locations were sufficient to find isolated “hot” spots as shown in  Figure (7).  

These variations were used to support moving substantial contents, revealing points of 

infiltration. 

 

Figure (7):  Example short term electret field data 

Without a method to extrapolate summer data into reliable exposure data for the contractor to get 

paid within a reasonable time-frame, the do-no-harm approach was to specify ASD systems that 

would improve conditions with a high degree of certainty.  Such systems would deliver a defined 

differential pressure across the slab that would provide a high likelihood of reducing radon 

within the mitigated slab segment.  ASTM E2121-13 specifies sub-slab depressurization goal for 

soil vapor intrusion to be between -6.0 pascals (-0.024” water column (WC)) and -9.0 pascals (-

0.036” WC).  However, recent research has suggested that differential pressures ranging from 2 

Pa (0.008 WC) to 4 Pa (0.016 WC) in systems with constant fan speed can be effective 

(Brodhead, 2010).  For this project, an average differential pressure of 0.015 WC across the slab 

segment was selected as the target, as determined by averaging measurements that were more 

than half the distance of the slab from the extraction point.  A minimum measurement 0.005 WC 

was defined as acceptable at the fringes of the slab (Moorman, 2015). 

One school required Sub-Membrane Depressurization (SMD) to mitigate crawlspaces.  For this 

environment, the crawlspace vents were required to remain open (1) to equalize pressure 

between the crawlspace and the outdoors and (2) to decouple the building stack effect from the 

SMD membrane. These two factors serve to reduce the differential pressure requirement across 

the membrane.  The mitigation specification detailed a pressure differential of 0.005 WC across 

the SMD membrane.  Any doubts by the contractor of the efficacy of this test method were 
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silenced when the first test attempt revealed hidden defects at the perimeter.  With a close and 

careful inspection, the contractor found subtle defects and subsequent pressure testing was 

successful. 

Conclusions 

As of the writing of this paper, the school district is conducting short term retesting of selected 

test locations with results pending.  To be clear, this paper is not to be construed in anyway as 

reducing the need for the immediate test requirement of the ANSI/AARST radon Mitigation 

Standards for Schools and Large Buildings (Section 11.2.1 Initial Retests After Mitigation) after 

mitigation.  What is proposed by this paper is the following: 

(1) That final judgment of the mitigation systems effectiveness be reserved until robust testing 

can be performed during the heating season, and  

(2) That a method of conducting radon mitigation in a manner is possible to reduce occupant 

exposure at worst and proves to be effective at best, while allowing the contractor to be paid for 

their work.  The bid process provides a structured, competitive path for compensation, if 

additional work is needed later after heating season testing. 

Realistically speaking, after working with this client (and many other industrial, institutional and 

commercial clients as an industrial hygienist) extensively over the years, one too often sees that 

budget constraints often exceed safety concerns.  So when radon test results can be better trusted, 

defensible decisions can be made to augment systems as needed while children are educated in a 

safer environment.  The last thing any school district needs is radon testing in August that says 

everything is “OK” to be negated by an inexpensive, self-administered test performed by curious 

staff members in February.  That event would definitely cast doubts on the competent radon 

mitigation contractor and on the whole industry.  
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Abstract 

This device uses an electret of 15-mil (0.381 mm) thickness, designated as an MT electret, 
loaded into an L-OO chamber. The L-OO chambers have a slide mechanism, which can be 
used to turn the device “on” (allowing it to measure ionizing radiation) or “off” (where no 
ionization can be measured). The L-OO Chamber is already approved by the NRPP Code 
8234-25. Using an MT electret loaded into an L-OO chamber, radon concentrations of 4.0 
pCi/L are measurable with 6.5% accuracy, and radon concentrations of 1.5 pCi/L are 
measurable with 10% accuracy, making these detectors ideal for long-term indoor 
measurements. The maximum measurable integrated radon concentration is about 8,000 pCi-
days/L. Using newly-developed calibration equations, MT electrets can be used in a wide 
range, from 750 volts down to 50 volts. This wider dynamic range provides a large number 
of 90-day measurements. These detectors have all the attractive features associated with the 
existing electret ion chamber devices. Characterization of these detectors involved deploying 
thirty detectors with staggered starting voltages in the Bowser-Morner Radon Test Chamber 
for radon exposures in a "spike test mode" for 90-day detectors.  Experimental data is 
provided and discussed. 

Authors are associated with Rad Elec Inc, which manufactures the devices described herein. 

Introduction 

Electret ion chambers (EIC) with the trade name of E-PERM® (Electret Passive 
Environmental Radon Monitor) have been in use for longer than 20 years. These are widely 
used by radon professionals in many countries, including within the USA and Canada, and a 
wide variety of configurations are listed by both the National Radon Proficiency Program 
(NRPP) and the National Radon Safety Board (NRSB). The basic system is fully described in 
a previous publication (Kotrappa et al., 1990). The most widely-used device for short-term 
indoor radon measurements, designed for two to seven day measurements, is an ST electret 
loaded into an S chamber (technically known as an SST). Other E-PERM® devices used for 
making indoor long-term radon measurements (for exposures lasting longer than 90 days) are 
designated as SLT (S chamber with LT electrets), and LLT-OO (LT electret in the L-OO 
chamber). Although these listed devices are usable for long-term measurements, some 
practical limitations have been observed in their routine use. The SLT configuration can be 
quite sensitive for a practical long-term indoor radon measurement, rendering it inadequate 
for areas with extremely high radon concentrations. On the other hand, LLT-OO 
configurations do not have sufficient sensitivity for a 90-day measurement in areas with low 
radon concentrations. To overcome this limitation, a new electret designated as the MT 
electret has been developed, with a thickness of 15-mil (0.381 mm). The thickness of the 
electret is the defining characteristic in its sensitivity, with larger values increasing this 
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property. In comparison, ST electrets have a nominal thickness of 60-mil (1.524 mm), and 
LT electrets have a thickness of 5-mil (0.127 mm). Both ST and LT electrets have been fully 
described in a previous publication (Kotrappa, 2001). When MT electrets are combined with 
the existing L-OO chamber, this new setup is designated as an LMT-OO configuration. The 
purpose of this current publication is to fully describe the characteristics of the new MT 
electret, with a focus on its use in the L-OO chamber. This LMT-OO configuration will be 
most commonly applicable for measurements lasting between 30 and 120 days, in areas with 
unknown radon concentrations. 

Methods 
Description of LMT-OO radon monitors 

A useful feature of the L-OO chamber is that the radon professional can use an integrated 
slide mechanism to turn the unit into an opened or closed position. If the user wishes to send 
this device to a radon test chamber, one must take the initial reading, slide the mechanism to 
its “off” position and then mail it. Once it arrives at the radon chamber, the evaluators simply 
slide the mechanism to the “on” position and expose the unit to a known radon concentration. 
At the conclusion of the exposure period, the unit is removed and slid into its “off” position, 
and then returned to the user for analysis. The same procedures can be used for 90-day 
measurements by the customer. Figures 1, 2, and 3 provide the schematics of the monitors, 
and assist in describing their proper usage. 

Figure (1): Device is in the “ON” position. A lock clip is inserted through the clip hole to 
lock the device which prevents accidental movement of the slide mechanism. The “stops” 

consist of indentations which position the slide mechanism in the correct position. 
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Figure (2): Device is in the “OFF” position. A lock clip is inserted through the clip hole to 
prevent accidental closure of the device while deployed. 

Figure (3): Photograph of an L-OO Chamber 
Picture on the left is in the “ON” position. Picture on the right is in the “OFF” position. 
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Evaluation of LMT-OO Configuration 

The purpose of this paper is to fully evaluate the LMT-OO configuration in order to define its 
characteristics and illustrate its potential application. The LMT-OO configuration is termed 
as an “optimized” device because it takes into account the limitations of other EIC devices 
used for long-term measurement of radon. The first step is to derive the calibration equation 
for LMT-OO radon monitors. The procedure used to calibration E-PERMs® has been fully 
discussed in previous publications (Kotrappa et al., 2013). The calibration factor thus derived 
covers electret voltages in a dynamic range, from approximately 750 volts down to 50 volts. 
A well-calibrated radon test chamber has been used for this study. It is typically operated at 
about 16 pCi/L for a test duration of 28 days.  

The following Equation (1) was derived for the calibration factor applicable to the electret 
voltages from 750 volt to 50 volts: 

CF = 0.0135  +  0.0125 x Ln(MPV)    (1) 

where CF is the calibration factor in units of volts per pCi-days/L, Ln is the natural 
logarithm, and MPV is the midpoint voltage (average of initial and final voltages readings). 

Equation (2) is used to calculate the unknown long term average radon concentration in 
pCi/L, measured over T days, 

RnC = [(IV-FV) / (T x CF)] - BG  (2) 

where, 
RnC is the average radon concentration in the exposure area, 
T is the exposure period in days, and 
IV and FV are the initial and final voltages, respectively. 
CF is the calibration factor in volts per (pCi-days/L) given by Equation (1). 
For this experiment BG is 0.816 pCi/L. This is obtained by multiplying the gamma radiation 
level at the test area (6.8 µR/h) by 0.12. The constant 0.12 is the radon concentration (pCi/L) 
equivalent for 1 µR/h. 

Appropriate corrections have been made for the elevation of the test area for L-OO 
chambers. Furthermore, appropriate corrections have been made for inherent discharge of 
electrets (about 1 volt per month).  

Results 

Evaluation in radon test chamber for radon exposures in a “spike test mode”. 

Characterization of these detectors involved deploying thirty detectors with staggered starting 
voltages in the Bowser-Morner (BM) Radon Test Chamber in a "spike test mode" for 90-day 
detectors. A total of 30 pre-measured units with staggered voltages were sent to the BM 
chamber, where they were exposed to a known radon concentration. At the conclusion of this 
exposure period, these devices were measured and compared with the target concentration.  
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The “% Error” is calculated using the following equation: absolute value of ((Measured RnC 
- Target RnC) / (Target RnC) x 100)).  Table1 provides the summary for the test
environment, while Tables 2 through 4 provide the individual results of each group,
including the % Error, group average radon concentration, and standard deviation. Table 5
provides a concise summary of the group data.

Table 1: Bowser-Morner Radon Test Chamber Environment 
Exposure Gamma Elevation Elevation Decay Corr. Target

Days Micro R/h Feet Corr. factors (V/month) pCi/L

30 7 820 1.04 1 26.6

Table 2: Results for 300-Volt LMT-OO Detectors

Electret# IV FV CF

Radon

pCi/L

LAA601 299 231 0.0832 27.1 1.9

LAA370 297 229 0.0832 27.1 1.9

LAA486 300 232 0.0833 27.1 1.9

LAA596 298 235 0.0833 25.0 6.0

LAA582 297 225 0.0831 28.8 8.3

LAA833 299 236 0.0834 25.0 6.0

LAA616 300 228 0.0832 28.8 8.3

LAA834 299 234 0.0833 25.8 3.0

LAA711 299 233 0.0833 26.2 1.5

LAA663 297 235 0.0833 24.6 7.5

26.55±1.50

  % Error

Avg. RnC

Table 3: Results for 500-Volt LMT-OO Detectors

Electret# IV FV CF

Radon

pCi/L

LAA482 499 422 0.0902 28.4 6.8

LAA409 497 430 0.0902 24.5 7.9

LAA524 496 428 0.0902 24.9 6.4

LAA379 497 428 0.0902 25.3 4.9

LAA531 497 422 0.0901 27.7 4.1

LAA714 500 425 0.0902 27.6 3.8

LAA769 497 424 0.0902 26.9 1.1

LAA785 498 425 0.0902 26.9 1.1

LAA626 499 423 0.0902 28.0 5.3

LAA902 496 426 0.0902 25.7 3.4

26.59±1.39

  % Error

Avg. RnC
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Conclusions 

After analyzing the entire set of results, the following observations were noted: 
The percentage error for group averages ranges from 4.62% to 5.64%. 

 Only two individual results (10.2 % and 11.3%) out of 30 exceeded 10% error.
 The exercise included group of electrets with staggered voltages, from 300 to 700

volts.
 The errors associated with these results are considered quite good for long-term

measurements.

Appendix 1 and Appendix 2 

Appendix 1 provides the technical specifications of the LMT-OO configuration, including  
the following important parameters: 

Radon concentration of 4.0 pCi/L is measurable with 6.5% accuracy. 
 Radon concentration of 1.5 pCi/L is measurable with 10% accuracy.
 Maximum measurable concentration is about 8,000 pCi-days/L.

Appendix 2 gives step-by-step procedures for using the LMT-OO configuration. 

Table 4: Results for 700-Volt LMT-OO Detectors

Electret# IV FV CF

Radon

pCi/L

LAA508 696 615 0.0994 27.1 1.9

LAA518 696 615 0.0994 27.1 1.9

LAA480 697 622 0.0994 25.0 6.0

LAA468 696 619 0.0994 25.7 3.4

LAA377 695 624 0.0994 23.6 11.3

LAA692 698 621 0.0994 25.7 3.4

LAA814 698 626 0.0995 23.9 10.2

LAA840 698 625 0.0995 24.3 8.6

LAA792 699 623 0.0995 25.3 4.9

LAA860 699 623 0.0995 25.3 4.9

25.30±1.19

  % Error

Avg. RnC

Table 5: Group Summary
Group Average Standard Average

Num ber pCi/L Deviation % Error

300-Volt 26.55 1.50 4.62

500-Volt 26.59 1.39 4.47

700-Volt 25.30 1.19 5.64
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Appendix 1 

Technical Specifications for LMT-OO E-PERM® 

Purpose:  To make long-term radon measurements for 90 days. 

 Radon concentration of 4.0 pCi/L is measurable with 6.5% accuracy.
 Radon concentration of 1.5 pCi/L is measurable with 10% accuracy.
 Maximum measurable concentration is about 8,000 pCi-days/L.
 MT Electrets can be used in a wide range, from 750 volts down to 50 volts.
 This wider range provides a large number of 90-day measurements.
 For example, approximately 20 measurements can be made at 4.0 pCi/L.
 These detectors have all the attractive features associated with the existing EIC

devices, given below.

Not affected by:  (under normal conditions typically found in homes) 
 Relative Humidity
 Temperature
 Dust
 Air flow
 Sunlight
 Environmental ions
 Magnetic fields up to 10,000 Gauss
 Electric voltages up to 5,000 volts
 Normal shocks while handling and shipping
 Less than 3% response for thoron
 Corrections are available for elevation and for gamma radiation levels of test site.

Errors are estimated by using the published algorithms used in calculations, taking into 
account all possible errors. 

Device-specific templates are provided for the respective devices to help performing the 
calculations. 

Detailed Manual for using the LMT-OO monitor is available to users. 

Electret Voltage Reader: CE certified – recommended to be used in air-conditioned rooms 
with relative humidity of less than 80%. 

E-PERM® User’s Manual and Technical Publications: available on the web site at
www.radelec.com or by request.
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Appendix 2 

Procedure for Making a Radon Measurement Using an LMT-OO E-PERM® 

A simple “clip” or wire tie is used to prevent accidental movement of the slide mechanism 
during shipping and/or during the actual radon measurement. The slide mechanism is used 
for turning the unit to  an opened or closed position.  To turn the device “on”, the slide 
mechanism is pulled until the “stops (small indentations) restrict the slide, which causes the 
“aperture” to be centered over an electret that has been loaded into the bottom of the 
chamber.  There are also small holes in the slide mechanism where a “clip” or wire-tie can be 
inserted which will prevent movement or manipulation of the slide during the testing period.  
To turn the device “off”, the shutter is pulled in the opposite direction until the “stops” are 
engaged, which causes the solid part of the slide to be positioned over the electret.  There are 
small holes which allow a “clip” to be inserted to restrict movement of the slide during 
transit. 

The following steps are used when making a measurement with the LMT-OO chambers. 
1. Take an Initial Voltage reading of the electret that is going to be used and load the

electret into the bottom of the chamber.  Turn the chamber to the “Off” position by
pulling the slide mechanism until the “stops” engage (the aperture should be visible)
and insert the “clip”.  The device can now be transported or shipped.

2. At the test location remove the “clip” from the chamber, and turn the unit “On” by
pulling the slide mechanism until the “stops” are engaged.  The aperture will now be
centered over the electret (and will not be visible). Insert the “clip” to lock the slide
mechanism in position.  Deploy the unit according to recommended protocols.

3. At the conclusion of the testing period remove the “clip” from the chamber, and turn
the unit “Off” by pushing the slide mechanism in the opposite direction until the
“stops” are engaged (the aperture should be clearly visible again). Insert the lock
“clip”.  The device is now ready for transport or shipment.

4. When ready to analyze, unscrew the electret and measure the Final Voltage.  The
electret can be stored in the L-OO chamber (in the “Off” position) or in the electret
“keeper cap” until the next use.

5. The following information is required:
a. The test site address
b. The location of the device in the room
c. The Initial Voltage (IV) and Final Voltage (FV) of the electrets
d. The Start-Stop dates and times
e. The gamma radiation level at the test site
f. The elevation at the test site

6. Use the appropriate Software or Template for calculations.
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Abstract 

Early in 2015, the Canadian Association of Radon Scientists & Technologists (CARST) 

technical committee developed a performance specification for Home Radon Alarms. These 

electronic, radon monitoring devices are designed and intended for homeowners to use much like 

the radon equivalent of a smoke detector. An alarm condition indicates elevated radon 

concentrations in indoor air (prompting a C-NRPP certified professional radon test). Said devices 

are not intended to be used for commercial purposes, nor professional radon concentration 

measurements, nor to make radon mitigation decisions. 

This paper summarizes the Home Radon Alarm performance and “Type Test” requirements 

developed by CARST; and details major sections of C-NRPP’s “Home Radon Alarm Listing 

Implementation & Review Manual.” An overview of the C-NRPP listing process will be 

presented, as will requirements for the manufacturer’s QA manual, and a discussion of 

documents each radon device manufacturer has to submit to C-NRPP for review and approval. 

Introduction 

In the fall of 2015, the Canadian – National Radon Proficiency Program (C-NRPP), identified the 

need for a domestic, i.e., Canadian, radon monitoring and measuring device listing program. At that 

time it was decided that a C-NRPP device listing would entail more than just the successful radon 

performance testing in a reference radon calibration chamber; C-NRPP device listing would mean 

qualification of the device design and approval of the manufacturer’s design and documentation 

control processes, and QA manual. 

The first C-NRPP document in support of the aforementioned program, was C-NRPP’s “Home 

Radon Alarm Listing Implementation & Review Manual,” completed in spring 2016. 
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Terms & Definitions 

C-NRPP (Canadian – National Radon Proficiency Program) is an independent certification and 

accreditation program designed to establish guidelines for radon professionals and measurement 

device manufacturers serving the Canadian marketplace. 

DSC (Document Status Chart) – The manufacturer’s primary Design Control Document. The DSC 

lists all documents (schematics, drawings, procedures, reports, manuals) associated with the 

product, as well as revision numbers, approvals, and dates of approvals. 

MDL (Master Document List) – Equivalent to the DSC. 

Parts List - A comprehensive list of all parts/components/materials required to build an electronic 

circuit or associated assembly. 

QA (Quality Assurance) - A program which has been established to monitor and evaluate activities, 

including the establishment and adherence to type testing procedures, use of proper documentation, 

and implementation of a quality improvement program, as required to ensure high standards of 

quality have been met. 

QC (Quality Control) – An ongoing system of measurements conducted to ensure a testing device 

meets pre-established performance standards; these measurements include background radiation 

and response to known radon concentrations. 

Quality Improvement - A dynamic process practiced by the quality department within an 

organization to ensure its quality control procedures comply with the evolving requirements of 

normative standards and industry guidelines. 

Radon Performance Test – An independent test performed in a Reference Radon Calibration 

Chamber to validate a radon monitor’s radon measurement accuracy. 

Reference Radon Calibration Chamber - A radon test facility (often called a “radon chamber”) 

which provides a standard test atmosphere for radon concentration measurement and has been 

accepted by the listing agency. The chamber provides sufficient size, configuration, radon 

concentration range, and radon concentration controls that testing may be conducted in a radon-in-

air atmosphere that is stable or can vary under controls (increasing or decreasing) with precision that 

exceeds the precision of the device being tested. 

SARA (Submit for Agency Review & Approval) – Those Manufacturer’s documents which have to 

be submitted to C-NRPP for listing compliance review and approval. 

TTU (Type Test Unit) - A device provided by the manufacturer for type testing. The TTU is 

manufactured at the same facility, using the same personnel, procedures, equipment, and 

components/materials as the commercial units provided for homeowners at large. 

Type Testing - A series of tests performed to qualify the design and performance of the device 
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addressed by this protocol. Type Tests are performed on a single unit provided by the manufacturer 

for this purpose as a representative of the technology. 

C-NRPP Specifications for Home Radon Alarms

The design specifications as per CARST Performance Specification “The Home Radon Alarm 

Device Listing Requirements Document,” Revision No. 6.24.6, 2015, are summarized as shown in 

Figure (1). 

SPECIFICATION SUMMARY CHART 

Power Input: 
Voltage 
Frequency 

115 VAC ± 15VAC 
60 Hz ± 3Hz 

Ambient Temperature Range 10 – 30ºC (21°C typical) 
50 – 86°F (70°F typical) 

Relative Humidity Up to 75% (non-condensing) 

Pressure 101.325 kPa 
1 atm or about 30” Hg 

Audible Alarm ≥ 80dB (mutable up to 5 days) 
Electro-magnetic Interference 

- Electrostatic discharge (CEI IEC 61000-4-2),
operator/user interference, 8kV contact

- Cell phone interference, 5 call initiations at 60
second intervals 100 mm (about 4”) from face of
TTU, and repeated at a distance of 100 mm from
the top horizontal surface of the TTU

≤ 20% error 

≤ 20% error 

Radon Measurement Accuracy ± 20% error 
Note: TTU = "Type Test Unit" 

Figure (1): Specification Summary 

The Listing Process 

The Listing Process is presented graphically in Figures (2) and (3) which follow. Please check 

http://c-nrpp.ca for updated Listing Application Fees and Requirements. Note: Manufacturer 

documentation submitted to C-NRPP in support of a Home Radon Alarm device listing application 

shall be maintained in Confidence by C-NRPP as Proprietary Information specific to the providing 

manufacturer ONLY. C-NRPP will execute a non-disclosure agreement with the manufacturer prior 

to the submission of any manufacturer documents to C-NRPP. 
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Figure (2): The Device Listing Cycle 
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Figure (3): The Device Listing Sequence 
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The Manufacturer’s QA Manual 

The Home Radon Alarm manufacturer must submit a current copy of their QA manual along with 

their listing application, application fee, and other required SARA documents. 

The QA manual shall include: 

 a statement of management’s Quality Policy and Commitment to the quality

assurance program as described therein,

 clearly defined areas of authority and responsibility pertaining to review and

approval regarding Document and Design Control,

 a list of the Quality Objectives,

 specifics regarding Document and Design Control

o document and part numbering scheme,

o document generation and revision process,

o document review and approval responsibilities,

o preparation and control of the Master Document List or Document Status

Chart,

o responsibilities for document control,

o document storage and security,

 procedures addressing Non-Conformance and Corrective Action,

 description of the process for Internal Audits.

The QA manual shall also specify the requirements for: 

 Manufacturing Procedures,

 Quality Control Procedures (including Function Test Procedures, Type Test

Procedures, Sampling Plans, and Receiving Inspections, e.g., visual, dimensional,

measurement of critical parameters and comparison to technical specifications such

as capacitance & tolerance for capacitors),

 Commercial Dedication Plan - a method for validating the use of commercial off-

the-shelf components for use in a monitoring device,

 Disposition of Rejects,

 Design Specifications,

 Assembly Drawings & Schematics,

 Operation Manuals,

 Test Reports and other documents pertaining to the Home Radon Alarm.

SARA Documents 

In addition to the QA manual, the Home Radon Alarm manufacture has to provide C-NRPP with 

the following SARA documents at time of listing application: 
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 General Assembly Drawing – see Figure (4)

o usually presented as an “exploded view” or isometric view drawing which

depicts the relationship of all component parts and sub-assemblies within the

device, to one another

o components and sub-assemblies usually numbered from left to right and

from top to bottom using a numeric or alpha-numeric format

o numbers used are cross-referenced to an associated parts list (either

appearing on the same sheet as the General Assembly or on a separate sheet

of a multi-sheet drawing,

o shall bear the signatures and date signed of the preparer (the manufacturer’s

design authority), the draftsperson, the technical check (independent

cognizant design authority), quality assurance review and approval

designate, and engineering or management approval designate,

o shall also bear a title, document and revision number which must match the

information appearing on the Document Status Chart (not submitted to C-

NRPP).

Figure (4): General Assembly Drawing & Bills of Material Relationship 

 Bills of Material (General Assembly, Printed Circuit Board(s), Sub-Assembly)
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o a comprehensive list of all parts/components/materials required to build an

associated assembly. A bill of material for a complete product or device

usually lists sub-assemblies as component parts of the main assembly or

complete product.

o shall bear the signatures and date signed of the preparer (the manufacturer’s

design authority), quality assurance review and approval designate, and

engineering or management approval designate,

o shall bear a title, document and revision number, and list the assembly

number it is associated with.

 Schematic(s)

o a graphical representation of the electronic circuit associated with a specific

printed circuit assembly,

o components are represented by graphic symbols consistent with IEC 60617

- Graphical Symbols for Diagrams and/or  IEEE STD 315- Graphic Symbols

for Electrical and Electronics Diagrams,

o shall have an associated parts list (either appearing on the same sheet as the

schematic or on a separate sheet of a large multi-sheet schematic),

o shall bear the signatures and date signed of the preparer (the manufacturer’s

design authority), the draftsperson, the technical check (independent

cognizant electronic design authority), quality assurance review and approval

designate, and engineering or management approval designate,

o shall also bear a title, and document and revision number.

 Inspection and Test Plan

o a report-style document which typically contains: sections outlining

document purpose, scope, references, integrated manufacturing & quality

plan, sub-contracted services, characteristics to be inspected, test equipment

identification & calibration records, jurisdiction and customer hold/witness

points (if applicable), sampling plan, quality level, and workmanship

standards.

 IMQP Chart

o a pictorial presentation of all manufacturing and QC steps involved (in

sequence) from receiving inspection of components through to final QC

function test of the TTU. As shown in Figure (5), references to “(QC

Procedures)” are usually a list from QC-1 to QC-X (where X is the last

procedure). A related chart cross-references the QC numbers to the

manufacturer’s Quality Control procedures, e.g., QC-1 = Visual Inspection,

QC Proc. No. XXX Rev. XX.

 Type Test Procedure

o applies to tests specific to the Type Test Unit only,

o shall be prepared for: Electrostatic Discharge Immunity Test,

Electromagnetic Immunity Test, and Radon Measurement Accuracy

Performance Test.
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Figure (5): The IMQP Chart 
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 Owner’s Operation Manual (with installation instructions)

o should provide the homeowner with all details required for installation and

operation of the Home Radon Alarm,

o should specify location requirements for the device; and provide calibration

information specific to the Home Radon Alarm.

 List of typical Health Canada radon reference publications.

C-NRPP Site Audits

C-NRPP audits of the manufacturer (if necessary) shall be conducted in accordance with C-NRPP’s 

“The Implementation & Application Process for Home Radon Alarm Manufacturers – Auditor’s 

Guide & Checklist.”  Finding types are detailed below. 

Major Non-Compliance Finding 

Major non-compliance findings are those findings that could likely result in the delivery of a 

defective or non-compliant Home Radon Alarm to the homeowner. These findings include but are 

not limited to: 

 missing or erroneous Test Records,

 use of unauthorized measurement or test equipment,

 undocumented testing,

 use of un-approved procedures, drawings or other documents,

 use of un-approved components or suppliers,

 missing documentation,

 occurrence of numerous minor non-compliance findings.

Minor Non-Compliance Finding 

Minor non-compliance findings are those findings that would have a minimal risk in the delivery of 

a defective or non-compliant Home Radon Alarm to the homeowner. These findings include but are 

not limited to: 

 use of a single piece of  measurement or test equipment beyond its Calibration Due date,

 use of an obsolete drawing or procedure,

 use of an unapproved or partially approved document (drawing, procedure, etc.),

 sub-standard documentation.

Summary 

The C-NRPP radon monitoring/measuring device listing program, represents an integrated 

device design qualification based on performance testing and C-NRPP review and approval of 

the manufacturer’s QA manual, design and document control policies, and SARA documents. 

C-NRPP’s “Home Radon Alarm Listing Implementation & Review Manual,” was designed to

serve as both a guide and ready reference for manufacturers of Home Radon Alarm devices wishing

to apply for C-NRPP Device Listing. It will become the template for C-NRPP’s “Professional

Radon Measuring Device Listing Implementation & Review Manual.”
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Abstract 

Passive radon mitigation systems installed as RRNC during new home construction were found 

to have discharge locations close to walls extending vertically above them.  Radon 

concentrations larger than the EPA action level were measured even after activation of these 

systems and various tests were done to lower the concentrations further. By process of 

elimination, the discharge locations were the last potential cause. Rerouting the vent pipes to 

bring the discharge location in compliance with current standards lowered the radon levels on 

multiple floor levels. We will first review discharge locations in mitigation standards, then 

review the differences between flue gas exhaust and radon mitigation discharges as well as 

typical attic venting methods and its link to re-entrainment. Lastly, the radon measurements in 

these houses will be discussed in detail.  Documenting these re-entrainment cases may serve as 

an example that even after activation of passive radon mitigation systems, homes with radon 

problems above the EPA action level can exist merely due to the fact that the discharge location 

requirement in US standards for new homes had not been followed. 

Discharge Locations in Standards and Guidelines 

There is a disparity between requirements for the discharge location in radon mitigation 

standards for existing and new residences implemented in the US starting with the EPA 

document (USEPA, 1993) permeating through all other US radon mitigation standards (USEPA, 

1995; IRC, 2006; AARST, 2006) and the rest of the world, such as Canada and countries in 

Europe. The EPA required the radon discharge location to be above the eave line of the roof with 

the discharge pointing vertically upwards, preferably above the highest section of the roof, at 

least 10 feet above ground, 10 feet from reentry points into the conditioned space of the building, 

and if the latter is not possible, at least two feet above any nearby reentry point. Later chimney 

flues were added to the re-entry distance requirements (ASTM, 2013; ASTM, 2008) and the 

requirement that the discharge was not allowed within 10 feet from a vertical wall that extends 

above the discharge (ANSI/AARST, 2013). To be clear, in certain regulated states in the US this 

is mandated, and in unregulated states this only rises to a voluntary self-regulation in the industry 

by professionals who hold specific radon industry certifications. Furthermore, this is formulated 

to an even weaker level in current guidelines outside the US, such as in Canada (CMHC, 2010) 

and countries in Europe (Roserens, 2000; WHO, 2009; Scivyer, 2012), which merely give an 

advisory guidance in the sense of a ‘best practice’, to discharge radon above the roof, yet allow 

radon in some of these guidelines to be discharged as low as the rim joist near ground level. 

Where applicable, the mandated or voluntary industry standards hold in the US for Active Soil 

(or Membrane) Depressurization. On the contrary, H(E)RV type whole house ventilations 

systems may have rim joist discharges in all of the US. It has also been pointed out that in the US 
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such stringent requirements in industry standards are not in place for heating and furnace flue 

exhaust discharges. These used to be placed above roofs but more recently with high energy 

efficient furnaces are seen near ground level in many new buildings. Some have argued that the 

danger of a radon vent discharge is similar to flue exhaust gas and therefore the requirements on 

the discharge locations may be similar to the vent terminal clearances for combustion gases. 

Others have said that no significant differences were seen when discharging radon above roof 

and near ground (Scott, 2015). Therefore, the differences between flue exhausts and radon 

discharges will first be examined to see how severe the distinctions are. 

In this paper we will not describe detailed model calculation about radon and RDP 

concentrations in the discharged air.  That investigation has been done elsewhere with tracer 

gases in homes and with wind tunnel measurements on model homes, but we will concentrate on 

effects of nearby reentry pathways into the building. It will be supported with two documented 

cases of formerly ‘difficult to mitigate’ homes. 

 Differences Between Flue Gas Discharges and Radon Vent Pipe Discharges. 

Let us first examine how flue exhaust gas discharges are different from radon vent discharges. 

Flue exhaust gas is exhausted intermittently in the winter and not in the summer, with water 

heater exhausts periodically throughout the year, whereas a radon vent pipe exhausts radioactive 

gas in the discharge continually. Flue exhaust gas discharge can be smelled, whereas radon 

cannot be smelled because it is a rare gas that is odorless, and the molar concentration of RDP’s 

present is below the lowest limit of detection of our biological sensor, our noses. Although in 

some cases other soil gases pulled from the ground may cause the air to have a musty smell in 

the discharge area that inherently does not have to do with the radon in it.  Flue discharges 

produce substantial sound at the exhaust when the appliance is operating that can be easily heard 

at the discharge point, whereas radon systems are built to be as quiet as possible since they need 

to operate all the time and therefore ideally are designed to become part of the background noise. 

Flue exhaust gases create a condensate (‘smoke’) trail in winter due to their elevated 

temperature, whereas radon only does this in the most extreme winter conditions.  

Flue gas discharge is warm or hot depending on the efficiency of the furnace, whereas air with 

radon is the same temperature as the deeper soil under the house that it originates from. They 

exhaust carbon monoxide (CO) and dioxide (CO2), whereas radon causes a radioactive gas in the 

discharge plume. Most of these serve as easy indicators that allow people and even children to be 

aware of flue exhaust gasses in the immediate surroundings of the exhaust location and naturally  

Table (1). Summary of noticeable differences of flue gasses and Radon with Radon Decay 

products in the discharge near the discharge location. 

Flue Gasses Radon and RDP’s 

Timing Intermittently operating All the time operating 

Smell Smelly, when on Always Odorless 

Sound Considerable sound at discharge, when on Part of low background noise 

Visual Cloud of smoke spewed out, when on Transparent 

Temperature Warm or hot air, when on Cool 

Health Concern CO at start, CO2 when on Radioactivity 
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will make them avoid these. Since none of these tell-tale signals exist for a radon discharge, their 

absence may cause members of the public to become complacent about the danger of radon, 

especially if they become familiar with a radon vent pipe in their backyard discharging what they 

perceive to be ‘clean air’. These are the reasons why discharge locations of radon vent pipes can 

be considered to be in a different category compared to flue exhaust locations.  

It is counter-intuitive that the very attributes that radon professionals work hard to make systems 

be stealthy and have low visibility and low sound impact, works against signaling that there is a 

danger. Summarizing these differences, one can state that flue gas is very noticeable and an 

immediate deterrent when the public is around it, whereas radon discharge gas is not noticeable 

and thus not a deterrent for the unsuspected public. 

Attic venting methods, radon standards and relevant research studies. 

The passive venting of attics of single family homes in the US is usually accomplished by 

creating a natural air flow from certain entry vents that flows along the inside of the roof to the 

exit vent located higher on the roof. The entry vents are often register type vent openings below 

the soffit and the exit vents are low profile static vents tied-in with the roofing material higher up 

onto the roof, or more recently they can be a single ridge line vent that is a continuous array 

along the highest ridgeline of the roof. Another common attic venting type is venting through the 

length of the attic from the top of the gable-to-gable ends. This latter seems to be less effective, 

and is sometimes found to be augmented with soffit vents. Active exhaust venting may be added 

later when people determine that passive air venting is not sufficient and attic temperatures are 

observed to be too high in the mid to late afternoons during the summers. In the majority of 

existing single family homes in the US the attic is not a conditioned space. Therefore, as with a 

passive exhaust vent on the roof, an entry vent into a space that is not a ‘conditioned space’ of 

the house, is often ignored for the distance requirement to the radon mitigation system discharge 

location in new construction.  

The EPA Radon Mitigation System standards were formulated having the principle ‘do no harm’ 

in mind. That led to the requirement of discharging radon above the eave of the roof in the US. 

This was interpreted by some to be above the ‘lowest horizontal line of the roof”, and thus gable 

end locations with the discharge above this line seemed acceptable under this definition also, 

even if gable end vent openings existed near or above the exhaust point. During subsequent 

standard discussions it appeared that the original requirement was meant to be ‘above the eave 

and above the rake’ of the roof, where the ‘rake’ is the first few feet of the inclined part of the 

roof material away from a gable end of the building. In subsequent standards this formulation has 

been modified to better reflect the intended meaning by requiring the discharge to be ‘above the 

plain of the roof’ and both gable ends and flue exhausts were in diagrams or words included in 

the 10 foot distance requirement, that was to be measured with a flexible tape measure over and 

around obstructions on the roof. 

Shortly after the original EPA-RMS was released two relevant research articles were published 

addressing the exhaust location. One research studied model homes in a wind tunnel (Neff, 1994) 

under various conditions, wind strength and directions and using visible smoke streams on the 

one hand for qualitative analysis and on the other with a tracer gas for quantitative results. The 

other research studied tracer gases around real houses (Henschel, 1995). These simulations 
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suggested larger radon levels near the outside of exterior walls for houses with ground and 

midlevel discharges and showed the least effect when discharges were high up or midway above 

the roof.  The main mechanism pointed at as a cause for the increased exterior radon levels was 

the creation of stable vortices just below the soffit areas outside the exterior walls that are created 

under steady wind conditions and that could be observed in the wind tunnel simulations using 

smoke streams over model homes. In general, the concern in these studies was re-entrainment 

through natural venting of (closed) windows and other openings directly into the conditioned 

part of the house.  

More recently a study was completed on nine homes (Brossard, 2012) and a follow up study on 

85 homes (Brossard, 2015) that compared the effectiveness of interior radon mitigation systems 

with fans in the attic and the venting above the roof with exterior venting near ground level. The 

study, with pre- and post-mitigation measurements lasting two and a half to three months, 

concluded that ground level systems reduce levels to acceptable levels with respect to the 

Canadian standard of 200 Bq/m
3
. More generally it concluded that no significant advantages

were found in efficiency favoring one type above the other. It also mentioned that icing effects 

near the discharge of ground level systems was found less obstructive than with some systems 

with exhausts through the roof at the extreme low temperatures in the cold climates where these 

houses were located. 

The contents of this document will give the details of the mitigation of two houses that were high 

in radon after RRNC systems had been installed during new home construction. Thus these are 

two case studies of two houses that were selected based on their past history and for which 

solutions for the intermittent or persistent radon problems were sought. Although the radon 

levels were reduced in the basement after activation of these systems they had not been reduced 

as much as usually measured after activation with a fan. In both houses the vent pipe discharge 

termination had not followed the standard in the sense that they were within 10 feet of a vertical 

wall that extended vertically above the discharge with a soffit entry vent. The radon 

concentration measurements discussed were measured inside real physical houses. Although the 

most common difficulties with activation of passive radon mitigation systems installed in RRNC 

are caused by high cavity resistances that are either caused by improper vent pipe connections to 

the sub-slab material or very low permeable sub material, it was determined neither was the case. 

That was verified with a sub-slab depressurization communication test during installation of the 

fan indicating there were no problems with the pressure field extension under these slabs, and by 

determining there was sufficient flow through the vent pipe for each system. 

House #1, Discharge Under Soffit Vent 

The first house is a two story stucco house located at 5400 feet elevation in a town at the foot of 

the front range of the Rocky Mountains in Colorado. The house has an unfinished basement with 

a one story utility and mudroom section connected perpendicularly to the main house that leads 

to a three-car garage. The roof is made of concrete tiles and the roof penetration has a sealed lead 

pipe jack through which the 4 inch PVC pipe fits as is common for this type of roofing material. 

The house has an open two story high entry hallway behind the front door with the bedrooms on 

second floor also connected to the same open hallway. The heating system of this house is forced 
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air with the furnace located in the basement and vent ducts throughout the house and all three 

floor levels, a common heating system type in this area. 

A simultaneous radon test with the passive mitigation system showed the house still had a high 

radon concentration in the basement after construction. During the activation of the system at the 

end of the year 2013 the single cavity of the system was relocated further towards the center in 

the unfinished basement slab near a furnace to achieve a better pressure field extension. The vent 

discharge was found to be through the roof over the one story utility area towards the main house 

and was located one foot below a soffit of the second story of the house, with an entry soffit vent 

register only one foot away from the vertical projection point of the pipe onto this soffit. An 

appropriate fan for the total friction of the system was added in the vertical pipe part in the attic. 

The sump pit through the slab was sealed with a transparent cover, and all expansion joints, 

grooves and cracks in the slab were sealed with an appropriate caulk. Subsequent short term 

simultaneous testing with three radon test devices showed that the described system decreased 

the radon concentration, but not below 4.0 pCi/L, as shown in the second window in Figure (1). 

In an attempt to improve the system a side branch of two inches diameter with a ball valve (to be 

able to vary the flow through the side branch) was installed to take some of the air from a sump 

pit that was connected to an exterior drain pipe. A second set of two simultaneous tests were 

completed, whose results are shown in the third window insert of Figure (1). The test results 

were inconclusive, and since the post mitigation short term integrating E-PERM
1
 test devices

were left with the home occupant, and the test had been outside for a while before they had been 

picked up, another set of tests was proposed for confirmation. This time two independent test 

devices were used, a continuous radon monitor CRM510
2
, and as a quality control check, it was

decided to set up the same two tests that were used in the previous testing as well. Including the 

CRM device therefore five test devices were set up simultaneously. The results are shown in the 

fourth window of Figure (1). Four tests including the CRM showed levels below 4.0 pCi/L and 

one test was again high, close to 7 pCi/L. In addition, the CRM had more variability than is 

usually seen after a successful mitigation. On inspection the test that was high was the test device 

with the same serial number as the test that had been high during the earlier testing. Thus it was 

decided to send this device to the manufacturer for further investigation. Nevertheless, from a 

practical point of view the problem seemed to be solved since both independent E-PERM tests 

during this last test period SFB663, SGP705 and the CRM had shown comparable low average 

results in the basement (as well as the detector SFT688) as is shown in the fourth window of 

Figure (1). 

However, when the manufacturer returned the test device it came with the message they had 

inspected and had found nothing wrong with the device, which was inconsistent with our 

experience in Figure (1). Nevertheless, because the RPD of our set of independent test devices 

passed our QA requirement the testing passed and it was recommended the home owner should 

test again in a year and thereafter every two years as is standard recommendation after each 

successful radon mitigation.  

1
 Rad Elec, Inc. 5716 Industry Lane, Suite A, Frederick, MD 21704 

2
 femto-TECH, Inc.,P.O. Box 8257, 25 Eagle Court, Carlisle, OH 45005 
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Figure (1). History of test results during the process of activation of House #1. 

About one and a half years later the home owner had completed their own independent test with 

a simultaneous double test kit and reported to us that the radon concentration value seemed to be 

higher than 4.0 pCi/L as is shown in Figure (2) in May, 2015. This time they had tested the level 

on the first floor, which is what had been discussed with them before, since that is where they 

were mostly living.  A confirming set of tests was done as shown in Figure (2) (last set in the 

histogram) and found consistent with the home owner’s tests of high levels on the first floor as 

well, and still low radon concentrations in the basement.  Figure (3) shows a sketch of the second 

story of the vertical south elevation of the house. The lower roof is joined perpendicular onto the 

main house at the level of the second floor bedroom. The garage roof is not drawn on the right 

side outside the boundary of this sketch. As shown, the vertical radon mitigation discharge pipe 

stack is located under the main building’s second floor soffit. 

One more verifying radon test was done in the bedroom on the second floor with the CRM that 

found that the radon level was indeed higher than 4 pCi/L as well. It was decided to immediately 

modify the exhaust pipe discharge to bypass the soffit with a pipe stack, including two pipe 

bends, while making sure the top of the discharge would be at least two feet above the nearest 

opening at the bottom of the soffit per standard requirement as shown in the sketch in Figure (4). 
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Figure (2). Follow up tests 1.5 y later of (#1) that showed the radon concentration is high on the 

first floor. 

Figure (3). Sketch of vertical south elevation of the House # 1 with discharge pipe location of the 

passive system as installed during the construction of the house by others.  
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Figure (4): Sketch of same House #1 as in Figure (3), here with modified discharge. 

Figure (5). Test results showing high values measured by home owner and 

resolution after relocating the discharge point to two feet above the soffit vent. 

The resulting radon test is for comparison added to the earlier test results and shown in Figure 

(5). The conclusion is that all radon tests on both first and second floor are now below 4.0 pCi/L 

and that the levels even in the basement have decreased, thus that the effect of soffit vent entry 

effected the whole house.   
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House # 2, Discharge Three Feet Away from Second Story Wall with Soffit Array Vent. 

The second house is a two story home with wood siding located 40 miles away from House #1 

on the side of a mountain in the Rocky Mountains at an elevation of 8500 ft.  This house has a 

finished basement with a one story utility section attached to its side that also connects the house 

to a three-car garage. The roof is made of asphalt shingles and the roof penetration has a standard 

black plastic pipe jack through which the 4 inch diameter PVC pipe is routed using its rubber 

collar as a seal. The house is an open three story structure with an open stairway to the basement, 

and with the open living room reaching two stories up. There is a second story loft with a 

bedroom and bathroom on one side next to a lower section of the roof. The heating system was a 

boiler with heating registers along the edges of the floors including the basement, one of the 

common heating techniques for homes in the mountains. 

A first radon test was performed with the passive mitigation system that indicated the house had 

a high radon concentration in the basement of 23.4 pCi/L. During the activation of the system in 

2015 the fan was placed at the pre-destined location in the attic of the house next to a bathroom 

of the second floor loft area and one did not have to make other modifications because the 

pressure field extension tests showed good communication to all tested locations away from the 

pipe connection through the sub-slab material. 

Figure (6). Sketch of discharge location with respect to main second story for House #2. 

The vent discharge was found to be through the roof above the one story utility area towards the 

main house, three feet away from the second story exterior wall with bathroom on the side of the 

loft, and two feet below the soffit, as shown in Figure (6). The second story roof at that location 

has a soffit with vent line of openings. The fan was added in the vertical pipe part under the pipe 

penetration through the roof. Because the slab was finished in the basement, caulking of the slab 

could not be done except for a very limited area in the boiler room. Subsequent short term 
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simultaneous testing with three E-PERM radon tests showed that this passive system decreased 

the radon concentration in the basement significantly as shown in Figure (7), but not below 4.0 

pCi/L on the second floor in the bedroom located in the loft area next to where the fan was 

located. A suspicion of a possible entry pathway for radon from the garage into this area via the 

attic over the utility room prompted us to complete a second follow up test with simultaneous 

tested first floor, garage and second floor areas. As shown in Figure (7) the garage radon test 

result was lower than both other areas. This excluded the garage as the source for the high radon 

concentrations measured on second and first floor. Next, a third set of verifying radon tests 

comparing basement, first floor and second floor were done, yet again showing the same pattern 

with the higher values on first and second floor and a lower value in the basement.  The existing 

discharge opening was capped off and the pipe routed to a new discharge location approximately 

15 feet away from the main house on the other side of the ridge line of the garage, with the fan 

located in the attic of the garage immediately under the new discharge location. The four radon 

tests, two in basement, one on first floor and one inside the second floor loft at this point all 

measured radon concentrations below 2.0 pCi/L.  

Figure (7).  For House # 2, this shows the results of a sequence of radon measurements, 

each simultaneously done over various floor levels and garage, until resolution of the 

radon problem after the discharge was relocated. 
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Conclusions 

Extra due diligence is required from standard writing in the radon community compared to 

standard writing for flue gas discharge location. The reason can be summarized by stating that 

flue exhaust gas is very noticeable and annoying, thus acts as a natural deterrent for the public 

but radon discharge gas is barely noticeable and thus does not have this deterring effect on the 

public when present. The testing in two houses described are cautionary tales and physical 

examples that sufficient distance of the radon discharge location from soffit entry vents are 

needed to exclude re-entrainment that can affect radon concentrations in homes, especially on 

higher floor levels, but potentially on other levels as well. These two documented cases with real 

radon and real existing houses support to require the “10 feet away or two feet above” rule and 

also the “10 feet horizontally away from a wall that extends vertically above it” for the allowable 

radon discharge locations, especially when entry soffit vents exist even into an unconditioned 

space such as an attic. 
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REDUCING RADON LEVELS BELOW 2.0 pCi/L   
WHEN VIBRATION AND SOUND NOISES ARE IMPORTANT AND 
PIPES ARE NOT OPTIMALLY INSTALLED IN NEW RESIDENCES

Leo Moorman, PhD. 
Radon Home Measurement and Mitigation, Inc. 

Fort Collins, CO 80526 
LMoorman1@aol.com 

Abstract 

Multi-company installation of radon mitigation systems during and after new home construction 
can result in underperforming systems. One problem found is when the occupant’s low sound 
request is in conflict with a request to reach radon concentrations below 2.0 pCi/L. This was a 
challenge when a three-inch diameter pipe was routed inside an exterior wall close to an 
occupants sleeping location with hardly enough attic clearance between ceiling and roof for a 
fan. We experimented to find a solution void of overhauling the entire pipe routing that satisfied 
all requirements. This method was applied successfully to two other homes with four-inch 
diameter pipe with a similar conflicting problem. The solution, although in prescriptive terms 
violates the EPA standards, does not do so in its intent. The author suggests that this method, 
when applied judiciously, could be worthy to aid in finding solutions in the real world and 
should be considered in future guidance documents. 

Activation Problems of Passive Radon Mitigation Systems 

The post-mitigation radon test after activation of a passive radon mitigation system may fail for 
many reasons, such as the design of the passive system is flawed, the sub-slab material is not 
permeable enough, or the pipe system is not tied into a high permeable material via a low 
resistive connection. Other reasons are that a crawlspace may have not been tied into the vent 
pipe system, or that sump pit covers, rough-in holes or tub holes through the slab have not been 
properly sealed. This paper is about none of these more obvious issues that the experienced 
mitigator can easily recognize during the first inspection or when arriving at the house for the 
activation. Any of these issues can nevertheless add unexpected costs to the price of the 
activation for the unprepared home owner who thought the builder provided them with a proper 
and complete passive radon mitigation system. This paper is instead about the more subtle 
situation when a direct or indirect sound of the fan, when placed at the designed location by the 
passive installation company, generates a sound that is undesirable or unbearable to the home 
owner to listen to at night.  Sometimes the fan can barely fit vertically in the radon pipe routed 
straight from the ceiling of the highest floor level through the roofing with as little as 16 inches 
of vertical pipe visible. In such a case the tension on the pipe vertically down can also cause 
noises in the pipe chase. At other times one finds the pipe with 3.5-inch outer diameter 
sandwiched between two drywall sheets that are themselves only 3.5 inches separated. Any 
vibration in the pipe can act as a “hammer on a drum” and create or amplify sounds described by 
home owners as a low frequency “hum”. This sound can travel over an appreciable distance 
through a ceiling of a master bedroom when the fan is, for example, placed immediately above 
the master bedroom.  This sound effect can also be aggravated by a modern new “green” 
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construction technique whereby the attic insulation is sprayed against the compressed wooden 
(oriented strand board) sheets of the roofing in lieu of insulation on top of the ceilings of the 
upper floor bedroom(s), thereby having brought the attic inside the conditioned envelope of the 
house. After frequent sound isolation, wrapping insulation on the proper spots, and having 
customers for whom such low hum sounds in their new home especially at night was undesirable 
or unbearable, an alternative solution was investigated that was able to solve this problem 
without adding insulation (which usually does not work at the frequencies for which the home 
owner is irritated at night) or moving the vent pipe to a new location, which would be the only 
and last alternative. Finally, all of this must be accomplished while attaining lower resulting 
radon concentrations in the house, such as guaranteeing the radon concentration is under 2.0 
pCi/L as opposed to merely below a concentration of 4.0 pCi/L, which is the USEPA action 
guidance.  

Proposed Solution 

In a few passive radon mitigation systems such a sound problem was solved, while maintaining a 
low radon requirement, by installing two fans into the pipe system. Depending on the details this 
combination can give a similar or improved radon removal characteristic, and each fan can be 
quieter than the original fan. In another case a midrange power fan was installed in the basement 
and a smaller ‘vacuum boosting’ fan was installed in the attic. The advantage is that any noise is 
distributed over several areas and by design the least noisy fan is installed closest to the 
bedrooms. In the rest of this paper the characteristics of such a system will be investigated and in 
the end address when this can be a solution, when it cannot be a solution, and whether it violates 
the intent of the USEPA standards (USEPA, 1993) and others (RRNC, ASTM 1465, ASTM 
E2121, ASD-RMS-2006 (AARST), ANSI/AARST RRNC 2.0) that state in one form or another 
that no fan can be placed inside or below a conditioned space of the house. To be specific for this 
study only 4-inch and 3-inch diameter vent systems with a highly permeable gravel layer under 
the slab of the house were studied and it had been verified there was a low friction connection 
from vent pipe to this gravel layer. The question will also be answered if there is a fundamental 
reason whether two fans placed in series in a radon mitigation system must be the same fans for 
life durability or that they can have different fan performance characteristics. 

Air Pipescape Calculations 

Measurements and calculations to analyze these systems were done to support adding fans and to 
anticipate the resulting changed vacuum pressures in the sub-slab cavities and the volumetric 
airflow rates through the vent pipe. Using the Air Pipescape program introduced previously 
(Moorman, 2008), a single branch system, installed by the original subcontractor, was simulated 
using only vent stack ‘1’ with a fan installed, as shown in Figure (1), and a lower section vent 
pipe ‘2’ that may or may not contain a second fan. The Air Pipescape program uses pipe 
diameters, di, equivalent length of the piping in each branch, Leq,i, cavity resistances, Rgi , and fan 
performance characteristics, fi. The calculation results in a complete characterization of the 
mitigation system by delivering the pressures on all of the characteristic nodes (i.e., pipe Tees) 
and volumetric airflow rates.   For this single vent pipe calculation the other cavity resistance 
parameters for pipe branches ‘3’, through ‘5’ were set to 100 minutes per cubic foot (min/cf). 
This simulates that these additional pipe branches were capped off. The cavity resistance 
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Figure (1): System configurations capable for calculation in Air Pipescape. 

Figure (2): Pressures by Cavity 1 calculated by pipe scape for two relevant pipe diameters.  
Connecting lines in these graphs are only drawn to guide the eye.  

labeled ‘Rg2’ was determined by adjusting the resistance parameter, Rg2, to the measured 
pressure at that cavity when the single fan was installed in vent stack ‘1’. The resulting value for 
the cavity resistance, Rg2, that fit this conditions was reflective of a gravel sub-slab material and 
low resistive connection of the vent pipe to the gravel bed. Using this cavity resistance value, all 
other air dynamics variables are known. For 3-inch and 4-inch diameter pipes with a small, a 
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medium, and a high power fan, as well as a combination of small and medium fans in series, we 
determined the cavity pressures that are shown in Figure (2). The cavity pressures for the single-
fan small and medium power systems and combinations were measured and verified to be within 
10% of the calculated values, indicating the accuracy of the simulations.  As can be expected and 
seen in the values shown, higher power systems of similar fans will lower the pressure in the 
vacuum. Figure (3) shows the calculated results for volumetric flow rates. Calculated volumetric 
flow rates, compared with measured volumetric flow rates for this program in the past, have 
shown good agreement, thus independent flow measurements were not needed for the vertical 
axis. 

Figure (3): Total volumetric flow rates through the system calculated by Air Pipescape for two 
relevant pipe diameters as a function of fan configuration. 

Effect on Radon Concentrations  

Having measured the radon concentrations in several configurations of these two systems we can 
make a graph of measured radon concentrations against the volumetric flow rates. Figure (4) 
shows this graph for the two houses under consideration that had the noise problem and where 
we experimented with different fan combinations. Due to noise concerns with the medium power 
fan the homeowners rejected any experiment with the high power fan in their houses, which 
explains why the radon concentration data for these situations is not shown. The data indicate 
that in both cases the first measurement after activation with the single fan (the data points 
around 40 cfm) brought the radon concentration below 4.0 pCi/L, but not below 2.0 pCi/L in 
these cases. This is one of the reasons why we pursued a further solution, namely to reduce the 
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radon level further with the medium power fan that lead to the need to solve the low hum sound 
problem generated by the medium power fan immediately above the ceiling. By placing the 
smaller fan in the attic and the medium fan in the basement the radon concentrations were 
measured again. At a flow rate of 83 cfm with the 4-inch diameter pipe system, a steep decline to 
0.6 pCi/L was measured, whereas at a flow rate of 75 cfm with the 3-inch diameter pipe system a 
smaller reduction to 1.75 pCi/L was measured, each measured as the average of two 
simultaneous EPERM devices, located side by side. This latter concentration was consistent with 
a measurement obtained initially for the 3”-diameter pipe system in which the medium power fan 
was installed in the attic that resulted in a radon concentration of 1.9 pCi/L, which is shown at 60 
cfm, but where the system generated too much sound in the bedroom.   

Figure (4): Measured radon concentrations vs. total flow through the system. Red lines reference 
EPA 4.0 pCi/L guidance level to ‘recommend mitigation’ and 2.0 pCi/L, to ‘consider to 

mitigate’. 

Comparing Air Dynamics Diagrams: Fingerprints for the Operation of a RMS 

To understand these systems, we will show all air dynamic variables in one diagram. Figure (5) 
shows the result of the calculation for a single pipe system with a single fan for the 4-inch pipe 
diameter system. Calculated pressures and flows in each node (pipe Tees, with labels referred to 
in Figure (1)) are displayed. The bottom half of the diagram shows the negative pressures 
(vacuum) with respect to the outside sky limit, Skylimit, whose values can be read on the left 
vertical axis. The calculated volumetric air flow rate through each node is shown as bars in the 
top half of the graph with its values indicated on the right vertical axis. The diagram also shows 
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that all nodes to pipe branches that are capped off have a pressure equal to the node they are 
connected to. On the right side the diagram shows the fan pressure ‘boost’ indicated by a rising 
pressure (a decreasing vacuum).  Similarly, the vacuum in the cavity (green square) is 
established and the drop in pressure in green from Phole to P1below fan represents the pipe pressure 
drop (vacuum increase) through the pipe system from cavity to fan. A small positive pressure 
calculated immediately above the fan drops down to the pressure at the limit pressure in the sky, 
defined as the reference zero value for the pressure scale. This reference zero pressure for any 
house is offset by the outside pressure at the elevation where the house is located above the 
discharge point. Referring to the air in the pipe as a vacuum thus means that it has a negative 
pressure with respect to this reference zero pressure (a real absolute negative pressure cannot 
exist). Stating the pipe is pressurized in this context means that the pressure inside the pipe has a  

Figure (5): All air flow characteristics of the operation of a radon mitigation system with a single 
vent pipe and single fan in attic. This is a fingerprint of the operation of this radon mitigation 

system.  

positive pressure with respect to this reference zero pressure. The stack effect generated by warm 
air rising inside the house results in a small negative pressure at the bottom of the building and 
small positive pressure at the top of the building and would modify these statements if we want 
to determine pressurization and vacuum across the wall of the pipe at any given spot along the 
pipe inside the house but it does not alter the dynamics inside the system as long as no leaks or 
holes exists in the pipe wall. 

Compare this diagram to the diagram in Figure (6) for two fans in a single pipe system. Figure 
(6) was calculated by moving the medium power fan to the basement and adding a small fan in
the attic at the location where the medium power fan was located for Figure (5). We see that the
total flow increased and the cavity pressure decreased (indicating a higher vacuum in the cavity).
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The fact that there are two fans is immediately clear from the characteristic that there are two 
pressure lines with upward going (positive) slope. 

Is it Violating the Intent of the EPA guidelines? 

One may question whether placing a fan inside the basement violates the intent of the EPA 
mitigation standard and other more modern standards. If the reason for this rule in the standards 
is that radon should not leak into the house caused by positive pressured air in the pipe above the 
fan, this diagram provides a good illustration that a positive pressure does not have to exist in the 
pipe in the conditioned part of the house. By examining Figure (6) one can see that the pressures 
does not reach positive values inside the vent pipe anywhere inside the conditioned part of the 
house. Thus as long as radon fans are certified by the manufacturer not to leak air through its 
housing, radon mitigation systems can be built with multiple fans that will allow no leakage into 
the house since all of the air inside the pipe parts in the home remain on a vacuum, keeping in 
mind the small value of the stack pressures in residential houses compared to the scale. A 
somewhat simplistic explanation of what happens is to think of the fan in the attic as a ‘vacuum 
booster’. 

Figure (6): Fingerprint of the operation of a radon mitigation system with a single vent pipe and 
two radon fans. 

Requirements for Different Model Fans in Series  

Of course one must be careful not to conclude that ‘every’ combination of two fans will have this 
same characteristic as there will be certain combinations where the air resistance in the total vent 
pipe at the volumetric air flow rates that are set up in the vent pipe in combination with the fan 
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curves of the two fans may work in such a way that the pressure above the basement fan can be 
positive. In our real system with the 3-inch diameter pipe we indeed measured a positive 
pressures one foot above the basement fan.  

For this 3-inch diameter pipe system we also tested the combination of two identical small fans 
in series which showed that it did not have a positive pressure above the fan in the basement 
inside the house, but unfortunately the radon test results were not satisfactorily low, as they were 
not under 2.0 pCi/L. In this latter case the owners opted to have us modify the discharge point of 
radon through the roof and reroute the pipe in the attic, allowing us the ultimate choice of 
relocating the fan further away from the bedroom and installing strain reducing elbows in the 
nearly horizontal pipe system in the attic. 

A final concern needs to be addresses whether there is something fundamentally wrong with 
placing two fans that have different fan curve characteristics in the same single vent pipe system. 
The answer is that there is in principle nothing wrong with this unless the fan characteristics plus 
frictions in the operating system cannot match each other properly, and this is exactly what is 
done by finding a solution for the system with the Air Pipescape program. Therefore the 
conclusions are:   

(1) If a solution, using Air Pipescape, does not exist, the fans and pipe frictions are mismatched
and these fans shall not be used for this radon mitigation system.

(2) If the solution allows for positive pressures in the pipe located inside the house, the solution
violates the intent of the EPA mitigation guidelines and the fans shall not be used.

(3) If there is a solution that shows there are only negative pressures inside the pipe located
inside the house, then this solution indicates a good solution has been found.

A Need for Audible Home Monitoring Alarms 

Of course conclusion (3) is valid provided only radon fans are used that are certified by the 
manufacturer not to leak radon through their fan housing. Moreover, this latter condition is 
needed for both fans when the attic has become part of the conditioned space of the house as is 
the case in some modern “green” energy efficient (or zero energy) homes with insulation foam 
sprayed from below against the roofs and where the attic tends to be not independently vented to 
the outside. It is interesting that in this case Figure (5) indicates that even with a single fan there 
is always a positive pressure immediately above the fan inside such a conditioned attic, thus 
providing the potential for leakage unless the fan nor the rubber connections above it leak. In 
either cases, two fans or single fan, the solution could be to require a permanent audible test 
device in the first space outside the attic for monitoring the radon level at that location by the 
home owner, similar to a carbon monoxide and smoke detector.   

Finally, inline fans used in the radon industry are usually self-cooling as the engine is placed 
inside the air stream. Thus placing two fans in series in a vent pipe is subject to heat generated by 
the upstream fan also going through the downstream fan, which will be less capable to dispose of 
its heat. This is not a concern in the discussed cases when an existing low friction connection to 
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the gravel bed allows a sufficiently high volumetric air to flow through the pipe to provide 
sufficient cooling for both fans. Low flow could however be a concern when tight soil situations 
are found under new home construction slabs. New calculations for flow and pressures would be 
needed for each individual situation or experimentally monitor the pressure a few pipe diameters 
downstream of (i.e. above) the basement fan can be sufficient.   
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Abstract 

In the European Council directive (2013/59/EURATOM) the reference levels for radon are 

based on the annual average concentration (max. 300 Bq/m
3
). Waiting a year or longer for

detector exposure and analysis completion demotivates many stakeholders to give serious 

consideration to the radon problem and its consequent mitigation. We propose an approach 

for a speedy problem identification, yet that is still relying on a direct measurement of the 

annual average radon concentration. The CD/DVD method is used, where one or more 

compact disks (CDs) or digital versatile disks (DVDs) that were present for a duration of 

more than one year inside the house are analyzed. A radon problem in the house can then be 

identified quickly (in days) after the disks are collected and, if necessary, the mitigation can 

also be initiated shortly thereafter. The whole process is best managed by a radon expert. To 

perform prompt mitigation, the expert can collaborate with small licensed construction 

companies.  Using this approach, shortly after a radon problem has been identified twenty 

buildings in Bulgaria (mostly kindergartens and schools) were successfully mitigated. 

Introduction 

After the radon issue was re-addressed by the World Health Organization (WHO, 2009) and 

the risk coefficient was nearly doubled by the International Commission on Radiological 

Protection (ICRP, 2010), the efforts to include protection against indoor radon in the 

radiation protection legislation were reinforced in many countries. Due to the large temporal 

variations the averaged measurements over long durations are determining the conclusions 

for the radon risk, specifically – not over exposure durations of less than 3 months, but 

instead over longer exposure durations (WHO, 2009). The recent directive of the Council of 

the European Union (2014) recommends the member states to establish reference levels 

based on the annual-average radon concentration (these levels should not exceed 300 Bq/m
3
).

The methods scheduled for practical use and decision making based on such reference level 

should be able to assess the annual average radon concentration, preferably by a direct 

measurement method. 

Traditionally, long-term measurements of indoor 
222

Rn are made by passive radon detectors

left indoors for exposure durations that can be as long as one year. The measurements are 

prospective and the results become available with a delay of months or a year after the 

detectors are placed in the studied dwelling. This time delay between the decision to test and 

the eventual problem identification affects the stakeholders’ attitude and can reduce the 

concern about the reality of the radon hazard and the need for measures to reduce it. Our 

experience indicates that the recommendation “the average radon concentration significantly 

exceeds the reference level and protective measures are recommended” delivered after 

months or a year has lost most of its motivating power. 

Reporting the annual-average radon concentrations speedily with a sound conclusion of 

whether the reference level is significantly exceeded (in terms of statistical significance, e.g., 
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with larger than 95% probability) would keep the attention of the concerned stakeholders on 

the problem and would facilitate a prompt decision to mitigate. This is especially valid for 

public buildings (e.g., kindergartens and schools) where decision makers have a public 

responsibility and are looking for confidence in a determination whether the reference level is 

exceeded or not.  

The CD/DVD method for radon measurements was first proposed as a tool for retrospective 

radon dosimetry (Pressyanov et al., 1999; 2001) that is mostly needed for radon 

epidemiology. The method employs the remarkably high radon absorption ability of the 

polycarbonate material of which CDs/DVDs are made and its track-etch properties. The 

track-density at depth greater than 80 m beneath the front surface of the disk is almost 

perfectly correlated with the integrated radon concentration (Pressyanov et al., 2001; 2003). 

In the last 15 years the method has been extensively studied and employed in practice 

(Pressyanov, 2007; 2009, Pressyanov et al., 2003; 2010). These studies demonstrated 

sufficient sensitivity for quantitative retrospective measurements within the whole range of 

concentrations that can be found in the indoor environment (Pressyanov et al., 2003). The 

comparison between results obtained by CDs/DVDs and those by diffusion chambers (the 

conventional and widely used method for long-term integrated radon measurements) showed 

a very good agreement both at high and low levels of indoor radon (Pressyanov et al., 2010). 

In this report we explore the ability of the CD/DVD method to be employed for the purpose 

of making a quick identification whether buildings exceed the annual average radon 

concentration reference level.  

Materials and methods 

The methodology consists of the following steps: 

 Obtaining proper CD/DVD. The disks selected for analysis should be at least

one year old. Only disks that have been stored (no matter whether bare, in

envelopes, cases etc.) in the building of interest are suitable. An important step

is the disk dating and the dating uncertainty assessment. In some case the disks

can be exactly dated using the disk labels or records, or when the disk is

obtained with a magazine that has a date on it, or if bought at the same time as

a computer or software which purchase date is known. Otherwise, the disk is

dated by an interview with its owner and using labels or records on the disks

as controls. In such a case the following approach was followed: the disk

owner was asked to specify the time window (t1, t2) within which the disk was

purchased or otherwise obtained new and taken indoors. With  = t2-t1 the

width of this time interval, and by assuming a uniform probability distribution

within this time interval we use the standard deviation, 0.289 with which the

start time tm of the exposure duration is known. The most likely start time is

taken as the middle of the interval, expressed as tm = (t1+t2)/2. The uncertainty

in the subsequent exposure duration, t, between the most likely start time tm

and the disk pick-up time t3 (which is known exactly) for our analysis is then

estimated by the same standard deviation of the start time, 0.289.

 Disk processing. First, a thin layer (usually about 80 m) is removed from the

front surface of the disk specimen (usually ¼ piece of the disk) by pre-etching

with aqueous solution of 52% KOH (m/v) and 40% methanol (m/v) at 30
0
 C.

This step takes about 90 min. After that the tracks at the studied depth are

revealed by electrochemical etching (ECE). The ECE process is performed at

effective electric field of 3.0 kV/mm
 
at a frequency of 6 kHz and a
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temperature of 25
0
 C. The etching solution is a mixture of ethanol with 6M

KOH solution in a 1:4 volume ratio. For the first 30 min the etched surface is 

in contact with the solution without electric field. After that the electric field is 

applied for 3 hours. For the processing we use laboratory equipment that 

includes thermostatic metal plates where disk specimens are placed and a 

programmable HV/HF generator of 6 kHz frequency and variable effective 

voltage up to 4 kV
1
. A picture of one generator is shown in Figure (1). The

etched tracks are counted automatically – by a computer scanner and using 

dedicated software (Mitev et al., 2010). 

The entire analysis can be completed within one day and up to 50 disk specimens can be 

processed in parallel in the author’s laboratory.  

Figure (1): A photo of the thermostatic plate and the programmable HF/HV generator. The 

generator can be programmed by touch-screen or by an external computer. 

Consider the “signal” of the detectors to be the net track density (n0) at the studied depth. The 

net track density (n0 = total track density minus background track density) is determined for 

each analysed CD/DVD. The integrated 
222

Rn activity concentration (I) is calculated as I =

n0/CF, where CF is the calibration factor (Pressyanov, 2009). The CF is determined by 

exposing the disks to a reference 
222

Rn integrated activity concentration. One feature of the

CD/DVD method is that two modes of calibration are possible: standard (a priori) and 

individual a posteriori calibration of detectors. The standard CF is the average CF 

determined for a group of new disks. The individual a posteriori calibration consists of 

additional exposure of a piece of the analyzed disk to a reference 
222

Rn integrated activity

concentration in the laboratory. The individual CF of each analyzed disk is determined by the 

increment of the signal, as described by Pressyanov et al.  (2010).  

(1) model ECETD, Micon K Ltd., Varna, Bulgaria, http://www.micon.bg
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The average 
222

Rn activity concentration C over an exposure duration t of the disk is

calculated according to the following formula: 

tCF

n

t

I
C
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0 . (1) 

The uncertainty in C is calculated by
 
the propagation of the uncertainties in n0, CF and t 

(Taylor and Kuyatt, 1994) resulting in the following relative uncertainty: 
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where u denotes the uncertainty in the corresponding quantity. The uncertainty of n0 (𝑛0 =
𝑁

𝑆
− 𝑛𝑏) was determined by track-counting statistics (Poisson statistics assumed) and the

uncertainty in the background track density (nb) by the following expression: 

𝑢 (
𝑁

𝑆
− 𝑛𝑏) = √

𝑁

𝑆2 + 𝑢2(𝑛𝑏), (3) 

where u(nb) is the uncertainty in the background track density, and N is the total number of 

etched tracks counted over the etched area S. 

Results 

The potential of the method to identify dwellings with radon above the reference levels was 

studied by modelling. First, the sensitivity of the method was analyzed following the 

approach of Currie (1968).  According to Currie (ibid.), a quantitative result should be 

reported if the signal (net track density in the present case) exceeds a certain “critical” level 

that depends on the background. This analysis was performed using the experimentally 

determined average background track density of 6.3 ± 2.4 tracks/cm
2
 (Dimitrova, 2011). The

average 
222

Rn concentrations that correspond to the “critical” level, according to Currie

(1968) are shown in Figure (2) for disks of ages in the interval 1 to 10 years.  

Figure (2): The average 
222

Rn activity concentrations that correspond to the “critical level for

detection” (Currie, 1968) for disks of different age (exposure duration). 

The figure shows that measuring concentrations well below 100 Bq/m
3
 is achievable with any

disk exposed more than one year to the building air. This radon concentration is also the 
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lowest value that WHO recommends as a possible reference level. With disks older than three 

years, average radon concentrations of 10 Bq/m
3
 and below would be measurable. Therefore,

we conclude that any disk that is exposed more than one year in the house can serve as a 

useful detector able to determine the existence of a radon problem in that building, based on a 

measurement of the average radon concentration over the time it was exposed.  

To study the uncertainty (see Eqns. 2 and 3), a calculation was done, assuming a disk with an 

etched area on which tracks were counted over S = 4 cm
2
. The number of tracks was assumed

to follow a Poisson distribution. The average background track-density mentioned before was 

also assumed. Both standard and individual a posteriori calibration were considered. For the 

standard calibration the numerical value for the relative uncertainty  
𝑢(𝐶𝐹)

𝐶𝐹
= 0.17 was used, 

which was based on our extensive experience with uncertainties in individual CFs and 

individual variations between different brands of CDs/DVDs. For the case of individual a 

posteriori calibration  
𝑢(𝐶𝐹)

𝐶𝐹
= 0.10 was used as a conservative choice. The third component 

in the uncertainty equation is the exposure duration uncertainty. In modelling we have 

considered two scenarios with different time window  of the exposure duration. In the first, 

 = 1 year was assumed to be constant for all disks. In the second scenario  was smaller for

younger and longer for older disks.  In the illustrated cases the ratio /t was considered

constant and assumed to be 0.25. The second scenario accounts for the fact that the exposure

duration of the disks that are exposed shorter can usually be determined with higher accuracy

than for the disks that are exposed over a longer time period. For instance, the exposure

duration of a CD purchased one year ago can typically be determined to be better than

“between 0.5 and 1.5 years ago” (t = 1 year,  = 1 year), while it can be more difficult to

determine the exposure duration to within one year interval for a disk that we know is

roughly exposed 10 years or more.

With the stated assumptions, the uncertainty of the radon concentration using CD/DVD 

measurement uncertainty was modelled for different radon levels, disk exposure durations 

and calibration scenarios. In Figure 3 uncertainties that correspond to the average 
222

Rn

concentrations of 100 Bq/m
3
, 150 Bq/m

3
 and 300 Bq/m

3
 are shown for standard and

individual calibration. For relevance these radon levels were chosen to be existing well 

known for mitigation decision making: 100 Bq/m
3
 is the WHO (2009) lowest guidance level

above which to mitigate, 150 Bq/m
3
 is the rounded value of the EPA-USA action level (4

pCi/L), and 300 Bq/m
3
 is the maximum possible value for a reference level, recommended by

the WHO and the Council of the European Union. As the figure indicates, the relative 

uncertainty decreases with the exposure duration of the disk, but the improvement in the 

uncertainty with the disk exposure duration is small for disks exposed longer than 4 years and 

tends to be 18% with standard and 12% with individual calibrations.  

Using the uncertainty results, the values beyond which a conclusion can be drawn at 95% 

statistical confidence can be modelled. This is illustrated in Figure (4) for the reference level 

of CR=150 Bq/m
3
. If the measured value is above the upper lines (that is CR+1.645u(CR),

where 1.645 approximates the one-sided 95% confidence interval for random, normally 

distributed values) there is larger than 95% probability that the mean 
222

Rn concentration is at

or larger than CR. Alternatively, for values less than CR-1.645u(CR) (the lower lines) the 

probability that the mean is below CR is greater than 95%. For the case and under the 

assumptions illustrated by Figure (4) with a disk with an exposure duration of four years or 

more and standard calibration used, and for measured concentrations higher than 200 Bq/m
3

one can be confident (with more than 95% confidence level) that the average radon 

concentration exceeds 150 Bq/m
3
. Similarly, for measured radon concentration smaller than
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100 Bq/m
3
 one can be confident (with more than 95% confidence level) that the average

concentration is below 150 Bq/m
3
. With individual a posteriori calibration these confidence

borders are closer, namely at 180 Bq/m
3
 and 120 Bq/m

3
, respectively.

Figure (3): Relative uncertainty under standard, a priori, calibration (solid line) and 

individual, a posteriori, calibration (dashed line) using /t = 0.25 exposure scenario. The 

relative uncertainty at levels 100, 150 and 300 Bq/m
3
 are shown depending on the disk

exposure duration. 

Figure (4): Levels that allow conclusions at the 95% statistical significance for the reference 
222

Rn concentration of 150 Bq/m
3
. In zone A the conclusion can be drawn that “the average

222
Rn concentration is significantly less than 150 Bq/m

3
”. In zone C the conclusion can be

drawn that “the level 150 Bq/m
3
 is significantly exceeded”. In zone B the conclusion

“exceeds” or “is significantly less than” cannot be drawn at 95% significance and the result is 

undetermined in this sense.  
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Discussion 

The results demonstrate that by analysis of any CD/DVD exposed for more than one year the 

average 
222

Rn concentration can be quantitatively estimated starting from levels that are

sufficiently less than any reference or action level within the interval 100-300 Bq/m
3
. When

the studied building is large and inhomogeneity in radon distribution between different parts 

or rooms can be expected it is a good practice to analyze several disks from different parts or 

rooms.  

As potential problems we considered the possibility that the results can be biased by 

erroneous labeling or due to a disk peculiarity - e.g., anomalous individual CF, or background 

that is much higher than the average (if the background is lower than the average, the bias is 

much lower than the reference values and cannot corrupt the conclusions). Determining the 

disk exposure time as well as possible is important for the reliability of results and this step 

needs special care. The critical point here is the confidence in the time interval in the past 

when the disk was obtained. Our experience indicates that among the typically large number 

of home CDs/DVDs there are always those that can be reliably dated, especially among the 

disks that are max. 5-6 years old. Analysis of two (or more) disks stored at the same place can 

reduce the probability for individual bias due to erroneous labels.  

Regarding outliers of the calibration factors, CFs, our more than fifteen years of experience 

indicates that individual variations among different brands of CDs/DVDs are usually within 

15% larger or smaller with few exceptions. Having applied this method for more than fifteen 

years we have observed only one CD-outlier with a calibration factor that was a factor of four 

smaller (Pressyanov, 2007). This case was easily identified at the processing stage, due to the 

anti-solvent film coating on the surface and the great retardation of the chemical pre-etching. 

No other similar case was identified within thousands of analyzed disks so far. Therefore, we 

consider this case a rare exception and even if it will happen in the future, it will be easily 

identified during the disk processing. In any case the case of a “CF-outlier” will be identified 

by individual a posteriori calibration. 

Another potential bias can occur when the analyzed disk has been purchased or is obtained 

with a very high background. Among more than 40 CDs/DVDs we have analyzed for 

background only one remarkable outlier was found with a background track density of 49.6 

tracks/cm
2
 (Dimitrova, 2011). The analysis revealed, that a disk with such background will

provide a result that overestimates the true radon concentration by 245 Bqm
3
 if the disk is 1

year exposed, 123 Bq/m
3
 when 2 years exposed, 82 Bq/m

3
 when 3 years exposed, and about

25 Bq/m
3
 when the disk is 10 years exposed. Such bias can lead to a false positive result, but

only if disks with relatively short exposure times (1-3 years) are analyzed. With older disks 

the result will be biased upward, but not sufficiently to jump the conclusion from “no 

problem” to a “confident problem” category. Despite the sufficiently low probability 

(estimated to be less than 3%) to generate a false positive because of high background, this 

probability can be further reduced by following the  practice to prefer disks that are at least 

four years exposed, and to analyze at least a second disk from each location. This would also 

reduce the potential bias incurred from incorrect disk labeling. 

The present approach to identify dwellings with high radon uses “detectors” that are available 

in almost each dwelling and can be applied even when resources needed for large radon 

detection campaigns are scarce or missing. The prompt reporting and the fact that the results 

can be directly compared with the reference level can keep the stakeholder’s interest and 
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motivation on their radon issue relevant. However, the radon measurement alone cannot solve 

the problem of overexposure to radon and the real protection to humans requires technical 

measures to reduce the radon levels. To organize this when the stakeholder is determined to 

mitigate, but there is still no radon mitigation industry on in the regional area, can be 

challenging. To avoid postponing or cancellation of the mitigation, ad hoc cooperation was 

organized (with the agreement of the stakeholder) between a radon expert that has the 

knowledge and experience regarding mitigation, and employing small companies licensed for 

construction work but not experienced in specific radon mitigation techniques. The process 

was managed and supervised by the radon expert who organized diagnostic measurements 

(radon distribution, determined routes of entry, measured pressure field extension, etc.) and 

provided technical concept for the mitigation project, supervised its execution and organized 

and conducted the post-mitigation measurements. Within this approach 20 buildings in 

Bulgaria were successfully mitigated, all of them by active depressurization and ventilation 

systems. Sixteen of them were large buildings containing kindergartens and schools in the 

area of Sofia, the capital of the country. The effect of their mitigations is illustrated in Figure 

(5).  

Figure (5): Effect of mitigation (by active sub-slab depressurization) in 16 kindergartens and 

schools. The effect was studied by grab sampling measurements made with closed room 

conditions before and after mitigation. The methods and equipment for these measurements 

are described by Pressyanov et al. (2014). The measurements before were made just prior to 

the mitigation and the measurements after were made at least one week after the mitigation 

system was activated.  Results for rooms with the highest 
222

Rn levels before mitigation are

shown. The horizontal line represents the level of 300 Bq/m
3
.
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Conclusions 

We conclude by stating that the CD/DVD method is a useful and fast decision tool for 

identification if buildings have an annual average radon concentration exceeding a chosen 

reference level. Both the sensitivity and the uncertainty calculations show that the method is 

usable for the purpose defined. The calculations show that any CD/DVD exposed for more 

than one year can serve for this purpose for the current reference levels used. The calculations 

suggest also that the optimum exposure time interval for disks is four to six years in order to 

reveal whether the reference level is exceeded when analyzed as discussed. With the 

CD/DVD method the result for the annual average radon concentration can be available 

within one day after providing the disk(s) for analysis. The probability for outliers is 

sufficiently low. In case elevated radon levels are identified we believe it is important the 

affected stakeholder has the option for immediate consultancy on the next steps towards 

mitigation. In our experience it is helpful to have a radon expert who manages the work and 

provides continuity, albeit the mitigation work itself was executed by construction 

companies. This way the CD/DVD method can take its place in the chain of prompt operative 

actions, from detection to mitigation, that aim to safeguard human lives from the dangers of 

indoor radon. 

Acknowledgements: Ivelina Dimitrova, Krasimir Mitev and Strahil Georgiev took part in the 
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CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING OF A SIMPLE RADON CHAMBER

Lyle Rathbun
Rathbun.L.C@gmail.com

Abstract

Radon chambers of various sizes and design complexities are used to check the calibration of 
radon detectors and to study the plate-out of  218Po, (the only one of the radon progeny that is 
formed as a airborne charged particle and therefore is attracted to surrounding surfaces).  If an 
inexpensive and reliable radon chamber can be shown to be viable for use as supplemental check
of radon detector performance, the Quality Assurance program can be enhanced without 
additional shipping and laboratory costs.  The first 300-liter chamber was constructed on a 
concrete floor with ordinary house bricks and heavy plastic sheeting.  Several small slabs of 
granite and a rock chip containing radium ore were added to enhance the radon level above that 
provided by the other materials.  The intent was to create a consistent radon concentration of 6-
10 pCi/L.  Due to inconsistencies with the first chamber, a second 300-liter chamber with 
constructed in a more suitable location and isolated from the concrete floor.   The chamber was 
opened approximately once every seven days to remove electret radon measurement devices and 
a pocket-sized digital radon monitor (alpha spectrometer).  However, one test lasted eight days 
and another 14 days.  Temperature and barometric pressure were recorded.  This presentation 
reports the results for several test periods of the second radon chamber.

Introduction

Radon chambers of various sizes and design complexities have been constructed and tested by 
several researchers: (Moore, 2005), (Webster, 1992), (George 1983).  The radon chamber 
described here is of a simpler design and relies on natural sources of radon.

Procedure

Two radon chambers were constructed.  Each enclosed a 300 liter volume and were constructed 
in similar fashion:  Red clay house bricks (8-in. x 2.25-in. x 4-in)., containing an estimated 1.4 
pCi/g of 226Ra each, were stacked to outline a rectangular pattern on a concrete floor and covered 
with a clear 0.003 in.-thick plastic sheeting material.  In the first chamber, the concrete floor was 
open to the chamber. The plastic sheeting was held against the floor only by the weight of the 
bricks.  The overlaps of the sheeting were not sealed.  In the second chamber, bricks were 
completely enclosed by the plastic sheeting.      

The initial sources of radon for the first chamber included the concrete floor (radium content 
unknown), the clay bricks, and four granite slabs, ¾-in. thick and totaling 1.2 kg with an 
estimated 226Ra content of 27 pCi/g.  When this arrangement failed to produce a radon 
concentration in the 6-10 pCi/L range, an irregularly-shaped baseball-size, pre-Cambrian 
metamorphic rock containing uranophane, secondary copper minerals and native silver was 
added to the chamber.  The mass of the rock was 382 g.  The uranium content of the rock was 
estimated at 0.05% U3.08 with 226Ra in long-term equilibrium with natural uranium.  The radon 
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concentration increased to over 50 pCi/L in less than one day following insertion of the radium 
ore rock into the chamber.  The rock was then removed and a 1-in2 x 1/4 in-thick chip of the rock 
was broken off and placed back into the chamber.  The radon concentration fell to approximately 
10 pCi/L after one week.

When several four-days tests yielded variable results, the first chamber location was abandoned.  
The bricks, granite and rock chip, along with a new, larger plastic sheet were moved to the 
garage. The plastic sheeting was placed on the floor and the chamber was built atop it in the 
same pattern as the initial effort.  The loose ends of the sheeting material were pulled tight over 
the brick “castle,” twisted and tied near one end of the chamber. Additional bricks were placed 
on the plastic atop the bricks forming the outline of the chamber, Figure (1).   The radon chamber
did not contain an airlock.  The tied end (horsetail) had to be loosened to insert and remove 
measurement devices.   

Figure (1): Radon chamber

Methodology

The radon in the chamber was measured with several devices.  A pocket-sized digital radon 
monitor (alpha spectrometer) was placed in the chamber and left there for most of the total three-
month testing period.  It was calibrated by the manufacturer in March of 2016.  The display, 
which indicated radon concentrations for one day, seven-day, and long term periods, was read 
through the plastic top of the chamber.  Results for the long-term readouts are shown in Figure 
(2).    

An alpha track device was placed in the chamber for a two-month period, removed and sent in 
for analysis.  Results are shown in Figure (3).  An activated charcoal device was placed in the 
chamber at the beginning of testing for a four-day test and two more were likewise tested in the 
chamber at the end of testing.  Results of analyses are shown in Figure (4).   Electret devices 
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were placed into the chamber for seven days at a time, removed and read-out.  Results are shown
in Figure (5).  

Results

Device   Start   End Hours Bar. Chg * Temp.+ Reading

   ** A single
pocket-sized
digital radon 
monitor was 
used through 
out the 
testing, except
5/20 through 
5/31

(in. Hg)   (pCi/L)
4/28/16 5/5/16 168.5 -0.30  60oF 9.7
5/5/16 5/12/16 336.5 +0.49 60oF 9.1
5/12/16 5/20/16 522.5 -0.32 65oF 9.1
5/31/16 6/7/16 168 +0.33 65oF 8.9
6/7/16 6/14/16 336 +0.48 75oF 9.2
6/14/16 6/21/16 504 +0.43 65oF 9.3
6/21/16 6/28/16 671.5 +0.26 75oF 9.3
6/28/16 7/12/16 1007.5   0.00 75oF 9.3
7/12/16 7/19/16 1176.5 -0.24 70oF 9.4
7/19/16 7/26/16 1343.5 +0.19 75oF 9.5

  Average       9.3+0.4
* Net barometer change during 7-day or other test.
+ Average of beginning and ending temperature, rounded to the nearest 5oF
** Digital radon monitor can be used for official testing everywhere except for U.S. and Canada.

Figure (2): Pocket-sized digital radon monitor (alpha spectrometer) results

Device   Start   End  Days Temp. Reading
Track Etch 5/24/16 7/26/16    63 70oF 10.0+3%    ( pCi/L)

Figure (3): Alpha track device result for two-month period in radon chamber

Device   Start   End Hours Bar. Chg * Temp+ Reading Average
(in. Hg) ( pCi/L)  (pCi/L)

Charcoal A 4/28/16 5/2/16 96 -0.20  60oF   11.0 11.0
Charcoal B 7/24/16 7/28/16 96 +0.15  75oF   10.4 10.2
Charcoal C 7/24/16 7/28/16 96    “      “   10.0

* Net barometer change during 4-day test.
+ Average of beginning and ending temperature, rounded to the nearest 5oF

Figure (4): Charcoal device results for 96 hours in radon chamber
Device   Start   End Hours Bar. Chg * Temp.+ Reading Average

(in. Hg)  pCi/L pCi/L
Electret A 4/28/16 5/5/16 168.5 -0.30  60oF   12.8 12.2
Electret B 4/28/16 5/5/16 168.5    “      “   11.5
Electret C 5/5/16 5/12/16 168 +0.49 60oF   11.5 10.8
Electret B 5/5/16 5/12/16 168    “      “   10.1
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Electret A 5/12/16 5/20/16 186 -0.32 65oF   11.7 10.9
Electret B 5/12/16 5/20/16 186    “     “   10.2
Electret B 5/24/16 5/31/16 168  0.00 65oF     8.6 10.8
Electret C 5/24/16 5/31/16 168    “     “   13.0
Electret C 5/31/16 6/7/16 168 +0.33 65oF    11.5 11.5
Electret C 6/7/16 6/14/16 168 +0.48 75oF    10.6 10.6
Electret D 6/14/16 6/21/16 168 +0.43 65oF    10.3 10.3
Electret D 6/21/16 6/28/16 167.5 +0.26 75oF    11.3 11.3
Electret E 6/28/16 7/12/16 336   0.00 75oF   20.2 20.2**
Electret F 7/12/16 7/19/16 169 -0.24 70oF   14.4 14.4
Electret F 7/19/16 7/26/16 167 +0.19 75oF     9.4   9.4

Average 11.2+2.7
* Net barometer change during 7-day or other test.
+ Average of beginning and ending temperature, rounded to the nearest 5oF
**Two week sample; not included in average or 2-sigma shown

Figure (5): Electret radon device results

Discussion

The average radon level in the passive chamber described here seemed to have little variation 
based on the digital radon monitor.  It was based on long term integrated results and was 9% 
lower than the average of three types of devices (charcoal device excluded).  The alpha track 
device integrated result was 2% lower than that of the three device average.  The electret device 
average result was 10% higher than that of the three device average.   The data for the charcoal 
devices was not sufficient to establish a trend, but the two average test results were similar to that
of the other devices.

The testing design described here was not intended to determine the “true” radon content in the 
chamber, but rather the degree of agreement between results of different monitoring devices.  It 
was not determined whether variation in results was due to variations in radon levels of the 
chambers, due to inherent variations within the devices, or due to the relative positions the 
devices occupied in the chamber.

Additional valuable information could have been obtained had the individual 7-day readings for 
the digital radon monitor been recorded along with the cumulative average at the end of each 7-
day period.  However, only the latter was recorded.  Future testing will correct this shortcoming
Other changes will be made for future testing:  A larger radon chamber, with an airlock will be 
employed.  It will be constructed out of a more substantial material than plastic sheeting.  A 
small fan for mixing the air in the chamber will be added.  At least two digital radon monitors 
and two alpha track devices will be placed in the chamber.   A sampling port will be added to 
allow the researcher to obtain grab samples of the radon in the chamber.

The plate-out of radon progeny on the inner surface of the radon chamber was not measured 
during the current testing.  This will be done in future testing to aid in the correlation of results 
for radon and radon progeny monitoring devices.  
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Conclusion

While the passive radon chamber shows some promise for use as a secondary QA check of radon
monitoring devices, more work needs to be performed to validate these findings.
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Abstract 

A passive alpha-track detector, which offers the possibility to measure in two positions, has 

been developed.  The detector has two CR-39 films and is possible to turn so that just one of 

the films is exposed in each position.  With this detector, it is possible to measure during both 

working and non-working hours in workplaces and schools, or to measure personal exposure 

both at work and at home.  The detector and its technical specifications are presented. Some 

countries have measurement protocols for attempting to evaluate the differences between 

radon concentrations during working and non-working time.  How this detector could be used 

in relation with these measurement protocols is discussed. 

Introduction 

The two-position radon detector Duotrak (patent application SE1550891-4) is a detector 

which can have two alpha-track films inside, as shown in Figure (1). The detector can be 

turned so that only one of the films is exposed at a time. Inside the top part of the detector, a 

cover shield with an opening of 1.5x1.5 cm is mounted (Figure (2)). This shield will cover the 

shielded film from most of alpha-decay inside the detector. When the detector is turned 180
o

between the ON and OFF positions as shown in Figure (3), the film which is exposed to 

alpha-decay will change. 

Figure (1): Bottom part of the detector which has two alpha-track film location areas. 

. 
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Figure (2): Cover shield with opening in the top of the detector. 

Figure (3): The detector can be turned 180
o
 between the ON and OFF positions.

The ON position exposes one CR-39 (e.g., time period of interest) and the OFF 

position exposes the other CR-39 film (e.g., secondary time period of interest). 

The detector can be used as a normal standard detector. In this application, alpha-decay 

exposure to a single CR-39 film can be turned on or off, in particular to stop post-

measurement exposure in cases when the detectors cannot be returned to the analysis 

laboratory at once. 

The detector can also be used to measure in two position which could be used for measuring 

radon concentration in two different situations where the radon exposure can differ 

significantly. This could be a situation in a school or a workplace where the radon 

concentration can differ significantly between working and non-working hours. In this 

application, detector exposure to alpha decay that is different for each CR-39 film can be 

analyzed to achieve a measurement of each different condition and combined to achieve a 

measurement of the entire test duration. For this usage, a factor between ON-level and total-

level is also calculated with a corresponding uncertainty. 

Methods 

Technical specifications and calculations 

Technical specifications of the Duotrak detector are: 

Height: 4.0 cm, Diameter: 6.5 cm 

Measurement range: 10-30,000 pCi*days/l 

Detector sensitivity ((tracks/cm
2
)/(pCi*days/l)): 3.7

Typical background: 5 pCi*days/l, Standard deviation in background: 2 pCi*days/l 
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Lowest Level of Detection (LLD): 10 pCi*days/l 

Holder antistatic measures: Conducting holder 

The Lowest Level of Detection (LLD) should according to the U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency EPA (EPA, 1997) be calculated as LLD = 4.65*σb , where σb is the standard 

deviation in the background. From the background measurement of about 100 film sheets, the 

observed LLDs were 8.0 ± 2.8 pCi*days/l. In situations where there is a large difference 

between the exposure in the OFF and ON positions, the additional exposure from the decay 

within the small gap between the cover shield and the alpha-track film will increase the LLD. 

50 detectors set in the ON position and 50 detectors set in the OFF position were exposed 

with 680 pCi*days/l in the radon chamber of the Swedish Radiation Safety Authority (SSM). 

From this calibration exposure, it was found that on average 1.7% of the given exposure was 

shown as an additional exposure on the covered film. The uncertainty in this number which 

mainly is due to variation in film thickness has been estimated to be 30%.  

When the detector is used as a two position detector, the factor (ON/Total) between the 

average radon concentration in the ON position and the average radon concentration during 

total measurement period (ON+OFF) can also be calculated.  

Results 

Detector performance test 

A test of the detector was performed in a typical location, such in schools and workplaces 

where a mechanical ventilation system is turned on and off. In such situations, the radon 

concentration can differ significantly depending on when the ventilation system is on or off. 

The detectors were tested by Radonor
1
 in Norway in a room where the ventilation could be

turned on and off similar to normal working hours conditions (ventilation on 8 hours during 

week days). The radon concentrations were monitored with an Alphaguard instrument. For 

each of the five different exposures eight Duotrak detectors were used. The main purpose of 

the exposure was to evaluate the ON/Total factor measured with the Duotrak detector. The 

result from the test is shown in the table of results in Figure (4). The spreading of the results 

from the Duotrak detectors in the table is shown with one standard deviation. As can be seen 

in result table, the difference between exposure when the ventilation was on or off was very 

large. The radon concentration when the ventilation was on was usually about 3 pCi/l and 

when it was off about 20 pCi/l.  

In the second exposure, the detectors where left in the OFF exposure a little bit longer than 

planned giving an OFF exposure which was 28 times higher than the ON exposure. In such a 

situation, the subtraction of the addition exposure on the ON-film during the OFF-exposure 

will have significance. For this actual exposure, this contribution will be 0.017*271 

pCi*days/l = 4.6 pCi*days/l, where the 1.7% contribution factor was determined in the 

previously described calibration. This contribution is subtracted but the uncertainty in this 

estimation will increase the uncertainty in calculated ON/Total factor which also can be seen 

in the results. The ON-exposure in the first exposure is below the LLD of the detectors. For 

the other exposures, the measured ON/Total factor agrees very well with the results from the 

Alphaguard instrument. 

(1) RadonorAS, Postboks 2, NO-2712 BRANDBU, Norway
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Exposure ON - 

Alphaguard 

(pCi*days/l) 

Exposure OFF 

Alphaguard 

(pCi*days/l) 

ON/Total-factor 

Alphaguard 

Exposure ON 

Duotrak 

(pCi*days/l) 

ON/Total-factor 

Duotrak 

5.7 (<LLD) 146 0.16 2.7 ± 3.8 0.08 ± 0.11 

9.8 271 0.20 10.6 ± 3.8 0.21 ± 0.07 

16.7 355 0.17 19.1 ± 1.8 0.18 ± 0.02 

22.3 465 0.17 23.5 ± 4.4 0.18 ± 0.03 

32.1 851 0.13 32.7 ± 4.0 0.14 ± 0.02 

Figure (4): Result table from a test of the Duotrak detector 

Usage of the detector 

In cold climates, buildings are often configured with mechanical ventilation systems. In order 

to save energy, the ventilation is often turned off when the building is unoccupied which can 

often increase radon concentrations in the building. Therefore, a measured long-term average 

radon concentration could overestimate the radon concentrations when the building is 

occupied.  

In the guide (Health Canada, 2008) for radon measurements in public buildings in Canada, it 

is stated that the radon concentrations during school hours can be estimated by multiplying 

the long-term average with an ON/Total factor measured in a short-term measurement with a 

continuous radon monitor (CRM). A similar measurement protocol is used in Norway for 

measurement in schools and kindergartens (Statens strålevern, 2015). In cases where CRMs 

could not be used, the Duotrak detector could be an alternative for measuring the ON/Total 

factor. However, the measurement time must at least be long enough to give an exposure in 

both the ON and OFF positions which are above the LLD. Figure (5) show the minimum 

measurement time needed to reach the LLD for an exposure of 10 pCi*days/l. With about 40 

working hours per week, at least 2-3 weeks of measurement is needed to give a result that 

clearly estimates concentrations below common reference levels.  

LLD (pCi/l) Measured hours needed to 

reach the LLD for exposure 

Measured weeks needed 

assuming 40 hours in ON-

position per week 

1.0 240 6 

2.7 (100 Bq/m
3
) 89 2.2 

4.0 60 1.5 

Figure (5): Needed measurement time to reach the LLD 

The detector could also be good alternative for passive short-term measurement in schools 

and workplaces by measuring for two work-week duration with the detector turned off only 

during the weekend between the work-weeks.  

Personal radon monitoring is usually performed by storing the personal radon detectors in a 

controlled low-radon concentration environment. However, for workers who do not have an 

obvious storage room, the detector could be a good alternative as a personal radon monitor 

where the personal exposure during working hours is measured with the detector in the ON 

position. 
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Conclusions 

With a passive alpha-track detector, which offers the possibility to measure in two positions 

with two different CR-39 films, it is possible to measure during both working and non-

working hours in workplaces and schools, or to measure personal exposure both at work and 

at home. The preformed tests show good agreement between the results from CRMs when the 

exposures are above the LLD in both positions of the dual-film detector. 
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Abstract 

The Agricultural and Environmental Services Laboratories (AESL) and The College of Family 

and Consumer Sciences of the University of Georgia launched a new Radon in Household Water 

Testing and Education program from August, 2015. Various methods of sampling, sample 

preparation, and counting assays on a liquid scintillation counter are practiced by different 

laboratories testing radon in water across the United States. This paper discusses the results of 

our study comparing a selected set of those variables on the recovery of radon from two “radon 

in water standard” samples and a household well water from Georgia. We also shed lights on the 

potential areas and associated geology that merits testing of uranium and radon in the household 

wells in Georgia. Furthermore, our current and past (since 2010) monitoring, mapping, public 

education, and mitigation programs for uranium and radon in household well waters are 

included.     

Introduction 

Radiation exposure from naturally occurring radionuclides in drinking water sources may result 

in various public health concerns. In this regard, alpha radiation emitted by uranium, radium, and 

their progenies, including radon are particularly important. The World Health Organization 

(WHO) suggests that when the radioactivity in drinking water exceeds the recommended level of 

0.5 Bq/L (or 13.5 pCi/L) for gross-alpha (α) or 1 Bq/L (or 27 pCi/L) for gross-beta (β) activities, 

radionuclide-specific concentrations should be brought into compliance with WHO guidance 

levels: 0.1 Bq/L for 
228

Ra; 1 Bq/L each for 
223–226

Ra, 
234

U, and 
235

U; 10 Bq/L for 
238

U; 100 Bq/L

for 
222

Rn, and 15 μg/L for total uranium (WHO 2004). According to International Commission

on Radiological Protection (2007), once ingested radionuclides can be absorbed into the blood 

1
This study was partially funded by The University of Georgia Radon Education Program which is supported by 

Georgia Department of Community Affairs through funding from State Indoor Radon Grants (SIRG) program of 

The United States Environmental Protection Agency, Region-4. 
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stream, accumulate in specific tissues and organs that they may damage or can be excreted out of 

the body. For example, 66% of absorbed uranium is rapidly eliminated via urine, while the rest is 

distributed and stored in the kidney (12–25%), bone (10–15%), and soft tissues (Wrenn et al., 

1985). Radium accumulates primarily in the bone (Wrenn et al., 1985). Ingested uranium 

primarily causes chemical toxicity, especially nephrotoxicity (Zamora et al., 1998; Zamora et al., 

2009); whereas ingested radium and radon are known to induce radiotoxicity and could lead to 

cancer (Wrenn et al., 1985). Once ingested, radon gas diffuses into the stomach wall and 

irradiates the stomach wall tissues and can cause stomach cancer (Hopke et al., 2000). Inhaled 

radon from indoor air is known to cause lung cancer (Darby et al., 2005). Radon in household 

water supply poses both inhalation and ingestion risks. Most risk from radon in water comes 

from radon released into the air when water is used for showering, laundering, and other 

household purposes. According to USEPA (2012), the risk of lung cancer from inhaled radon 

from air is much larger than the risk of stomach cancer from ingesting water with radon in it. 

A very rough rule of thumb for estimating the contribution of radon in household water to indoor 

air radon is that water with 10,000 pCi/L of radon contributes about 1 pCi/L to the level of radon 

in the indoor air. Based on a National Academy of Sciences report (NAS, 1999) on radon in 

drinking water, EPA estimates that radon in drinking water causes about 168 cancer deaths per 

year, 89% from lung cancer caused by breathing in radon released from water, and 11% percent 

from stomach cancer caused by ingesting drinking radon-containing water. 

Radionuclides from three naturally occurring decay series (headed by 
238

U, 
230

Th, & 
235

U), have

long been known to be present in ground water and surface water in Georgia (Cline et al., 1983; 

Hess et al., 1985; Zapecza and Szabo, 1988; Coker and Olive, 1989). In a previous study, 

Albertson (2003) found elevated gross alpha particle activity, elevated radium-226, and elevated 

combined radium-226 and radium-228 activity in some community water systems in the 

Piedmont, Blue Ridge, and parts of the Coastal Plain physiographic provinces of Georgia. 

Elevated uranium concentrations were detected in drinking water in the Piedmont and Blue 

Ridge physiographic provinces (Albertson, 2003). Coker and Olive (1989) tested 90 wells in 

Georgia for radon and other radionuclides and concluded that groundwater from the granite and 

gneiss aquifers in the Piedmont contained the highest average concentrations of naturally 

occurring radionuclides. Stone et al. (2002) found elevated levels of radium in drinking water in 

the “piedmont and coastal plain sandhills” and elevated uranium in water in the “piedmont (and 

Blue Ridge) region” of South Carolina. 

In 2010, routine water testing of some private drinking water wells at AESL revealed high levels 

of uranium with concentrations above EPA's maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) of 30 parts 

per billion (ppb). These wells were located in specific areas of the state. Our data showed that 

high level of uranium in well water was often associated with a high level of radon gas measured 

in air by the homeowner (Lynch et al., 2016). Uranium and radon in deep wells originate from 

naturally occurring granitic bedrock located primarily in the Piedmont and Blue-Ridge (PBR) 

regions of Georgia (Albertson, 2003). Although there has not been any report directly linking 

these contaminants and illnesses, numerous health problems, including cancer, kidney problems, 

autoimmune disorders, gastrointestinal symptoms, and neuropathy have been reported to various 

agencies from counties that were found to have high uranium and radon in well water. 

Conversations with residents and county officials established a need for more public education, 

testing, and informational resources. From 2010 to 2013, the University of Georgia Cooperative 
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Extension conducted a public education program along with a half-price water testing service to 

encourage well owners to test their waters. The intent was to expand the database to better 

understand the nature and extent of the problem, and increase public awareness in this regard.  

In 2015, the AESL and The College of Family and Consumer Sciences of the University of 

Georgia launched a new Radon in Household Water Testing and Education program. Liquid 

scintillation (LS) counting is the analytical method recommended by the Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) for measurement of radon in water (Whittaker et al., 1989) and 

approved for use in New York State by the Environmental Laboratory Approval Program (Kitto 

et al., 2008, NYSDOH, 2007).  However, laboratories testing radon in drinking water across the 

United States follow different methods of sampling, sample preparation, and counting assays by 

liquid scintillation counting. The advantages and disadvantages of these methods are yet to be 

evaluated. This paper reports the following outcomes of the testing and education programs on 

uranium and radon in Georgia household well waters: 

1. Results of a study comparing various methods of sampling, sample preparation, and

liquid scintillation counting assays on the recovery of radon from two standard samples

and a selected household well water sample from Georgia with a view to selecting the

best method.

2. Mapping uranium concentration in private drinking water wells based on voluntary

submission of samples by the well owners.

3. Impact of public education programs on a) peoples’ consideration of water testing for

uranium and radon, b) enhancement public awareness about these contaminants, and c)

the engagement of community advocates in protecting public health.

Methodology 

Optimization of Sampling and Analytical Methods for Radon in Well Waters 

We used two radon (
222

Rn) in water standard samples designated as “Standard-15” and

“Standard-17” obtained from the co-author Kitto and numerous samples from a well in Monroe 

County, Georgia. A prior analysis at University of Georgia Agricultural and Environmental 

Services Laboratories showed the well water contained 629 ppb uranium. Additional water tests 

carried out at Air Chek, Inc. (Mills River, NC) reported 3.8 pCi/L radium (
226

Ra + 
228

Ra) and

79,000 pCi/L radon (
222

Rn). The “Standard-15” and “Standard-17” are reusable radon-in-water

standards as they were prepared using a 
226

Ra-loaded filter sandwiched in polyethylene sheeting

(Kitto et al., 2010). At full ingrowth, the 
222

Rn produced by the sandwiched 
226

Ra sources in both

“Standard-15” and “Standard-17” should be 4375 pCi/L at 100% emanation, but due to 

retardation by the polyethylene, produces only 3762 pCi/L at 86% emanation.  Using these two 

standard water samples and the well water samples, we compared the following five variables to 

optimize sampling and analytical methods for testing radon in well waters: 

1. Methods of sampling: We compared “Submerged Bottle” versus “Direct Fill” methods of

sample collection. Two samples were collected for each method.

For the “Submerged Bottle” method (Figure (1)), water was collected into a bowl by 
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gently flowing down one side with minimal disturbance. Then the entire sample bottle 

and lid were submerged under water in the bowl, opened, and filled.  The water-filled 

bottle was capped while still under water and turned it upside down.  If air bubbles were 

present, the bottle was emptied and refilled again until air bubbles were no longer 

observed. The procedure was repeated with the second bottle. 

For the “Direct Fill” method (Figure (2)), gently flowing water was collected directly into 

the top opening of the sample bottle, carefully avoiding turbulence. The bottle was 

allowed to gently overflow, forming a slight dome of water at the opening. The bottle 

was promptly capped and checked for air bubbles by inverting bottle and tapping gently. 

If air bubbles were present, the bottle was emptied and the filling procedure repeated 

until air bubbles were no longer observed in the water sample. The procedure was 

repeated with the second bottle. 

2. Type of scintillation fluids: We compared the efficacy of two different scintillation fluids

namely, “Opti-Fluor” and “High Efficiency Mineral Oil Scintillator” (PerkinElmer,

Waltham , MA), as both are recommended and used for analyzing radon in water. “Opti-

Fluor” used in this study is a biodegradable benzene-based mixture of high flash point

and low volatility organic solvents that produced a background count rate of 15 cpm and

71% quench parameter, it is biodegradable. The “High Efficiency Mineral Oil

Scintillator” used in this study contains primarily white mineral oil (60-80%) and 1,2,4-

trimethylbenzene (20-40%), is not biodegradable, with a background of 15 cpm and

107.5% counting efficiency.

3. Volume of sample and scintillation fluid:  Recovery of radon was compared for two

different preparations: “8 mL sample + 8 mL scintillation fluid” versus “10 mL sample +

10 mL scintillation fluid”.

4. Methods of mixing the sample and scintillation fluid: We compared two different

methods of mixing sample and scintillation fluid on the recovery of radon. For the first

method, called “Separate Drawing” (Figure (3)), the scintillation fluid (8 or 10 mL) was

pipetted into the scintillation vial, and then the sample (8 mL or 10 mL) was pipetted and

buried underneath the scintillation fluid. The second method, called “Simultaneous

Drawing” (Figure (4)), had the scintillation fluid (8 mL or 10 mL) drawn into a pipette,

then the sample (8 mL or 10 mL) was drawn into the same pipette underneath the

 Figure (1): Submerged bottle method 

of sampling. 
Figure (2): Direct-fill method of 

sampling. 

Figure 1. Submerged bottle 

method
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scintillation fluid and finally both sample and scintillation fluid was dispensed into the 

scintillation vial. The vials were capped immediately in both methods and shaken to 

expedite transfer of radon into the scintillation fluid. 

5. Liquid scintillation counting (LSC) assays: We compared radon recovery from two

different liquid scintillation counting assays as presented in Table 1 below.

Table (1): The two different LSC assays compared in this study. 

Regions Assay-1 Assay-2 

Lower Limit 

(keV) 

Upper Limit 

(keV) 

Lower Limit 

(keV) 

Upper Limit 

(keV) 

A 0 2000 130 700 

B 0 2000 150 1800 

C 0 2000 0 2000 

The “Assay-1” is a full spectrum assay covering the whole range of energy with the region of 

interest (ROI) from 0 to 2000 keV.  In contrast, the “Assay-2” is limited within the ROI for 
222

Rn

from 130 to 700 keV, excluding the counts below 130 keV (which is indeed from 

“Bremsstrahlung” radiation). Cutting out the low-energy (below 130 keV) betas also reduces the 

quenching and background there.  The efficiency (cpm/dpm) in Assay-2 is 3.0 to 3.1 (or about 

66% absolute efficiency for each emission). 

Procedure for Testing Uranium in Well Waters 

Well water samples, from the homeowners received at the laboratory by voluntary submission as 

well as that from the well used for radon method development study, were preserved by addition 

of HNO3 to pH < 2.0 upon receipt and filtered prior to analysis when suspended solids appear 

excessive for passage through the ICP nebulizer.  Uranium in the acidified-filtered samples was 

carried following the EPA method 200.5 on an “ICP-AVOES” instrument, model “ARCOS 

FHE” (SPECTRO Analytical Instruments GmbH, Germany).  In this method, analysis of 

Figure (4): “Simultaneous 

Drawing” method. 

Figure (3): “Separate Drawing” 

method. 
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samples begins with introduction of the sample into the nebulizer/spray chamber where uniform 

droplets are swept via an argon gas stream into a high temperature plasma torch.  The power 

delivered by a radio frequency field is absorbed by atomic species in the sample inducing an 

electronic transition to higher orbital.  Upon passage through this high energy field, the electrons 

‘relax’ into more stable orbits releasing the previously absorbed energy. Much of this released 

energy is measurable as light in the ultraviolet to visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum.   

The wavelength of the light emitted corresponds to a specific analyte, and it is 385.958 nm for 

uranium.  The intensity of the light emitted by uranium is positively correlated to concentration 

in the original sample, and thus the intensity is calibrated to indicate the concentration.  It is 

worth mentioning here that this method is appropriate for the simultaneous analysis of any and 

all analytes specified in EPA method 200.7.  

Testing and Education Programs on Uranium and Radon 

From 2010 to 2013, the University of Georgia Cooperative Extension conducted a public 

education program that included half-price water testing service to encourage well owners to test 

their waters. The intent was to expand the database to better understand the nature and extent of 

the problem. The public educational program, implemented in a few selected counties to increase 

public awareness and engage other stakeholders in protecting public health from the harmful 

effects of these drinking water contaminants. 

Results and Discussion 

A. Studies on the Well Water Sample

Sampling method: Direct-Fill Method versus Submerged Bottle Method 

Duplicate water samples were collected from the private well by both “Direct Fill” and 

“Submerged Bottle” methods.  They were prepared in the laboratory by “Simultaneous Drawing” 

of 10 mL Opti-Fluor fluid and 10 mL sample, and then counted by both “Assay-1 (0-2000 keV)” 

and “Assay-2 (130-700 keV)”.  As depicted in Figure (5), measured radon in “Direct Fill” 

sampling was significantly lower than that in “Submerged Bottle” sampling in both “Assay-1 (0-

2000 keV)” and “Assay-2 (130-700 keV)”. Such results suggest that the “Direct Fill” method of 

sampling is prone to a substantial loss of radon as compared to “Submerged Bottle” method.  It is 

also worth mentioning here that it is very difficult to collect a sample by “Direct Fill” without air 

bubble. Generally, it required several attempts to collect a bubble free sample. So this method of 

sampling was dropped from our laboratory’s recommendation.  

The “Assay-2” gave significantly higher radon results than “Assay-1” regardless of sampling 

method (Figure (5)).  Thus, it is clear that exclusion of the low-energy portion (prior to 130 keV) 

with higher background and Bremsstrahlung radiation is a better way to analyze radon in water. 

Sample preparation: onsite versus laboratory 

Duplicate samples, collected by the “Submerged Bottle” method, were prepared onsite using 8 or 
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10 mL mineral oil and Opti-Fluor by “Separate Drawing” (2 × 2 × 2 = 8 samples in total).  

Another set of 8 samples collected by the same method were brought to the laboratory and  

prepared in the same away using 8 or 10 mL of mineral oil or Opti-Fluor fluid.  All of these 16 

samples were counted on LSC by both “Assay-1 (0-2000 keV)” and “Assay-2 (130-700 keV). 

The results revealed that radon concentration in the samples prepared onsite were significantly 

higher than obtained for the samples prepared in the laboratory (Figure (6)) in both “Assay-1 (0- 

2000 keV)” and “Assay-2 (130-700 keV)”.  Here also, the “Assay-2” gave significantly higher 

radon results than “Assay-1” regardless of whether the samples were prepared onsite or in the 

laboratory (Figure (6)).  Our results suggest that radon is better retained in the scintillation fluids 

Figure (6): Measured radon in a well water collected by “Submerged Bottle Method” when 

prepared onsite versus in the laboratory and counted by two different LSC assays. 
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Figure (5): Measured radon in a well water as affected by two different methods of 
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if the samples are buried under the scintillation fluid onsite soon after their collection.  However, 

ordinary homeowners would most likely be unable to do it correctly by themselves and it would 

expose them to the scintillation fluid.  

Effects of scintillation fluid type, volume of scintillation fluid and sample, and methods of mixing 

As depicted in Figure (7), use of mineral oil as the scintillation fluid resulted in significantly 

higher radon count rates than Opti-Fluor, regardless of the volume ratios of scintillation fluid : 

sample (8mL : 8mL or 10 mL : 10 mL) and the mixing methods (“Simultaneous Drawing” or 

“Separate Drawing”).  

The extraction of radon from water relies on the fact that radon is more soluble in organic 

solvents than in water. When added to water, the scintillation fluid (emulsifying) initially forms a 

white emulsion, which should separate into two clear layers before counting to avoid the 

disruption of extraction and recovery of the radon and interference of water soluble 

radionuclides, such as radium, with radon counting. Mineral oil is more effective to bring about 

such desired separation into two distinct layers faster (Figure (8)). 

Figure (7): Measured radon levels in a well water collected by the “Submerged Bottle 

Method” and prepared in the laboratory to compare: 

 Two different scintillation fluids: Mineral Oil versus Opti-Fluor.

 Two different preparation methods: Separate Drawing versus Simultaneous Drawing.

 Two different volume ratios of Sample : Scintillation Fluid, 8 mL : 8 mL versus 10

mL : 10 mL.
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Use of 10 mL sample in 10 mL scintillation fluid gave higher count rates than 8 mL sample in 8 

mL scintillation fluid in all cases except possibly separate drawing of mineral oil and sample. 

Similarly, “Simultaneous Drawing” of scintillation fluid and sample resulted in higher radon 

count rates than “Separate Drawing”, suggesting that some radon escaped in case of “Separate 

Drawing”.   

B. Studies on the Standard Samples

The expected radon concentrations in both “Standard-15” and “Standard-17” are 3762 pCi/L at 

86% emanation and 4375 pCi/L at 100% emanation (Kitto et al, 2008).  After 90 day ingrowth, 

the Assay-1(0-2000 keV) gave unacceptably lower radon counts (2545 and 2666 pCi/L) than that 

(4976 and 4296 pCi/L) given byAssay-2 (130-700 keV) for both standard-15 and standard-17 

regardless of the scintillation fluid used (Figure (9)).  A further study after 60 day ingrowth was 

carried out to compare the performance of “Mineral Oil” versus “Opti-Fluor” and “Simultaneous 

Drawing” versus “Separate Drawing” by using Assay-2 (130-700 keV) only. The results show 

that use of “Mineral Oil” gave higher radon activity than “Opti-Fluor” and “Simultaneous  

Drawing” gave higher radon activity than “Separate Drawing” (Figure (10)), just as we observed 

with the well water. However, in both studies (Figure (9) and (10)), the “Mineral Oil” 

overestimated the radon activity more than the predicted or assigned value.  

Figure (8a): Sample + Fluid (Opti-Fluor 

and mineral oil) at 3 hours after mixing. 

Figure (8b): Sample + Fluid (Opti-Fluor 

and mineral oil) at 5 hours after mixing.  

Figure (8c): Sample + Fluid (Opti-Fluor and 

mineral) at 68 hours after mixing.  
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Figure (9): Measured radon in two standard samples when 8 mL sample prepared in 8 

mL mineral oil versus Opti-Fluor and counted by two different LSC assays. 
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Figure (10): Measured radon in the two standard samples when 8 mL sample 

prepared in 8 mL mineral oil versus Opti-Fluor by simultaneous and separate 

drawing. 
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Monitoring, Mapping, Public education, and Mitigation Programs for Uranium and Radon in 

Georgia Well Waters 

From 2010 to 2013, the University of Georgia Cooperative Extension conducted a public 

education program along with a half-price water testing service to encourage well owners to test 

their waters. The intent was to expand the database to better understand the nature and extent of 

the problem.  

The half-price testing service resulted in a substantial increase in voluntary submission of water 

samples for testing these contaminants, which in turn, enhanced our understanding about the 

nature and extent of the problems in the state. The testing program has been still continuing, but 

at a list price.  The laboratory developed a mapping program and made it available online for 

public at  http://aesl.ces.uga.edu/water/map/.  As of June 13, 2016, the total number of water 

samples tested for uranium was 1170. Of these, 133 had detectable amounts of uranium (above 

10 ppb) with 56 being above the 30 ppb MCL. One of the wells tested as high as 6297 ppb, 

which is more than 200 times greater than EPA's MCL for uranium for public water supplies. All 

of these 56 samples were from the Piedmont Blue Ridge Regions above the “Fall Line” (Figures 

(11) and (12)). The testing program for radon in water at AESL began on August 26, 2015. As of

June 13, 2016, 29 well waters were tested for radon. Out of these 27 had detectable level of

radon (100 pCi/L) with 9 exceeding the proposed MCL (300 pCi/L) and 3 exceeding the AMCL

(4000 pCi/L). All of these 9 well water samples were from the areas above “Fall Line” (Figures

(13) and (14)).

 

 

Figure (11): Distribution of well water 

samples tested for uranium at Agricultural and 

Environmental Services Laboratories (AESL), 

University of Georgia (UGA) from 03-20-

2008 to 06-13-2016. 

Figure (12): Distribution of well water 

samples with uranium levels that are 

detectable (10 ppb) or above EPA’s MCL (30 

ppb) for drinking water (based on the test 

performed during 03-20-2008 to 06-13-2016 

at AESL, UGA). 
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The public educational program, implemented in a few selected counties, resulted in an increased 

public awareness, engaged other stakeholders, and contributed to protecting public health. 

Several public education workshops were conducted and attended by hundreds of county 

residents. The objectives of the workshops were: (1) Educate consumers about uranium and 

radon, (2) Promote testing water for uranium and radon in air; and (3) Provide information on 

treatment systems to remove these contaminants.  More than 90% of the workshop attendees 

responded positively to questions about their knowledge gained and their ability to handle their 

well water problems after participating in a workshop.  

Radon in air sampling kits were also made available in the workshop and from the county 

extension offices.  Homeowners with high levels of radon in their air were encouraged to test for 

radon in the water. In the homes with high level of radon in water, indoor air radon level was 

continuously measured for 7-10 days using a “Radstar RS800 Continuous Radon Monitor 

Instrument” (AccuStar, Medway, MA). In some instances, a high level of radon in the water 

resulted in high levels in the air especially when the shower and/or washing machine were in use 

(Figure (15)). 

Figure (13): Distribution of well water 

samples tested for radon at Agricultural and 

Environmental Services Laboratories (AESL), 

University of Georgia (UGA) from 08-26-

2015 to 06-08-2016. 

Figure (14): Distribution of well water 

samples with radon levels that are above MCL 

(300 pCi/L) or above AMCL (4000 pCi/L) for 

drinking water (based on the test performed 

during 08-26-2015 to 06-08-2016 at AESL, 

UGA). 
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Extension responded at the county and state levels to numerous telephone enquiries, questions, 

concerns from well owners, extension agents, social workers, health department workers, 

journalists, and representatives from federal, state, county, and city governments.  There were 

areas with very high levels of uranium and radon exceeding the removal ability of the common 

household water treatment systems. The only viable option for those affected is to obtain their 

water supply from the public water system. However, extending county water distribution lines 

to areas with high uranium and radon required a multimillion-dollar investment.  Our program 

laid out the evidence-based groundwork that led to increased collaboration with state health and 

environment agencies, EPA, and community advocates that resulted in the county securing the 

required financing and extend water lines to the areas of the county impacted by contaminated 

well water.  Another positive outcome was the ability to secure funds for Extension to purchase a 

liquid scintillator to test for radon in water.  This provides service to the residents of the state and 

a new revenue stream.  The program has enhanced our understanding about the nature and extent 

of uranium and radon problems in the state and how by engaging with community advocates we 

can make a big impact. 

Conclusions 

Regarding sampling and analysis of radon in water, this study arrived following important 

conclusions: 

 “Direct-fill” method of sampling is susceptible to significant loss of radon gas, so

“submerged bottle” method is better.

 Radon is better retained for LSC if the samples are buried under the scintillation fluid

onsite soon after their collection.  However, ordinary homeowners would most likely be

unable to do it correctly by themselves.

Figure (15): Continuous radon monitoring results in the indoor air in a GA home. The 

household well water of this home had 629 ppb uranium, 3.8 pCi/L radium (
226

Ra + 
228

Ra),

and 79,012 pCi/L radon (
222

Rn).

Showering 

and/or 

Laundering 
Average:    

5.8±0.2 pCi/L 
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 “Mineral oil” generally gives higher radon counts than “opti-fluor”. But the results of PT

or standard samples showed that “mineral oil” over estimates the actual radon

concentration whereas “opti-fluor” always gave the results close to the assigned value.

 “Simultaneous Drawing” of water sample under the scintillation fluid in the same pipette

gave higher radon counts than “Separate Drawing”.

 The Assay-2 (130-700 keV) based on the region of interest (ROI) for radon is better than

the full spectrum assay (0-2000 keV).

The public education program encouraged Georgia homeowners to test their waters for uranium 

and radon. In some instances, test data showed that high level of radon (and uranium) in water 

was associated with high radon in air especially when the shower and/or washing machine were 

in use. In some cases, the uranium and radon levels in water were too high to be removed by a 

common household water treatment system. The best option would have been to obtain water 

from the public water system but extending county water distribution lines to areas with high 

uranium and radon that required a multimillion-dollar investment. Our program laid out the 

evidence-based groundwork that led to increased collaboration with state health and environment 

agencies, EPA, and community advocates that resulted in the county securing financing to 

extend water lines to the areas of the county impacted by contaminated well water. Another 

positive outcome was the ability to secure grant funds for Extension to purchase a liquid 

scintillator to test for radon in water. The program has enhanced our understanding about the 

nature and extent of uranium and radon problems in the state and how we can make an even 

greater impact by engaging with community advocates and various stakeholders. The program 

has also made a significant impact by educating homeowners and improve their knowledge on 

determining appropriate mitigation strategies, thereby creating a healthier environment and 

improve their quality of living.  
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Abstract 

Publication of ANSI / AARST RMS-MF 2014 Radon Mitigation Standards for Multifamily 

Buildings has opened avenues for radon professionals to enter into significant multifamily 

residential projects in a uniform and responsible manner.  Techniques used for building 

investigation, identification of known hazards, and the benefits of clear communication and 

coordination with known responsible parties, are quantified to provide a charted assessment of 

common risk factors found on properties.  Viability is defined in terms of the weight of risk 

versus the potential for successful outcome. Four case studies are contrasted to provide insight 

into benefits of a well-constructed building investigation and assessment, and the impact risk 

factors have on project viability.  Cooperation from and with responsible parties is also 

contrasted as part of an ongoing development of more effective communication with those 

having vested interest in multifamily assets.  

Introduction 

Multifamily residential radon mitigation projects present unique challenges with regard to 

planning, design, logistics, and execution, each of which impacts ultimate profitability. While 

large in scale and potentially more profitable than single family residential projects, the number 

of residents impacted by these types of mitigations, and the size of the investments involved in 

these projects, present greater inherent risks including exposure not only to consumer complaint 

but the potential for lawsuit.  Viability, which is defined as the weight of risk versus the potential 

for successful outcome, which ultimately results in acceptable profit margins or profitability, has 

been observed to increase with the institution of uniform standards as implemented in the ANSI / 

AARST RMS-MF 2014 Radon Mitigation Standards for Multifamily Buildings. 

Prior to institution of uniform standards, expectations by investors and property managers often 

placed the radon mitigation professional in the precarious position of deciding whether or not to 

accept a project at a very low profit margin.  A lack of uniformity in methodology and types of 

materials used at times left properties with sub-par mitigation system installations, whether due 

to design flaws, lack of quality in materials, insufficient number of sub-slab depressurization 

systems, or poor execution of the overall project.  Without careful planning a radon mitigation 

1
 The author, as Director of Safety and Technical Services, has received funding and permission from S.W.A.T. 

Environmental for research leading to this publication. 
2
 The author has a commercial interest in the methodologies and findings discussed in this paper.  All data have 

been sterilized to protect client identity and confidentiality. 
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professional could end up investing a significant outlay for little more than single digit profit 

margins. While some companies were able to command superior prices to perform mitigation 

projects, some projects were executed with little attention to the efficacy of the system design or 

the potential impact of the poor radon mitigation achieved.  Correction of sub-par installations or 

retrofitting new construction projects became a niche market for some companies. The relative 

lack of professional accountability through implementation of a standard resulted in a more 

divisive and less reputable radon industry.   

The institution of ANSI / AARST RMS-MF 2014 Radon Mitigation Standards for Multifamily 

Buildings has provided the radon industry with opportunities for standardization of protocols and 

methodologies, by which professionals can outline and compare production.  Uniformity in 

expectations has been met with varying degrees of approval, particularly in light of increases in 

the costs of materials and labor, and, in some cases, additional legislated costs such as 

installation stickers and licensure requirements.  While radon professionals can agree that a 

regulated industry is good for reputation and consumer protection, it is the quantification of the 

benefits to the radon professional, and subsequent increased profit margin, which improve 

approval and endorsement of the RMS-MF overall.  

Methodology 

Access to a large data set of similar multifamily residential radon mitigation projects provides an 

opportunity to quantify the impact of consistent implementation of the ANSI / AARST RMS-MF 

2014 Radon Mitigation Standards for Multifamily Buildings within a small corporation. A 

timeframe of approximately three years was selected to enable compilation of the dataset.   

Selection of sites was made within locales with geographic bounds within the same major 

metropolitan areas.  This facilitated normalization of data.  Material pricing and labor were 

quantized over time, to enable equal comparisons within the datasets.   

Datasets were drawn into four separate categories as described in Table (1). 

Table (1):  Selection Critera:  Dataset selection based upon implementation of ANSI / AARST 

RMS-MF 2014 Radon Mitigation Standards for Multifamily Buildings; Maximum of 20 Units. 

Prior to Implementing RMS-MF 

(2013-2015) 

After Implementing RMS-MF 

(2015-2016) 

Project ≤ 12 Units Project ≤ 12 Units 

Project 12 < Units ≤ 20 Project 12 < Units ≤ 20 

The selection of twelve or less units versus thirteen to twenty units roughly corresponds to partial 

complex mitigation projects versus full complex mitigation projects.  Projects of greater than 

twenty units were not selected due to greater variability in material costs, scheduling, and 

insurance criteria.  Additionally, at the beginning of the dataset (2013), a uniform number of 

projects over twenty units were not available from which to make a valid random selection.  

While aspects of ANSI / AARST RMS-MF 2014 Radon Mitigation Standards for Multifamily 
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Buildings were implemented prior to 2015, consistent application of these standards in this small 

corporation was not in place until 2015.   

At random, five projects were selected from projects within each of the four selection criteria.  In 

order to further unify the data, projects were selected by geographic frequency, with two 

selections in each category being made from projects in the Greater Metropolitan Atlanta, 

Georgia region.  Quantized and averaged data with regard to inputs were then used to compare 

the following five factors with regard to project viability, Table (2): 

Table (2).  Project Viability Metrics.  Five factors were selected to assess project viability upon 

implementation of the ANSI / AARST RMS-MF 2014 Radon Mitigation Standards for 

Multifamily Buildings. 

Factor Measures 

Gross Revenue (Excluding Overhead) Ability of the Project to Generate Revenue 

Labor Units (1 Labor Unit = 4 Hours Labor) Amount of Labor Expended 

Material Overage Ability to Accurately Predict Materials Used 

Time of Estimate to Project Start Date Client Decision Making and Scheduling 

Service Calls Post-Installation Quality of Installation or Client Issues 

Gross Revenue (Gross Revenue = Gross – (Material Costs + Labor Costs + Per Diem + Travel)) 

excludes overhead (including salaries, advertising, operating costs, facilities, taxes, and 

additional inputs) in order to provide a uniform basis upon which to examine profitability.  Gross 

Revenue was also time adjusted for average cost of materials and labor over the selected period.  

Gross Revenue does not include additional savings from subsequent service calls related to the 

installation, since distinct separation of mechanical failures versus installation related issues 

cannot be made. Data for Labor Units are reported in terms of eight-hour “Days”.  Data for 

Material Overage are reported in terms of percent of overall project material expenditures, 

whether retained stock (a liability) or excess spent.  Data for Time of Estimate to Project Start 

Date are reported in terms of business days (based upon a standard five-day work week, 

excluding holidays).  And Service Calls Post-Installation are reported in terms of percentages 

calculated from overall incidents within the first twelve months (or fraction therein through 

2016) requiring actual technician presence on site. 

Results 

Gross revenues of projects occurring after implementation of the ANSI / AARST RMS-MF 2014 

Radon Mitigation Standards for Multifamily Buildings is observed to have increased between 

approximately 3% (projects ≤ 12 units) and 8% (projects 12 < units ≤ 20), with an estimated 

value between $33 and $70 per unit, dependent on the project.   

Approximately one day was saved on total projects of < 12 units, whereas almost three days 

were saved on projects with > 12 units but ≤ 20 units.  These values are irrespective of the total 

length of the project. 
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Project Viability Metrics for each of five factors are presented in Table (3). 

Table (3):  Project viability metrics with values.  The sign denotes increase or decrease of each 

factor. 

Factor Project ≤ 12 Units Project 12 < Units ≤ 20 

Gross Revenue (%) +3.3 +7.6

Labor Units (Days) -0.8 -2.8

Material Overage (%) -22.2 -7.57

Time of Estimate to Project Start Date (Days) -1.7 -3.2

Service Calls Post-Installation (%) -16.7 -46.2

The ability to predict the amount of material used was improved by approximately 22% in 

projects ≤ 12 units and approximately 8% in projects > 12 units but ≤ 20 units.  These 

percentages are reported in terms of both amounts spent on materials above estimates and 

retained stock, which remains encumbered capital.  The projected cost savings, whether in terms 

of expenditures or encumbrances, ranges between $52 and $130, dependent on the size and 

location of the project.  There is a relationship between proximity of a project to major material 

vendors, and the necessity to procure additional materials in order to prevent stoppage due to 

insufficient stock.  This relationship influences the projected cost savings on a regional basis.  

Service calls per installation dropped most significantly in projects with > 12 units but ≤ 20 

units, with almost half as many service calls being observed after implementation of the ANSI / 

AARST RMS-MF 2014 Radon Mitigation Standards for Multifamily Buildings.  Though less 

profound of a difference, in projects ≤ 12 units there was a drop of about 17%. 

Discussion 

Implementation of the ANSI / AARST RMS-MF 2014 Radon Mitigation Standards for 

Multifamily Buildings solidifies the requirement for qualified radon mitigation professionals to 

conduct a thorough review of existing conditions and building specifications (Sections 4.1, 4.2), 

perform non-destructive on-site investigation and visual inspection (Section 6.1), and proper 

diagnostic investigation (Section 6.2).  In so doing, the radon mitigation professional is 

compelled to understand building architecture, radon entrance pathways, and accessory factors 

(i.e. HVAC systems, existing sub-slab vents, drainage systems).  Diagnostic investigation 

(Section 6.2), including pressure field and cross communication testing, enables the radon 

professional to properly design and scale full building radon mitigation solutions, which, in turn, 

allows for accurate prediction of the amount of materials and labor required to execute the 

project.  This, in turn, permits a greater cost savings for both the client and the radon mitigation 

professional, thus increasing profits, especially noting that materials purchased in smaller 

quantities, while on site conducting installations, can be significantly more expensive than bulk 

quantities purchased prior to beginning the project.  The overall percentage is more profound 

with regards to smaller projects, which has been observed in this dataset.  Though less profound 

of an impact, the average number of days saved in execution of a project could also be reflected 
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in a better awareness of existing hazards (Section 4.3) as well as better communication between 

radon mitigation professionals and responsible parties (Section 4.4). 

Identification of and communication with responsible parties (Section 4.4) and residents, via 

access notices, (Section 4.5) may be reflected in a reduction in the number of days between the 

provision of the property manager or investor with an estimate and the scheduling of the project 

for installation.  While there is less confidence in this correlation, due to changes in awareness of 

property managers and investors to execute radon projects in a timely manner, increased 

communication would tend to provide critical information by which such responsible parties 

could make informed and quality decisions, hence expediting the time needed to make such 

decisions. 

Consistency in material selection and installation methodology may have the biggest impact on 

the overall number of service calls to sites, particularly in projects with > 12 units but ≤ 20 units, 

where service calls were reduced by almost half.  Long-term operation, maintenance, and 

monitoring plans (Section 12.0) outline both radon mitigation professional as well as client 

obligations (Section 12.4.2), which may further decrease the number of overall service calls.  

The greater number of service calls observed in larger projects may be related to the size of the 

investment made and awareness of liabilities associated with radon mitigation system failures, 

however, the significance of the reduction of service calls, in projects of ≤ 12 units cannot be 

underestimated in terms of the impact on the radon mitigation professional, particularly in terms 

of lost opportunity and lost revenue. 

Conclusion 

Properly certified radon mitigation professionals implementing the ANSI / AARST RMS-MF 

2014 Radon Mitigation Standards for Multifamily Buildings are aware of potential liabilities to 

both their business as well as to property managers and investors through exposure to risk 

incurred by insufficient or improperly installed radon mitigation solutions.  Initial findings based 

upon interpretation of datasets indicate that decreased service-related issues, increased efficiency 

in material and labor utilization, and increased overall gross profitability open the way for 

greater numbers of radon mitigation professionals to perform projects on multifamily residential 

properties.  As both radon mitigation professionals and responsible parties become more aware 

of the benefits of implementation of the ANSI / AARST RMS-MF 2014 Radon Mitigation 

Standards for Multifamily Buildings, confidence in the radon industry may rise, reducing both 

resident and owner exposure to risk, and, in turn, improving willingness for proper radon 

mitigation techniques to be used in all situations warranting radon reduction. 
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Abstract 

Since the presentation of Chemical Vapor Intrusion ‘A Nucleus for Cultural Change?’ (Schuver, 

2012) and Indoor Radon as an Option for On-going Screening/Monitoring of Chemical Vapor 

Intrusion (Schuver, 2014), the USEPA’s Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 

corrective action program and Office of Research and Development (ORD) has been exploring 

the measurement of indoor radon (Rn) as an indicator for subsurface chemical vapors. The 

specific uses of Rn measurements being pursued were described in Indicators of VI: Evidence-

based Hypotheses for Supplemental Tools for Assessing & Managing Low/Episodic Chlorinated-

VI (Schuver, 2016). This presentation/paper will summarize the technical basis and further 

testing of these hypotheses for advancements in guidance implementing the use of Rn as a tool 

for addressing chemical vapor intrusion problems. In summary, Rn is proposed for classifying 

buildings for susceptibility to intrusion, and forming a ‘complete’ exposure pathway, or not. Rn 

can also focus chemical assessments on which buildings and times for Reasonable Maximum 

Exposure conditions and allows Long-Term verification for being ‘Soil Gas Safe.’ 

Introduction 

We have made significant progress since the turn of the century in getting many of the more 

continuously-unacceptable chlorinated-chemical Vapor Intrusion (CVI) exposures ‘under 

control’ at known sites where any indoor air sample can identify a problem. However, two 

questions remain as major barriers to developing a more confident and effective elimination of 

all CVI concerns at the majority of sites: Where to sample? and When to sample?  

In particular, concerns can remain at the more common, but less clear, ‘grey-zone’ sites and 

buildings where what-is-typically-considered ‘low-to-moderate’ CVI potential conditions can 

still cause episodically-unacceptable exposure periods, particularly under Reasonable Maximum 

Exposure (RME) conditions.  RME conditions are the required criteria for decision making under 

the USEPA VI Guide (EPA, 2015a; RME “A semi-quantitative term, referring to the lower 

portion of the high end of the exposure distribution; conceptually, above the 90th percentile 

exposure but less than the 98th percentile exposure”). RME conditions can be of particular 

concern when considering possible developmental health effects such as those associated with 

trichloroethylene (TCE) exposures to pregnant women, where short-term (e.g., some few days) 

exposures can be a concern. The two major remaining questions to assess a CVI site under 

reasonably expected/current conditions, using a limited number of indoor air samples from a 

subset of buildings to represent CVI RME in all un-sampled buildings and times (i.e., a site-wide 

RME condition), are thus, first and most importantly: 
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1) Where (which buildings) to Sample?

Decades of indoor air measurements for the intrusion of radon (Rn) gas, in buildings overlying 

generally homogenous Rn source levels, has shown that it is highly building-specific. The Rn gas 

intrusion pathway is analogous to CVI in many ways, e.g., within categories-of-variables (#1 and 

#2) as shown in Figure (1) below, but also different in important ways. The Rn intrusion pathway 

is both shorter (i.e., from only a couple of meters, due to travel times and Rn’s relatively ‘short’ 

3.8 day half-life) and simpler, than the typical CVI pathway which is also influenced by two 

(deeper) additional categories-of-variables (#3 and #4) in Figure (1) below. Nevertheless, after 

more than three decades of observations and measurements, Rn intrusion has not been found to 

be practically predictable, even for 70-yr-lifetime-average exposures, i.e., without sampling all 

individual buildings and across time. It is unpredictable in two regards: 1) Spatially, i.e., the 

identification of individual buildings and zones within buildings with elevated Rn from among 

those in broad geographical areas of similar radon potential is not predictable; and 2) 

Temporally, i.e., the level of Rn at any specific time within a building is not practically 

predictable, but is observable. Temporal variability is not practically predictable because 

complex models are needed including a large number of input variables taken often right up to 

the time of the prediction and yet they provide only approximate estimates of the indoor Rn 

levels measured.  

Four Major Categories-of-

Variables for CVI 

Radon (Rn) Chlorinated-chemical 

Vapors 

1) VI-Driving Forces

(atmospheric - temperature,

pressure, winds, etc.)

~Same  (near structure) 

[Primary initial-driver of 

Advection for soil gas 

Intrusion into buildings] 

~Same  (near structure) 

[Primary initial-driver of 

Advection for soil gas 

Intrusion into buildings] 

(Note, at depth, Diffusion 

driven by chemical concen-

tration gradient is the driving 

force for deep CV migration) 

2) Building Factors

(including adjacent 

soil/materials/structures/piping 

within the building’s advective 

sweeping/capture zone) 

~Same 

[Primary limitation on the 

amount of intrusion/retention 

(i.e., attenuation of concen-

trations)] 

~Same 

[Primary limitation on the 

amount of intrusion/retention 

(i.e., attenuation of concen-

trations)] 

3) Deep Subsurface Migration /

Attenuation 

Not important for Rn as little 

from depths ~>2 m gets 

indoors in most geologies, as 

slow travel time and short 

Variable w/ ground-water 

table depth(s), geologies, 

vadose zone soil moisture 
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Figure (1). Table comparing similarities and differences between Radon and Chemical Vapor 

Intrusion across the Four Major Categories-of-Variables for CVI. 

For chemical vapor intrusion (CVI), currently only indoor air concentrations can integrate all of 

the factors influencing CVI levels at specific locations and times. Unfortunately, these indoor 

chemical measurements are quite disruptive and expensive as well as also being subject to 

interference from confounding indoor and outdoor ‘background’ sources, which can add 

significant costs to each building sampled. However, indoor Rn concentrations can reflect and 

integrate all of the variable factors influencing the intrusion of the near-building soil gas, i.e., soil 

3.8 day half-life limits 

amount from deeper depths 

content, etc. 

    Vapor adsorption to media Inert ~ no chemical 

interaction 

Variable (across space and 

time) interacting with media, 

e.g., % carbon, etc.

     Vapor depletion/decay w/ time Constant (3.8 day half-life) Variable but gen. slow (>180 

day) for highly chlorinated 

ethenes and ethanes 

     Vapor ‘capping’/’build-up’       

(under foundation/slab) 

Not observed or expected (to 

be significant, due to short 

half-life) 

Expected from 3D models and 

Observed 

   ‘atypical’ preferential pathways Not a differential w/ or w/o - 

If ‘pipes’/structures are 

sufficiently open to near-

building soil gas entry (e.g., 

travel time to indoor air is <1 

week) 

Variable difference – If, e.g., 

far distant CV source 

released/leaked high concen-

trations into sewer/piping 

directly connected to indoor 

air (but is not open to 

subsurface near-building) 

4) Source of vapors – Location,

across Space and Time

Non-mobile mineral in-situ 

over geologic time periods 

(w/o human excavations) 

Free-phase Liquid/dissolved 

organic/gas or Vapor;  

Mobile plumes [with concen-

tration pulses] variable across, 

x, y, z (w/ time) 

     Vapor generation, Amounts 

across Time 

Constant - atomic decay of 

radium mineral 

Variable (w/ release timing, 

groundwater conc. pulses, 

rising/falling water table, 

interacting w/ grain size, 

capillary fringe height, etc.) 
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gas subject to the advective sweeping within the building’s ‘capture zone.’ This soil gas typically 

includes measureable levels of Rn and may also include chlorinated-chemical vapors (CV).  

Fortunately, the measurement of indoor Rn has been made both practical and affordable, i.e., 

even continuously and in multiple buildings.   

Radon is widely distributed and often in readily measureable levels in soil gas and indoor Rn 

concentrations can be useful as a tracer of soil gas intrusion (e.g., where indoor Rn levels are 

elevated relative to outdoors). The measurement of indoor Rn levels in all buildings overlying 

CVI sources could be used to prioritize and classify the susceptibility of (many) individual 

buildings to the intrusion of nearby soil gases (i.e., wherever adequate levels of Rn are present in 

soil gas). If the soil gas near these buildings has also been documented to contain CV, the 

combined confirmation of the intrusion of near-building soil gas (e.g., elevated indoor Rn 

levels), and having CV in the same near-building soil gas, could be used to qualitatively 

categorize/indicate these buildings, as having a likely ‘complete’ CVI pathway (i.e., some 

amount of intruded CV exposure). These buildings could then be prioritized for indoor CV 

sampling, since they have now been shown to be in a subset of buildings with documented soil 

gas intrusion and thus capable of possibly hosting the site’s RME conditions. Note that “nearby” 

soil gas, typically considered to be within a few meters of a building, can include some gas from 

a longer physical distance away if ‘atypical’ preferential flow pathways for soil gases may be 

present. In that scenario, indoor Rn could still be a useful tracer of soil gas movement via these 

structures (e.g., Barker, 1999; AARST, 2012), i.e., when flow brings the soil gas into the 

building within approximately one-week’s travel time.  

If the subset of buildings found to be capable of hosting a site’s RME concentrations are still 

considered too numerous to conduct CV indoor sampling from all of them, it may be possible to 

further prioritize them by documenting/quantifying the average levels of Rn in the general area’s 

soil gas, so it can be compared the indoor levels, and a rough building-specific estimate of the 

average indoor to nearby soil gas Rn attenuation factor (Rnin/Rnsg) be derived. It would not be 

appropriate to use such a roughly estimated Rn attenuation factor, along with a few soil gas CV 

grab samples, to directly-quantitatively estimate indoor CV levels for risk-based decision-

making, given the uncertainty and likely CV source variability and other CV-specific variables.  

However, it may be appropriate to rank-order the derived building-specific Rn-entry/retention 

(attenuation) characteristics, if given a demonstration of Rn’s generally equivalent source levels 

across the buildings being considered for CV sampling. Thus, it appears conceptually possible 

that building-specific Rn intrusion-attenuation characteristics could be considered semi-

quantitatively (i.e., rank-order), as needed, for further prioritization to a smaller subset of 

buildings for indoor CV sampling. The validity of this concept for using indoor Rn to rank-order 

the buildings that can represent the site’s RME (spatially) should be tested appropriately, and 

compared to other available approaches for using measured evidence to select a subset of site-

RME (spatially) representative buildings.  

In summary, regarding ‘Where to Sample”, conceptually and empirically based on both Rn and 

chemical data (e.g., Lutes, 2010), Rn could be considered a useful evidential-indicator of 

individual building or smaller interior-space’s qualitative, and possibly rank-ordered, 
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susceptibility to the intrusion of near building soil gas, i.e., soil gas which likely includes 

sufficiently-elevated levels of Rn and may include CV. Once an empirical measured-evidence-

based process for selecting an appropriate and practical subset of buildings for indoor CV 

sampling has been used, and a subset of site-RME-capable/representative buildings identified, it 

would then be appropriate to consider “When to Sample” CV in indoor air of the 

selected/prioritized buildings to best represent site-wide RME levels across time.   

2) When to Sample?

As part of a generic-Conceptual Site Model (CSM) for soil gas intrusion, both Rn and CV can be 

components of near-building soil gas. Thus, both can share the influence of the two closest and 

most important categories-of-variables primarily determining intrusion levels and times; i.e., VI-

driving forces and Building factors (#1 and #2, respectively, in Figure (1)), which govern the 

entry and retention/dilution of near-building soil gas. Furthermore, Rn and CV have been found 

(in both of the data-rich simultaneous Rn and CV studies currently available to us) to have 

generally visibly correlated (e.g., Holton, 2012) and, where conducted, strong (e.g., ~99% in the 

most recent data sets) statistical correlation in the direction of concentration changes 

(increasing/decreasing) together across time (EPA, 2015b). This is consistent with Rn and CV 

being components of the same near-building soil gas, and intruding into indoor air similarly and 

together across time. Thus, conceptually and empirically (from the data-rich studies available), 

Rn could be considered a useful surrogate for the temporal behavior of CV in near-building soil 

gas; with some qualifications for the differences in the additional variability in concentrations 

seen for CVI.  

The evidence from both of the data-rich simultaneous Rn and CV studies (SERDP-ESCTP, 

2016; EPA, 2015b), have shown the range of variability for CV indoor levels is somewhat 

(perhaps one to two orders-of-magnitude) greater than for Rn. This difference may commonly be 

due to the additional variability from deeper zones which only influence CV intrusion levels; i.e., 

changing CVI-Source levels and varying Deep/diffusive-migration/attenuation. This difference 

in the range of variability may also result from the ‘capping’ effect on sub-slab concentrations of 

long-lived CVs that would not ‘build-up’ to the same degree for Rn due to its much shorter half-

life.  Finally, this difference in variability of concentrations may be a result of  the presence of 

‘atypical’ preferential pathways, that may contain or have direct access to high CV source levels, 

but are not connected to as strong a source of radon, at least within a about week’s travel 

time/distance (i.e., less than a few Rn half-lives). The EPA’s statistical analysis of the ~80 

unique variables studied as possible predictors of indoor CV levels found that indoor Rn levels 

had the highest association, generally predicting from 40-60% of the magnitude of indoor CV 

concentration changes, in the most recent (28 week) data set (that we note, did not include a 

summer, EPA, 2015b).  

Despite the observed greater variation in CV concentrations, on-going high-frequency or 

essentially ‘continuous’ measurements of indoor Rn could be used to directly show the 

variability in intrusion levels of nearby-soil gas over time, and given the strong statistical 

correlation (e.g., ~99%) in the direction of concentration changes, can also indicate a similar 
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(e.g., increasing/decreasing) intrusion behavior for CV that is present in the same near-building 

soil gas. Furthermore, because high-frequency indoor Rn data can be affordably collected, 

adequate indoor Rn data could be collected to allow for the reliable statistical quantification of 

the building-specific RME for Rn intrusion from all those buildings selected as being capable of 

hosting, or more likely representing, site-wide RME conditions. Therefore, because Rn and CV 

have been found to be strongly correlated in the direction of concentrations changes 

(increasing/decreasing) together across time, and that the variability of magnitude of CV levels is 

generally found to range more widely than for Rn, it could be expected that a period of 

significantly elevated levels for Rn (e.g., a statistically verified RMERn period) could also be an 

RME time-period for CVI (RMECVI). The validity of this temporal-RME expectation/correlation 

between Rn and CV should be tested appropriately, and compared to other available approaches 

for using measured evidence to quantitatively select a subset of more likely RME representative 

times for indoor CV sampling. 

Overall Summary and Conclusions 

Current conceptual understanding and existing evidence for the complexity and variability of 

CVI suggests an evidently valid (based on the data-rich Rn-CVI studies available) and practical 

approach for defining and sampling for site-wide RME conditions, could begin by: 

 Assessing all buildings overlying a CVI-source area using indoor air measurements, e.g., most

practicably with a tracer/indicator/surrogate, such as Rn, and then using:

 a subset of the buildings overlying a CVI-source with measured evidence (e.g., via soil gas

tracer) of them being susceptible to soil gas intrusion and thus capable of possibly hosting the

site’s spatial RME conditions, along with

 a well-established statistical description of these building’s temporal RME conditions for soil gas

intrusion, based on long-term on-going indoor monitoring (e.g., using a tracer of soil gas

intrusion), and

 then collecting indoor CV samples from those buildings during a period of time that can be

statistically confirmed as meeting their RME criteria for soil gas intrusion (e.g., via the

simultaneous measurement of a tracer of soil gas intrusion);

This approach could increase the likelihood of collecting CVI samples representing RMECVI

conditions in both a spatial and temporal sense. That is, these CV samples would then be more

likely to represent both the RME of the sampled subset of buildings as well as other un-sampled

(for CV) building’s and times. Thus, using data-rich indoor air measurements of soil gas

intrusion tracer/indicator/surrogates, such as Rn, the site-wide RMECVI conditions could be

defined and cost-effectively sampled across both space and time, with a documentable degree of

confidence unattainable by other methods (practical at this time).
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Implications 

Given adequate levels of Rn in soil gas to be an effective tracer/indicator/surrogate for CVI; And 

if all of the indoor CV samples collected from Rn-indicated RME intrusive capable/prioritized 

buildings showed CV risks below or at the bottom end of the risk management range, additional 

sampling of additional structures might then be foregone (under the current/near-term expected 

conditions).  If, however, some of these selected/prioritized indoor CV samples showed risks 

above or at the upper end of the risk management range then sampling of additional buildings 

could be indicated. The same Rn indicator approach could be considered for spatially and 

temporally guiding the CV sampling of these additional buildings. 
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Abstract 

The caves in Northeastern Iowa are the location for a number of radon studies currently in 

progress, yet they have proven to be challenging sampling environments due to their wetness, 

mud, high particulate atmosphere, and the difficulty of transporting equipment to the sampling 

sites.  E-PERM electret ionization chambers were evaluated in this setting for radon 

measurement.   Major concerns included shorting of the electret charge due to physical shock 

during transport and from particulate or water infiltration.  Selection of chamber size and electret 

sensitivity to permit appropriate precision during the available time window was also a concern.  

This presentation will detail why E-PERM units were selected for use, how the units 

performed in the cave environment, and what special transport and deployment techniques were 

adapted to ensure the quality of the experimental data.   

Introduction 

A research program in progress at Knox College is measuring cave radon activity and correlating 

it to environmental factors.  A prior manuscript (Welch, 2015) reviewed the literature regarding 

radon in caves, and challenges faced when working in this environment.  Whereas that work 

focused on the use of continuous radon monitors (CRM), this effort will explore the utility of 

electret ionization chambers (EIC) for working in these same caves.  An electret is a thin layer of 

material that will become polarized in an electrical field, yet has sufficient dielectric capability 

for it to remain stabilized with separated charges for an extended period of time after removal 

from the field.  When the positive surface on an electret is presented toward the inside of a 

grounded chamber, it is expected to collect electrons from ionization reactions within the 

chamber, which will incrementally drain the positive voltage on the electret.  Since nuclear 

radiation can produce ionization within a chamber, the EIC thus was suggested as a potential 

dosimeter (Marvin, 1955).  The efficacy of the EIC units in this capacity was greatly increased 

by the subsequent incorporation of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE, Teflon), with its superb 

dielectric properties, for construction of the electret active surface (Bauser, 1978).   

Kotrappa et al. (1981) detailed how to construct a functional electret ionization chamber using a 

Teflon membrane that could be used to measure radon.  This design was refined and eventually 

was released commercially as the E-PERM system (Kotrappa, 1988; Kotrappa, 1990).  In 

addition to detailing the system hardware, these prior manuscripts also described proper 

calibration of the sensor, inherent errors and their calculation, and the dynamic range over which 

linear response of the sensor could be expected.  The E-PERM sensors showed accurate 

response in a subsequent field test (Fjeld, 1994) and have since been used for a wide variety of 

dosimetry applications.  Although E-PERM application for use in measuring radon in cave 

environments has been limited, they have been shown in non-cave measurements to give 

(1) The authors have received partial funding from Knox College for the research leading to this publication.
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a response that was not impacted by the temperature and humidity of the sampling site 

(Kotrappa, 1990), and have shown that they can be successfully deployed in high-radon locales 

(Kotrappa, 1994).  In his review article about radon in caves, Cigna (2005) reported that electret 

ionization chambers were affected by humidity and required polyethylene encapsulation to 

function.  Nemangwele (2005) utilized electret ionization chambers to look at radon in the Cango 

Caves of South Africa, and found that when they were deployed alongside continuous radon 

monitors similar output values resulted.  Bruzzone (2006) reported difficulties with EIC sensors 

in the Toirano’s Caves of Italy, postulating that the high CO2 level in these caves along with the 

condensation due to excessive humidity was the root cause.   

Materials 

E-PERM sensors consisted of an electret of either the short-term [ST] or long-term [LT]

variety, and a chamber of either the S or L-OO variety, all from Rad Elec.  Electret voltages were

measured with a SPER-1E electret voltage reader (Rad Elec).  Calculations were done with the

WinSper software Version 2.3.21 (Rad Elec).   Background gamma radiation exposure was

evaluated with the Model 2 Gamma Ray Dosimeter manipulated with the Model 909B charger

from Arrow-Tech.  Temporal measurements of radon activity were achieved with Radon Scout

Plus continuous radon monitors and Radon Vision software Version 6.0.7 (Rad Elec).  Tyvek

envelopes were from DuPont, plastic bags were of the Ziploc make, and the kayaking dry bag

was a model 163OP-CLR from Outdoor Products.

Discussion 

In contrast to the temporal stream of data points produced by a continuous radon monitor, the 

EIC sensors produce a single integrated average radon activity measurement per trial.  

Obviously, a data timeline is more useful than a single point, but it comes at a cost.  The Radon 

Scout Plus CRM used in a prior study (Welch, 2015) currently retails for $2195, whereas all of 

the E-PERM EIC configurations in use here cost either $43 or $75 apiece, depending on the 

chamber selected.  As an aside, it should be noted that the electret was a consumable, so the cost 

of long-term E-PERM use was effectively higher than their new price tag.  The E-PERM 

units were also smaller, which was a major advantage for cave travel, which required human-

powered transport of sensors in backpacks that were also partly filled with essential survival 

gear.  An S chamber has a volume of 210 ml, the L-OO chamber is 58 ml, whereas a Radon 

Scout Plus CRM fills 1330 ml.  When information was to be gathered at multiple sites within a 

cave, the larger size and price for the CRM tended to be limiting. 

Rather than invest in multiple CRM units, one could do sequential data acquisitions at multiple 

sites using a single CRM.  For surface locales this might be logistically simple, but for cave 

locations remote from an entrance, each placement or collection of an EIC would require a trip 

into the cave and a much greater expenditure of time and energy than placing and collecting 

multiple sensors in a single trip.  It should also be considered that if radon activities for multiple 

cave locations were to be compared to one another, which was typically desired, then measuring 

at the different sites in a sequential manner with a single CRM would only prove useful if the 

radon activity was stable over time.  This may be a reasonable assumption in a small minority of 

caves over short time spans, but for most caves this was not a workable assumption due to 

interactions of the cave atmosphere with the surface atmosphere along with surface climate 
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factors (Cigna, 2005).  In numerous cases for caves in the study area, the radon activity can be 

classified as hypervariable in nature (see Figure (1)), and multi-site comparisons  

Figure (1):  Hypervariable radon activity in a northeast Iowa cave. 

absolutely require simultaneous data acquisition.  Thus, the properties of the E-PERM sensors 

lend themselves to this environment: an experimentalist can afford to buy multiple E-PERM 

units, plus has backpack space to carry the multiple units at once and deploy them in the same 

time frame to normalize for any variability in radon activity.  Another factor favoring E-PERM 

use in the cave environments was that they do not require a power source for operation, avoiding 

the need for circuits and batteries that can be sensitive to moisture, mud, and shock during 

transport. What’s more, the only moving parts on the E-PERM units are the on-off controls.  

Other than routine cleaning, no repair or maintenance on any of these units has yet been required 

in nearly five years of use.   

Initial concerns at the outset of E-PERM application mainly involved avoiding short-circuiting 

the active electret surfaces.  The documentation provided with the units (CERTI, 2006 and Rad-

Elec, 2015) counsels of protecting the surface from water or particulate deposition, either of 

which could partially or completely quench the isolated positive voltage on the electrets, and 

potentially produce the problems reported by Bruzzone (2006).  Although the cave environment 

was typically rich in both water and particulates, the E-PERM units were operated within 

Tyvek envelopes (Stieff, 2012; Welch, 2015), which served a protective function.  Physical 

shocks to the units were not a concern during operation of the sensors, but were significant 

concerns during transport to and from the sampling sites.  Most of the sites required wading in 

waist-deep and greater water levels on floors that were neither visible nor smooth, so falls and 

jarring of the backpack were possible.  When the E-PERM units were placed in the off 

position, the active electret surface was kept covered by a shutter extension of the chamber, with 

only a small gap between the grounded chamber piece and the positively-charged active surface 
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– a significant physical shock could short the electrets.  Despite these concerns, the number of

shorted E-PERM sensors in circa five years of use has been tiny and mostly due to getting the

units getting very wet.  Thus, cave transport of the units was adapted to minimize the chance of

getting them wet.  The E-PERM sensors were kept in the off position during transport, placed

in Tyvek bags for transport as well as measurement, and the Tyvek-encased sensors placed

inside a kayaking dry bag, which was then carried in a standard water-permeable cave pack.  The

transporting caver was instructed to hold the cave pack up out of the water when swimming or

wading deep sections, and asked to avoid dropping or falling on the pack.

Site selection within the cave was obviously directed at selecting spots that were of scientific 

interest and geographically distinctive in case the sensors were to be picked up by someone other 

than the experimentalist who launched them.  Although the sensors in all cases were placed out 

of the water, one always had to consider the potential water level rise resulting from a heavy rain 

or snowmelt event; it was best to place the sensors at least half a meter above the existing water 

level.  When selecting new sites, a brief pre-launch observation time span was used to monitor 

ceiling drips on the spot, as this has resulted in shorted sensors in the past, despite the Tyvek 

outer shell.  The E-PERM units are passive in nature, so care was taken not to select locations 

that were sheltered from normal airflow, such as up against a wall.  Since carrying tripods for the 

sites wasn’t feasible, most of the sample sites were chosen on top of flat rocks or on the top of 

mud banks so the natural airflow was not compromised. 

The E-PERM sensors can be configured in multiple ways.  Both S and L-OO chambers were 

available, each with a different size (as noted before, 210 ml and 58 ml respectively).  Each will 

respond to ionization resulting from radon alpha decays within the air volume of the chamber, so 

the larger the chamber, the greater the sensitivity of the sensor given the same airborne radon 

concentration.  The sensitivity difference should be proportional to the volume ratio of the 

chambers, so an E-PERM with an S chamber was expected to be 3.6 times as sensitive as one 

with an L-OO chamber.  The sensitivity of the unit was also impacted by whether an ST (short-

term) or LT (long-term) electret was selected.  When coupled with S chambers, the ST 

sensitivity is 2.0 Volts/pCi/L/day whereas the LT is rated at 0.15 Volts/pCi/L/day (George, 

2011), making the ST slightly more than 13-fold more sensitive.  As a result, ST electrets are 

typically used for short-duration household tests, whereas the LT electrets are advantageous for 

household tests lasting months.  By mixing and matching the two chamber types and two electret 

types available, there were four different E-PERM configurations that could be employed.  

Selection of a configuration was dependent on the expected radon level at the sampling site and 

the experiment duration.  A new electret will be received with a voltage of 700-770 volts, and 

will give linear response to radon activity down to 200 volts, at which point a new or refurbished 

electret must be purchased due to loss of linear response (Kotrappa, 1990).  So if the chosen 

configuration was too sensitive, non-linear behavior and untrustworthy output was encountered 

at worst, and at a minimum excessive and expensive consumption of electret capacity resulted.  

If the chosen configuration was not sensitive enough, the small change in electret voltage would 

lead to a large uncertainty associated with the output (CERTI, 2006).  The vendor provided a 

metal pin with each of the L-OO chambers to keep it from being accidentally switched from the 

off to the on position (or vice versa).  This was vital for transport in the caves, where jostling of 

the chambers is common, but the small pin provided proved difficult to handle when using the 

switch in the cold, wet, dark environment of the caves.  As a consequence, the original pins were 
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replaced by large safety pins prior to cave usage, which functioned suitably in this role.  

Manipulation of the S-chambers proved simpler, with the only significant problem being that the 

rotating motion needed to change from on to off sometimes would grab and pinch the Tyvek 

envelope, and the resulting chamber was left slightly ajar as opposed to completely closed.  This 

was problematic in cave environments where transport to the surface typically involved an 

extended period of time in a high-radon environment; Tyvek pinches thus produced inflated 

radon measurement as a result, and operators were cautioned about this occurrence and advised 

to remove the unit from the Tyvek bag when shutting it off. 

A SPER-1E reader was used to read the electret voltages before and after the field trials.  Since 

the electret voltage is a surface voltage only, it cannot be measured in the standard method by 

touching a lead from a voltmeter to the active surface.  The SPER reader is designed to measure 

the electret charge over a small fixed air gap without contact to the electret surface, which allows 

electret surface voltage to be calculated.  This approach is known as a capacitive probe method 

(Kotrappa, 1988).  The measurement depends on the distance of the through-space gap, which is 

controlled by the design of the reader.  However, changes in temperature and humidity can cause 

expansion/contraction of the materials, altering this measurement gap.  As a consequence, the 

most accurate results are obtained when temperature values during pre-exposure and post-

exposure electret readings are the same, and the reader is used in an environment with relative 

humidity of less than 75% -- the operating manual suggested using the reader in an air-

conditioned space (Rad Elec, 2015).  The authors attempted to design SPER methods that could 

be used accurately in the field, but they were largely unsuccessful, including using a vehicle 

climate-control system to achieve the desired final temperature, and varying the distance from a 

wood-burning stove to find that same ideal final temperature.  It should be noted that even if a 

final reading could be taken at a temperature matching that used for the initial reading, this did 

not ensure that the sensor itself had fully equilibrated to the ambient air temperature after 

spending several days at cave temperature.  As a result, the best practice adopted for using the 

SPER reader was to read electret voltages in a temperature and humidity controlled laboratory, 

and requiring at least a 12-hour residence time for the E-PERM in the laboratory prior to 

measuring its voltage. 

Finally, gamma radiation exposure impacts the electret voltage change, and consequently the 

radon calculations made by the Winsper software (Rad Elec, 2015).  Normally, the E-PERM 

responded to ionizing decays produced by gaseous species or their progeny, as non-gaseous 

species will be prevented from reaching the chamber by a filter.  Given the passive nature of gas 

entry and the scarcity of gaseous radioactive species, most of the signal resulted from radon, and 

in particular the longer-lived isotope of radon, 
222

Rn.  However, due to the extraordinary

penetrating power of gamma radiation, portions of the radiation from external gamma-emitting 

species in the vicinity will penetrate through the chamber wall, ionizing gases inside the 

chamber, and creating a voltage drop on the electret.  The calculation of the final radon 

concentration takes the ionization from the local gamma background radiation into account, and 

its correction is a minor factor in high-radon environments (CERTI, 2006). Most radon 

measurements in houses are impacted more in a relative sense by the gamma radiation 

background exposure than in these cave trials, although the background gamma radiation 

exposures measured have not shown a great degree of variability, and in radon measurements in 

residences this exposure is often assumed to be a constant value such as a state average (Bogen, 
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1981) in place of a measured value.  The greatest contributors to natural gamma radiation 

background include 
40

K and members of the 
238

U and 
232

Th decay chains, which produce 
222

Rn

and 
220

Rn respectively (Pattison, 2009).  Even if the high radon levels seen in the study caves

were the result of transport and concentration from remote source rock, the gamma radiation 

from the radon daughter elements (significantly 
214

Pb and 
214

Bi from 
222

Rn, 
212

Pb, 
212

Bi, and 
208

Tl

from 
220

Rn) would make a much more significant contribution to the overall gamma radiation

exposure burden, creating higher overall values (Aucott, 2014).  Unfortunately, since radon 

activity has been shown to be highly variable with regard to time and locale within the cave, this 

means that the contribution to the overall gamma radiation exposure from radon daughter 

elements will also be variable, making it much harder to estimate average gamma radiation 

exposure during E-PERM deployment in the absence of a concurrent experimental 

measurement.  For environmental protection, the gamma ray dosimeters were deployed in the 

cave within Tyvek bags, just like the EIC sensors. 

Results and Analysis 

Many trials were run in northeastern Iowa caves comparing E-PERM response to that of a 

continuous radon monitor placed at the same site.  No gross variations were observed, with 

values typically within 10%, similar in magnitude to the variability found when comparing CRM 

units against each other in the same manner (Welch, 2015).  Given this observed preliminary 

behavior, the E-PERM response was judged to provide sufficiently accurate response to use 

them for extensive trials comparing different sites within the same cave.  

A series of experiments were undertaken in Coldwater Cave, Winneshiek County, Iowa to 

illustrate and evaluate some of the issues related to working in a high-radon environment with 

spatial and temporal radon variability using the E-PERM sensors.  In a nod to the concerns of 

Bruzzone, it should be noted that this cave is essentially an underground river system and 

extremely wet and humid, and is also well-known as having a highly-elevated CO2 level (Koch, 

1974).  More than 27 km of passage have been mapped in the cave, but the experiment was 

limited to seven locations spaced evenly along a circa 2-km stretch of the main cave passage 

(Figure (2)).  Since the radon was expected to vary with the season, and the ideal E-PERM   

configuration depended on the radon level, two duplicate trials of the experiment were run, one 

in December 2015 and one in June 2016.  Each of the trials tested two different time frames for 

the sensor, a circa 60-hour experiment (labeled as the A experiment) and a circa 36-hour 

experiment (labeled as B), with the shorter experiment nested centrally within the longer 

duration time frame.  Since the cave was a 4.5 hour one-way drive from Knox College, the 36-

hour time frame represented what could be reasonably undertaken in a weekend, given the 

constraints of a Mon-Fri 9-5 work schedule.  The 60-hour version was selected as something that 

was thought to be more of an ideal time frame for data quality independent of time constraints 

from employment.  At each of the seven in-cave sampling sites, three different E-PERM 

configurations, of the four that were possible, were run side-by-side; the most sensitive 

configuration with the ST electret and the S chamber was rejected as it was almost certain to be 

overloaded for all trials.  For the three configurations selected for the experiment, Configuration 

I utilized an LT electret and an S chamber, Configuration II an ST electret and an L-OO 

chamber, and Configuration III an LT electret and an L-OO chamber.  Following sensitivity 

discussion above, Configuration III was expected to be the least sensitive configuration, whereas 

Configuration I was expected to be 3.6 times as sensitive and Configuration II 13 times as 
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Figure (2):  Spatial relationship of sampling sites in Coldwater Cave. 

sensitive.  All initial electret voltages were read in the climate-controlled laboratory with the 

electrets fully equilibrated to these conditions (21.1⁰C in December, 22.8⁰C in June, low 

humidity in both cases).  After transport and deployment of the sensors in the 7.8⁰C cave, two 

versions of the final voltage were measured, one in a bunkhouse adjacent to the cave entrance 

with no climate control, taken as soon as possible after the sensors emerged from the cave, and a 

second set read at a later time in the laboratory after full equilibration of the sensors to those 

conditions. 

Configuration III was expected to have the highest uncertainty of the three approaches, based on 

the fact that it was the least sensitive configuration and would give the smallest electret ΔV value 

for a given radon level.  Thus, the voltage uncertainty present from using the reader would 

become a greater fraction of the measured ΔV, producing greater relative uncertainty.  The 

Winsper software (Rad Elec, 2015) used equation A1 to calculate uncertainty, and it can be seen 

that a small ΔV in the denominator of the E2 term will cause it to become large and lead to a 

larger overall relative uncertainty, especially given that E1 is constant and E3 becomes small in a 

high-radon environment. 

(Eqn. A1)  Et = √𝐸12 +  𝐸22  +  𝐸32 
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       Et = total relative uncertainty 

       E1= error due to uncertainty in component size 

       = 5% based on experiment by the vendor 

       E2= error due to uncertainty in electret voltage reading 

 = 
100%∗1.4

𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒−𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒

 E3= error due to gamma radiation exposure uncertainty 

  = 
100%∗0.1

𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦

Table (1) summarizes the calculated uncertainties based on the stated relationship with the 

experimental values.  As expected, Configuration III had greater uncertainty than the other two 

configurations, which were similar in magnitude.  The absolute uncertainties in June were larger 

in proportion to the larger measured radon levels during that time frame.  Moving from the 60-Hr 

to the 36-Hr trial had no impact on the uncertainty of sensors with Configurations I and II, but 

the low ΔV values measured with Configuration III led to deterioration when the shorter time 

frame was adopted. 

In viewing the calculated radon activities from the triplicate sensors (see Tables (2a) and (2b)), it 

can be seen that in the majority of sets that the Configuration III radon activity value was 

relatively close to those yielded by the other two configurations at the given site.  However, for 

every single case where the relative standard deviation of the three sensors at that site was over 

10% (7 out of 28 total), it can be seen that the Configuration III sensor result was always very 

different from the other two values, and always larger.  By omitting the Configuration III value, 

the relative standard deviations of these sets dropped to less than 10% in all cases.  Although no 

“known” values were available to measure accuracy of the sensors in the cave environment, the 

Table (1):  Uncertainties as a function of E-PERM configuration. 

December December June June

2015 2015 2016 2016

A Exp B Exp A Exp B Exp

Absolute Uncertainties in pCi/L 60-Hr 36-Hr 60-Hr 36-Hr

7-site avg 7-site avg 7-site avg 7-site avg

Config I (LT electret, S Chamber) 16.6 17.0 24.2 25.2

Config II(ST electret, L-OO Chamber) 16.7 17.3 25.3 26.2

Config III (LT electret, L-OO Chamber) 29.8 42.7 36.4 50.4

Relative Uncertainties in %

Config I (LT electret, S Chamber) 5.10% 5.29% 5.05% 5.14%

Config II(ST electret, L-OO Chamber) 5.03% 5.09% 5.02% 5.05%

Config III (LT electret, L-OO Chamber) 7.23% 10.75% 6.55% 8.24%
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Table (2a):  Radon activity as a function of configuration, December 2015. (** = operator error) 

60-Hr Trials, in pCi/L

Spong P. Pipe Jump'n Off Platform Pothole D. Coon G. Fangs

Config I (LT electret, S 

Chamber) 301.8 293.6 296.9 322.9 325.0 323.4 415.2

Config II(ST electret, L-

OO Chamber) 338.0 313.0 303.3 336.4 310.6 322.3 398.0

Config III (LT electret, 

L-OO Chamber) 391.9 451.6 285.4 611.6 331.1 ** 405.6

3 config avg 343.9 352.7 295.2 423.6 322.2 322.9 406.3

Config I + II avg 319.9 303.3 300.1 329.7 317.8 322.9 406.6

3 config RSD (%) 13.2 24.4 3.1 38.5 3.3 0.2 2.1

Config I + II RSD (%) 8.0 4.5 1.5 2.9 3.2 0.2 3.0

36-Hr Trials, in pCi/L

Spong P. Pipe Jump'n Off Platform Pothole D. Coon G. Fangs

Config I (LT electret, S 

Chamber) 275.6 277.7 279.3 321.5 316.6 343.9 434.6

Config II(ST electret, L-

OO Chamber) 304.4 321.1 281.7 332.6 353.9 312.0 476.1

Config III (LT electret, 

L-OO Chamber) 692.7 285.9 320.8 348.9 290.6 350.6 488.3

3 config avg 424.2 294.9 293.9 334.3 320.4 335.5 466.3

Config I + II avg 290.0 299.4 280.5 327.1 335.3 328.0 455.4

3 config RSD (%) 54.9 7.8 7.9 4.1 9.9 6.1 6.0

Config I + II RSD (%) 7.0 10.2 0.6 2.4 7.9 6.9 6.4

data in Tables (2a) and (2b) suggest that Configuration III yielded output that was less accurate 

overall in addition to having a higher uncertainty.  As such, the site averages using only 

Configurations I and II were considered to be better measures of the actual cave conditions. 

Comparing the Configuration I results vs. the Configuration II output in Figures (3a) and (3b),  

the differences were small and typically within the uncertainties of the individual readings.  The 

average of the Configuration I-Configuration II duo relative standard deviations was 3.7% for 

the60-Hr sets, and 5.5% for the 36-Hr sets, with none exceeding 10.5%.  The nearness of the 

responses between Configurations I and II might suggest that each would work equally well in a 

cave experiment, but other factors must be taken into account prior to making a final decision.  

Configuration I utilized S chambers, which, as noted previously, have a greater volume by a 

factor of 3.6 than the L-OO chambers used in Configuration II.  This makes a big difference in 

terms of the pack space required to transport multiple sensors.  A single experimentalist might be 

able to walk through a cave comfortably with 7-8 S chambers, but for any kind of transport 

through more difficult passage involving climbing, crawling, stooping, or swimming, 4-5 S 

chambers would be a safer burden.  In prior trials using L-OO chambers, transporting a dozen 
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Table (2b):  Radon activity as a function of configuration, June 2016 

60-Hr Trials, in pCi/L

Spong P. Pipe Jump'n Off Platform Pothole D. Coon G. Fangs

Config I (LT electret, S 

Chamber) 518.3 721.5 599.3 495.8 423.3 283.6 307.4

Config II(ST electret, L-

OO Chamber) 545.4 756.9 613.2 519.5 462.3 309.3 323.5

Config III (LT electret, 

L-OO Chamber) 543.0 794.4 665.9 705.2 2213.2 340.2 291.1

3 config avg 535.6 757.6 626.1 573.5 1032.9 311.0 307.3

Config I + II avg 531.9 739.2 606.3 507.7 442.8 296.5 315.5

3 config RSD (%) 2.8 4.8 5.6 20.0 99.0 9.1 5.3

Config I + II RSD (%) 3.6 3.4 1.6 3.3 6.2 6.1 3.6

36-Hr Trials, in pCi/L

Spong P. Pipe Jump'n Off Platform Pothole D. Coon G. Fangs

Config I (LT electret, S 

Chamber) 480.8 714.6 634.5 530.8 446.3 290.4 328.8

Config II(ST electret, L-

OO Chamber) 543.1 786.0 648.4 512.8 517.2 307.4 321.2

Config III (LT electret, 

L-OO Chamber) 1147.5 777.5 690.1 530.8 505.2 299.0 326.5

3 config avg 723.8 759.4 657.7 524.8 489.6 298.9 325.5

Config I + II avg 512.0 750.3 641.5 521.8 481.8 298.9 325.0

3 config RSD (%) 50.9 5.1 4.4 2.0 7.8 2.8 1.2

Config I + II RSD (%) 8.6 6.7 1.5 2.4 10.4 4.0 1.7

sensors per person through difficult passage has been accomplished without duress.  Whereas 

size favors Configuration II, cost concerns favor Configuration I.  When purchased, the electrets 

used in this work had an average initial voltage of 749V.  As they were exposed to ionizing 

radiation, this voltage dropped toward zero.  However, the electret loses linear response at 200V, 

so this value defined the lower limit of the working range of the electret.  So the working voltage 

capacity averaged 549V, and the sensors cost $25 when purchased new (ignoring shipping costs 

and taxes here).  From the ΔV measured during each cave trial, one can determine the amount of 

the electret capacity exhausted, and the associated cost; all shown on Table (3).  The 

Configuration II trials cost almost twice as much for a given experimental duration.  If cost is not 

a concern, Configuration II is probably the best approach for the 36-Hr experiments.  For the 60- 

Hr trials, the Configuration II cost was still nearly double that of Configuration I, but there were 
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Figure (3a):  Radon activities with uncertainties, December 2015. 

Figure (3b):  Radon activities with uncertainties, June 2016. 
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Table (3):  Capacity consumption and cost for the different E-PERM configurations. 

Dec 2015 Dec 2015 June 2015 June 2015

60-Hr 36-Hr 60-Hr 36-Hr

7-site Avg 7-site Avg 7-site Avg 7-site Avg

ΔV Config I (LT electret, S Chamber) 142 82 206 122

ΔV Config II (ST electret, L-OO Chamber) 247 151 361 217

ΔV Config III (LT electret, L-OO Chamber) 23 15 48 22

Cost Config I (LT electret, S Chamber) $6.47 $3.75 $9.39 $5.55

Cost Config II (ST electret, L-OO Chamber) $11.25 $6.87 $16.42 $9.89

Cost Config III (LT electret, L-OO Chamber) $1.06 $0.68 $2.20 $1.00

also concerns about the capacity of the electrets and the risk of overloading them.  One of the 

June 2015 60-Hr trials had a ΔV of 528V – nearly the complete capacity of a new sensor.  If the 

radon activity had been a little bit higher (which had been observed before), the electret final 

voltage would have dropped below 200V into the non-linear response range, and the data point 

rejected.  Since each experiment required a significant amount of time/money/energy 

commitment, and the radon activities were hard to project accurately in advance, an 

experimentalist will tend to err on the cautious side and try to not come close to going into the 

non-linear range.  So for this cave, Configuration II seems too risky for 60-Hr trials, and 

Configuration I is preferable.  Although perhaps not an elegant experimental design, given their 

comparable output, it should be reasonable to run trials and pool results from experiments 

featuring a mix of Configuration I and Configuration II probes. 

From viewing Figures (3a) and (3b), the short-term variability of radon activities was clearly 

small in this cave, as the 36-Hr duration trials were very similar to those from the 60-Hr trials.  

The same cannot be said for the long-term variability, as comparison of the December vs. June 

data illustrates.  Not only were the values themselves very different, the upstream/downstream 

trends (upstream to downstream is left to right in the figures, with roughly even spacing of 350m 

between sites) were reversed.  Explanation of this phenomenon is the subject of ongoing research 

in this group. 

Figure (4) shows the impact of reading the voltage with the SPER reader after equilibration in a  

temperature and humidity controlled environment, as opposed to taking readings in the field in a 

less controlled environment.  The changes were not dramatic, but most commonly involved the 

electret voltage rising a few volts between the initial and equilibrated reading.  Table (4) relates  

how these changes impacted the final readings in units of pCi/L.  The effect was inversely 

proportional to the ΔV measured during the trial, with the largest issue seen for Configuration III, 

the least sensitive of the group.  The more sensitive configurations were impacted only slightly, 

given the very large radon activities measured in this study.  Changes of this magnitude would be 

much more of an issue for measurements in residences.   
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Figure (4):  Voltage change, initial minus equilibrated reading, pooling December 2015 and June 

2016 trials. 

Readings of gamma radiation background are shown in Table (5).  Since fewer of these sensors 

were available, the pool of readings was somewhat sparse; a compendium of all readings from 

these Coldwater Cave sites is given at the top of the table.  Clearly, great variability has been 

observed, and it looks as if the values change in concert with radon activities:  they differ at the 

seven different sites within the cave, and differ with the season.  Further work is needed to be 

able to predict their value at a given location at a given time.  For the purposes of this study, the 

“Best Values” set was used for all of the prior calculations, which are listed in Table (5) along 

with a set of “Alternative Values”.  The “Alternative Values” were found by averaging all values 

in the November – February time frame and applying these to the December 2015 data set, and 

averaging all the May-July values and applying this average to the June 2016 data set.   

Table (4):  Deviation in radon activity outcome due to SPER reader environment and 

equilibration time, pooling December 2015 and June 2016 trials. 

Average Deviation, pCi/L

from Initial to Equilibrated

Config I (LT electret, S Chamber) 6.9

Config II(ST electret, L-OO Chamber) 2.6

Config III (LT electret, L-OO Chamber) 29.6
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Table (5):  Gamma radiation background values by site and date, in μR/Hr. 

Compendium of All Values Spong 21.0, Nov 2012 34.6 July 2016

Pete's Pipe 40.3, July 2012 72.1, July 2016

Jump'n Off Point 18.0, Dec 2012 15.8 Jan 2013

Platform 16.7, Feb 2012 83.9 July 2016

Pothole Country 53.8, May 2013 98.9, July 2016

Dead Coon 25.1, June 2016

Guardian Fangs 24.7, June 2016

Best Values Spong 21.0

Pete's Pipe 40.3

Jump'n Off Point 16.9

Platform 16.7

Pothole Country 53.8

Dead Coon 25.1

Guardian Fangs 24.7

Alternative Values Dec 2015 June 2016

Spong 17.9 54.2

Pete's Pipe 17.9 54.2

Jump'n Off Point 17.9 54.2

Platform 17.9 54.2

Pothole Country 17.9 54.2

Dead Coon 17.9 54.2

Guardian Fangs 17.9 54.2

Iowa Average (Bogen, 1981) 7.5

Calculations using the “Alternative Values” were made and compared to determine the impact of 

gamma radiation background exposure variations on the calculated radon activity.  Different 

radon activity values result, but as can be seen in Table (6), the changes were small. No extreme 

outliers were present, and all of the relative uncertainties seen from changing the gamma 

radiation exposure between the two schemes produced relative uncertainties in calculated radon 

activity of less than 1.6%.  

Conclusions 

E-PERM EIC sensors have shown themselves to be well-suited for operation in cave

environments.  Coldwater Cave is particularly wet and has very high CO2, but the EIC sensors

produced comparable output to continuous radon monitors.  Precautionary protocols involving

barrier bags during transport and measurement were enlisted to protect the sensors from water,

dust, and physical shock, and are recommended to avoid some of the problems reported by prior

investigators.  Selection of the appropriate sensor configuration was important, being a function
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Table (6):  Average deviation in calculated radon activity (in pCi/L) from use of differing 

gamma ray background readings. 

average deviation

best - alternative

December 2015 pCi/L

Config I (LT electret, S Chamber) 0.9

Config II(ST electret, L-OO Chamber) 1.3

Config III (LT electret, L-OO Chamber) 1.4

June 2016

Config I (LT electret, S Chamber) 0.9

Config II(ST electret, L-OO Chamber) 1.3

Config III (LT electret, L-OO Chamber) 1.4

Overall

Config I (LT electret, S Chamber) 0.9

Config II(ST electret, L-OO Chamber) 1.3

Config III (LT electret, L-OO Chamber) 1.4

of the duration of the experiment and the radon level at the site.  Whereas the duration can be 

controlled, the cave radon level cannot, is variable, and its magnitude will be unknown at the 

outset of an experiment.  Past experiments will give some predictive ability, but the information 

needs to be specific regarding the particular sites in the cave and the time of year.  When starting 

work in a new cave, the lack of this prior information regarding radon activity will make it very 

difficult to gauge the proper E-PERM configuration; a preliminary trial would be advisable to 

provide guidance. 

Configuration III, the least sensitive of the configurations tested in this work, showed poor 

accuracy and high uncertainty, and it was the most susceptible to impact from use of the SPER 

reader to measure a voltage in the field of any of the configurations tested.  Although it would be 

easy to reject this configuration for cave use, there was nothing inherently wrong with it, as all of 

the observed limitations likely resulted from the small ΔV measured in these trials.  If an 

experimentalist was constrained to working on the weekends and decided to undertake a 7-day 

trial in this same cave (place sensors one weekend, pick up the next), Configuration III would 

likely be the best approach as it would produce a much larger ΔV, whereas the other two 

configurations would probably discharge the electret completely during this time frame.   

Configuration I and Configuration II both gave comparable results for this work.  Configuration I 

used larger chambers that are problematic if a large number need to transported through the cave 

per person.  It also featured smaller ΔV values than Configuration II, meaning there was less 

expense per trial and less inherent risk of complete electret discharge during an experiment.  For 

longer exposures as in the 60-Hr study, the risk of discharging electrets supersedes other 

concerns, and Configuration I is recommended.  For shorter exposure durations, as in the 36-Hr 

study, Configuration II is preferable mainly based on the smaller size of the chambers. 
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Using the SPER reader in the field did not have a significant impact on the output compared to 

measurements acquired in a climate-controlled laboratory if the voltage change was large (>50V) 

and the radon concentration high (>200 pCi/L).  Given the hassle of transporting and using the 

SPER reader in the field, it is preferable to use this approach only when necessary (e.g. 

sequential field trials with the same electrets) and when a locale with humidity of less than 75% 

can be found.  Cave gamma radiation exposures measured in this study have considerably higher 

values than the state average often used for measurements in houses.  Unless gamma background 

exposures are going to be measured concurrently along with radon activity at each sampling site, 

one needs to be able to predict its value based on past data.  Further work is needed to develop a 

systematic scheme to predict values for Coldwater Cave, but the shortcoming of not having a 

systematic correction was mitigated by the fact that the uncertainty in the gamma radiation 

exposure value converted to only a tiny correction in the calculated radon activity. 
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